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Abstract 
Exploring display through the lens of Pacific history and museum studies, this thesis 
investigates the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship from 1923 to 2007 using five key 
exhibitions as case studies. These reveal that the role of display in the colonial and post-
colonial context has been used in a variety of ways over time; for economic colonial 
‘boosting’, for a moralising effect, as a surveillance method and as an empowering tool for 
indigenous voices. The objects, people and stories that make up these displays are deeply 
embedded in contests over power, politics, culture and identity, and these contests are 
shaped by the prevailing concerns of specific historical shifts. 
 
Using archival research, oral interviews and exhibition material, this thesis seeks to 
contribute to an understanding of how Sāmoa–New Zealand relations were negotiated and 
performed. Colonial governance and its legacy, and the mobility of diasporic communities 
are the reason why the exhibition sites are located in two countries.  
 
A key part of display-making is the selection of objects, people and narratives, and how 
these are framed within the exhibitionary space. Display practices are shaped by 
competing and contradictory ideas about the construction of culture and history. Thus, 
debates about pre-colonial traditions, colonialism and post-colonial ideas permeate 
discussions around displays of Sāmoa and more broadly the Pacific. All the case study 
exhibitions focus on articulating ‘culture’, and the forms of displaying culture reflect the 
agendas of those in charge of staging these displays. 
 
Display is a key component to the understanding of contemporary Sāmoan culture. 
Objects on display reflect the dynamic relations between Sāmoan diasporic communities, 
since mobility is central to the way these relations are understood. In addition, display is a 
vehicle that demonstrates notions of class, race and kinship, and how these are produced 
and negotiated. Sāmoan displays are often represented as a model of a resilient traditional 
culture. Drawing on contemporary Pacific scholarship which situates indigenous agency 
within colonial and post-colonial structures, exhibitions can be understood as contested 
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spaces that are part of broader processes informing individual, collective and national 
identities. 
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Introduction 
 
While working as Curator Pacific Cultures at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa 
Tongarewa (2008–13) I became interested in how groups of people and cultures are 
represented, and how their stories are constructed, interpreted, and remembered. I soon 
discovered that the histories I was learning about Sāmoa–New Zealand relations through 
objects and narratives often lay outside of the mainstream historiography. Moreover, I 
found that objects and their associated stories move beyond their places of origin, have 
multiple trajectories and cross-cultural and geographical boundaries. Consequently, 
through case studies of display, this thesis seeks to evaluate and analyse the ways in 
which historical narratives are told, and the connection or disconnection to the growing 
historiography. 
 
For example, included in Te Papa’s long-term Pacific Cultures exhibition Tangata o le 
Moana: the story of Pacific people in New Zealand (2007–17) is the ‘ie toga (finely woven 
mat) Le Ageagea a Tumua (the substance of Tumua). This was gifted to Rt. Hon. Helen 
Clark in 2002, the then Prime Minister of New Zealand, following her apology to the 
Sāmoan people at the 40th independence celebrations in Sāmoa. She stated:  
On behalf of the New Zealand Government, I wish to offer today a formal apology to the people of 
Sāmoa for the injustices arising from New Zealand’s administration of Sāmoa in its earlier years, and 
to express sorrow and regret for those injustices.1 
This historic public event acknowledged the long history between Sāmoa and New 
Zealand that began in 1914 when control of Sāmoa passed to New Zealand in the form of 
a League of Nations C-Class Mandate. The ‘ie toga was presented to Clark as a symbol of 
forgiveness by the Sā Tupua family. Its presence in the Tangata o le Moana exhibition 
sheds light on the politics of the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship, and demonstrates the 
significance of displays of Sāmoa — its people, objects and culture — in spaces such as 
the national museum. 
                                                            
1
 New Zealand Herald, June 4, 2002; T. Fa’alogo, “The Political Context of the Apology to Sāmoa,” (MA 
thesis, University of Auckland, 2010). 
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The kernel of this thesis was formed in New Zealand before our family moved to Australia, 
and later in Sāmoa. Although it is grounded in my experience in academia and the 
museum sector, I am mindful of this observation by Pacific scholar Asenati Liki: 
As Pacific Islander scholars, the worlds of academia and kinship are enmeshed within a commitment 
to employ our cultural thinking in scholarship. Thus what anchors us in our cultures can also guide 
our scholarship. Our enquiries can reflect the lived experience of the communities in us and the 
cultural thinking that we live and that travels with us.2  
It is through a similar lens of ‘cultural thinking’ that I approach this research topic, 
particularly as a Sāmoan woman seeking to understand, analyse and navigate the 
literature and theories presented by academics and communities. 
 
The focus of existing research concerning the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship is 
weighted towards the New Zealand colonial administration of Sāmoa onwards from 1914, 
the Mau Resistance Movement of the 1920s–30s, and decolonisation, governance and 
change since independence in 1962. Since the 1990s, a growing body of literature on the 
diasporic community in New Zealand and abroad adds another level of complexity to this 
research. Reviewing this research on the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship reveals space 
for an interrogation of the display of Sāmoa in exhibitions, fairs and shows, and how these 
connect, or disconnect to the growing historiography of Sāmoa–New Zealand relations.  
 
This thesis is about the nature of display and how it portrays Sāmoa–New Zealand 
relations. It explores how the displays of objects and people have been articulated from 
1923 to 2007, and the factors that have influenced the staging of key exhibitions. There 
are five key exhibitions that constitute my case studies. I argue that the vehicle of display 
demonstrates competing and contradictory ideas around power, politics, culture and 
identity. The role of display in the colonial and post-colonial context reveals several key 
themes: firstly, that display had a moralising effect; secondly, it was employed as a 
surveillance method; and thirdly in more recent times, it has been used as an empowering 
tool for indigenous voices. This transforming element parallels shifting ideas of home and 
                                                            
2
 Asenati Liki, “Women as Kin: Working lives, living work and mobility among Sāmoan Teine uli,” in 
Oceanian Journeys and Sojourns: Home thoughts abroad, ed. Judith Bennett, 126 (Otago: Otago University 
Press, 2015). 
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place, and is influenced by the movement of people abroad. In addition, this study 
explores the idea of culture through objects selected for inclusion in exhibitions and the 
government policies implemented. It suggests that the construction of Sāmoan culture in 
the case studies analysed has influenced diasporic communities, and played an active role 
in how communities negotiate cultural spaces. This study foregrounds historical 
description because much of the discussion is outside the mainstream historiography, 
while also aiming to advance curatorial studies and an understanding of the complex 
cultural relationship between Sāmoa and New Zealand. The sources available, their 
relevance and interpretation are outlined below. 
 
 
Discussion of sources 
I have chosen five key exhibitions which are crucial to exploring the dynamics of Sāmoa–
New Zealand relations from 1923 to 2007: the Agricultural Show and Fair (1923), the New 
Zealand Centennial Exhibition (1939–40), the South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976), 
Va'aomanu: celebrating the history and culture of Sāmoa (1998), and Tangata o le Moana: 
the story of Pacific people in New Zealand (2007–17). This thesis relies on several key 
archives in order to reconstruct a chronology of display over an 84-year period exemplified 
in these five key exhibitions. The most substantial archives are written in English and are 
located in Archives New Zealand in Wellington.  
 
Archival Sources 
The first archive is the ‘Exhibition in Sāmoa, 1922–1938’ files located in the Island 
Territories series held at Archives New Zealand. These documents outline the process of 
organising the first national Agricultural Show and Fair which was held in Apia, Sāmoa in 
1923. It provides important insight into the networks of authority involved in the 
development of the exhibition. The relationship between Sāmoa and New Zealand 
government officials had by then existed in a formal way for close to a decade. 
Correspondence between the offices in Wellington and Apia is crucial in outlining how the 
exhibition was constructed under a paternal regime following the First World War. It also 
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revealed aspects about the local colonial elite, and the perceived notion of Sāmoans as a 
‘backward’ civilization, and the need to ‘preserve’ Sāmoan culture and objects. 
 
The second repository located at Archives New Zealand is about the development of the 
New Zealand Centennial Exhibition (1939–40). This extensive collection initially proved 
difficult to access, as these documents were categorised under very broad headings; 
however I located files relating to Sāmoa’s participation via the government Department of 
External Affairs, which had oversight of New Zealand’s Pacific Island territories, including 
the Cook Islands, Niue and Tokelau. As with the Agricultural Show and Fair, these 
documents reveal the work of the Wellington and Apia offices in carefully staging the 
Sāmoa display, and the Sāmoan group who were thus represented. The Labour 
government agenda to display good relations with Sāmoa, three years after the Mau 
Resistance Movement ended, shaped how the physical space was managed. 
 
The third source is the archives pertaining to the period 1941 to 1997 located in various 
files relating to the work of the Māori and South Pacific Arts Council (1970s–1990s), and 
the revival of Māori and Pacific ‘traditional’ arts in that period. This period of display activity 
saw the development of the arts in Oceania emerging out of, and in response to, the post-
colonial experience with which many Pacific countries were coming to terms. It documents 
the South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976) in Rotorua, which saw the participation of a 
Sāmoan group from the Western Sāmoa Teachers’ College. I located many of the oral 
recordings from this event through the University of Auckland Library Digitool store site. In 
addition, I found relevant video recordings of the Sāmoa group performances on the 
Youtube website associated with the National Library of New Zealand and Archives New 
Zealand. 
 
The fourth source is the archive for the exhibition Va'aomanu: celebrating the history and 
culture of Sāmoa (1998), located at the National Library of New Zealand in Wellington, 
which hosted the show focusing on the 1890s to 1930s. Through personal communication 
with current and former staff of the library, I was able to gain some insight into the 
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formation of the idea and the development of the show. The library’s role in ‘democratising’ 
the Sāmoa collection, greatly assisted the participation and contribution of a Sāmoan 
voice, through Tupuola Malifa in the selection of photographs displayed, and the 
associated stories told. Its subsequent sponsored travel to Sāmoa from Wellington saw 
Sāmoan academic and artistic responses to these photographs and stories. These 
indigenous readings provide insight into the emerging discourse around display in the 
Sāmoan context almost a century later in a vastly different era to the paternalism of the 
early 1900s. The exhibition text labels and associated photographs were made available 
for research. 
 
Finally, located at Te Papa are the archives for Tangata o le Moana: the story of Pacific 
people in New Zealand (2007). This exhibition archive holds photographs, concept design, 
storyboards, and proposal documents about the exhibition’s development from 2003 
onwards. At the time of writing, the exhibition was in the process of being documented 
under the Corporate Archives of the museum. The exhibition text labels were also made 
available for analysis. Institutionally, Sāmoa is located in the museum’s Pacific Cultures 
Collection, formerly the Foreign Ethnology Collection. The politics of the museum’s 
institutional history reveals a curatorial contribution to how Sāmoa within the Pacific is 
acknowledged alongside tāonga (treasure) Māori and other collections. 
 
A further key source is data gathered from seven face-to-face interviews carried out with 
museum professionals, community members and participants who were involved in the 
various exhibitions in Sāmoa and New Zealand. These proved invaluable sources to 
extend the research and complement the archival documentation. In telling their stories, in 
Sāmoan and English, the interviewees expressed the importance of culture, identity and 
history in how Sāmoa is represented, particularly for diasporic communities and exhibition 
visitors. These narrative threads are woven into the thesis as reference points within the 
chapters and thesis structure.  
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Published sources 
The available published sources directly connected to this study are found scattered 
through various records such as books, government accounts and exhibition catalogues. 
Often references to Sāmoa are in minute detail, found under obscure headings or through 
a photograph. However, these are helpful signposts for understanding how the object or 
story was perceived at that time. For example, the international Dunedin exhibitions of 
1889 and 1925 record Sāmoa objects in association with those who donated material for 
display, such as missionaries and government officials. 
 
Available museum records of acquisitions were a useful source of reference. These detail 
the provenance of objects and collections which provide insight into the institution’s role, 
and their collecting practice, as well as those of donors or vendors who sought to disperse 
their private collections. The Annual Reports (Appendices to the Journals of the House of 
Representatives) by the Sāmoa Administration, which were presented to the New Zealand 
government, and later the League of Nations Committee record the focus of New Zealand, 
and its policies in Sāmoa as a Mandated Territory. These are vitally important records as 
they summarised the yearly progress and changes in the territory in education, health, 
economy, administration, and justice, according to the government viewpoint. 
 
Photographs are important texts for reading displays; these have been largely sourced 
from the National Library of New Zealand and Te Papa, many in collections of 
photographs associated with government officials working in Sāmoa. Some images are of 
people viewing and visiting the exhibitions, others are of objects on display. These images 
capture the atmosphere of the exhibition in a visual way that is often compelling and 
engaging. 
 
A limitation of the thesis has been the lack of available sources to interrogate the 
presentation of living Sāmoan culture through ceremony, dance and oratory performance 
such as those performed at exhibitions or display-making events. However, available 
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written documents have provided important references to these events for analysis in this 
thesis.    
 
Unpublished sources 
Accounts of Sāmoa displays from 1914 to 2007 have been sourced from primarily archival 
documentation, constituting a relatively new research area. The majority of unpublished 
sources detail the state’s role in managing the progress of these exhibitions which it 
initiated, organised and executed. These documents were crucial in constructing the 
system of authority, and the investment made in holding exhibitions as a way of projecting 
and reflecting New Zealand’s image onto the international stage. Many of the letters, 
memorandums and telegrams were written by those in authority, with very few records by 
Sāmoans themselves. Correspondence from the 1920s to 1950s is dominated by the New 
Zealand administration, with Wellington and Apia the central points of decision-making. By 
the 1960s and through to the 1990s however, records by Sāmoan applicants for arts 
funding in New Zealand begin to surface through the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (later 
Arts Council of New Zealand). These applications came by way of church communities, 
childcare centres, art groups and youth groups. Simultaneously, Sāmoans were in 
positions of influence in regional and international organisations which assist in providing 
support to Pacific-oriented projects and activities. 
 
Other unpublished sources are exhibition labels and programmes which have provided 
important information about the tone of each show, its audience, the ideology behind the 
labels, their authorship and impact. The move from exhibition catalogues and programmes 
to text labels, structured in an institution’s hierarchy, indicates a more mechanised way of 
telling stories, which is associated with competitive gallery spaces, funding and the 
organisational structure. In the more recent exhibitions, such labels have survived beyond 
the exhibition on the floor through the Te Papa and National Library websites. 
 
While many of the sources are located in institutions abroad, I also communicated with 
archives management staff in Sāmoa about my research. However, at the time of writing, 
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the Ministry of Education, Sports and Culture was digitising and collating ministry archives. 
As this is a long-term project and a priority for the government, I was unable to access 
archives pertaining to this study. 
 
Having briefly discussed the sources for the case studies, it is necessary to provide an 
outline of the history of Sāmoa to contextualise the later discussion of the historiography of 
Sāmoa–New Zealand relationships within which the analysis of display is situated. 
 
 
Sāmoa: a brief outline 
 
Figure 1: Map of Sāmoa. Ref. http://www.ezilon.com/maps/oceania/Sāmoa-maps.html 
 
This study focuses on the western islands of Sāmoa formerly under New Zealand control, 
of which Savai’i and Upolu are the biggest two. While the islands of Manono and Apolima 
lie between Savai’i and Upolu, the smaller islands of Nu’utele, Nu’usafe’e, Nu’ulua, 
Namu’a and Fanuatapu are located around the edges of south east Upolu, in the districts 
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of Aleipata and Falealili. Archaeological evidence suggests Sāmoa was settled by Lapita 
peoples about 3,000 years ago. Far from an isolated group of islands, oral traditions and 
stories record interactions with other Pacific Island countries, particularly with Tonga and 
Fiji. Linguistically the Sāmoan language is from the Polynesian branch of the Austronesian 
languages. 
 
Dutchman Jacob Roggeveen is the first recorded European explorer to have set eyes on 
Sāmoa in 1722. He was followed by two Frenchmen, Louis-Antoine de Bougainville in 
1768 and later Jean François de Galaup, comte de Lapérouse and his crew in 1787. In the 
1830s, a United States Scientific Expedition arrived in Sāmoa under the command of 
Lieutenant Charles Wilkes. At this time, traders and missionaries had begun to arrive in 
waves, including commercial firms such as the German company Goddefroy und Sohn of 
Hamburg in the 1850s, which set up a copra manufacturing base. The increasing 
interaction between foreign and Sāmoan peoples was accompanied by a rise in local and 
global conflict as Sāmoans and foreigners sought alliances with various groups, especially 
over land acquisition and weapons. By 1889, due to continued unrest, the Berlin Treaty 
signed by the Three Powers of Germany, Great Britain and the United States established 
foreign rule, until ten years later in 1899, when Germany took full control of the islands in 
the west, and the United States of the eastern islands, now known as American Sāmoa. 
German rule came to an end in 1914 when New Zealand military forces occupied the 
country. After the First World War, Sāmoa was governed as a Mandated Territory by New 
Zealand (on behalf of Great Britain) and then in 1947, changed status to a United Nations 
Trust Territory until 1962 when Sāmoa gained independence. In so doing, Sāmoa adopted 
a Westminster model of governance alongside a modified Sāmoan system of authority. 
 
Despite modifications influenced by foreign rule, Sāmoa is governed by regulations of the 
itumalo (district), nu’u (village) and aiga (family). The aiga is led by a high chief who plays 
a central role in affairs within the extended family group. Therefore individuals of an aiga 
are connected to a chiefly title in his/her village of affiliation, and are thus located within the 
structures of the nu’u and the itumalo. This largely remains the case today as Sāmoan kin 
relationships help guide and maintain fa’asāmoa or Sāmoan customs and practices. This 
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involves acknowledgement of genealogical connections through ceremonies such as 
weddings, funerals and chiefly title bestowals. 
 
In pre-colonial times, Sāmoan religious activity was governed by a strong belief in 
supernatural deities associated with animals, plants or natural disasters. Thus, daily life 
was regulated by obligations to these deities and associated high ranking chiefs. However, 
with increasing missionary activity since the early nineteenth century, major changes to 
these religious practices have taken place. Christianity has since greatly influenced 
Sāmoan belief and custom. Currently the largest Sāmoan church membership (31%) is of 
the Congregational Christian Church of Sāmoa (formerly the London Missionary Society).3  
 
Census data from the early twentieth century records the population of Sāmoa at some 
37,000 people. By the 1940s this figure had doubled. In more recent statistics, the 2011 
census records the local population at 187,820; however, just as many Sāmoans live 
abroad in places like New Zealand (144,138)4 and the United States (184,440).5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
3
 Samoa. Samoa Bureau of Statistics, “Population & Demography Indicator Summary,” 
http://www.sbs.gov.ws/index.php/population-demography-and-vital-statistics (accessed October 10, 
2016). 
4
 New Zealand. Statistics New Zealand, “2013 Ethnic Group Profiles: Samoan,” 
http://www.stats.govt.nz/Census/2013-census/profile-and-summary-reports/ethnic-
profiles.aspx?request_value=24708&parent_id=24706&tabname=#24708 (accessed October 10, 2016). 
5
 United States of America. United States Census Bureau. “The Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander 
Population, 2010,” http://www.census.gov/prod/cen2010/briefs/c2010br-12.pdf (accessed October 10, 
2016). 
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Historiography of Sāmoa–New Zealand relations 
 
Figure 2: Map of Sāmoa and New Zealand in Oceania. Ref. http://www.ezilon.com/maps/oceania-
continent-maps.html 
 
Against this background, much of the scholarship on Sāmoa–New Zealand relations has 
centred on an examination of New Zealand‘s colonial management of the country following 
the outset of the First World War. The focus has been on the Administrators—Lieutenant-
Colonel Robert Logan (1914–19), Colonel Robert Ward Tate (1920–23) and Brigadier-
General George Spafford Richardson (1923–28)—and the policies implemented during 
their time in office.6 Since 1914, scholars have highlighted key events which caused 
tension between the administration and the local population. One early major event was 
the arrival of the New Zealand steamship Talune which brought the Spanish influenza 
pandemic to Sāmoa in 1918. Logan was blamed for mismanaging the situation, particularly 
for allowing the ship to dock without proper quarantine measures being carried out. A 1917 
                                                          
6
 M. Boyd, “The Military Administration of Western Sāmoa, 1914–1919,”New Zealand Journal of History 2, 
no. 2 (1968): 148–164; I. Campbell, “Staffing Native Administration in the Mandated Territory of Western 
Sāmoa,” New Zealand Journal of History 34, no. 2 (2000): 277–295. 
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census survey showed a population of 37,491.7 Subsequently the influenza killed over 
7,000 of the local population in a space of four weeks.8 Even today, this tragedy remains in 
the hearts and minds of Sāmoans. Another area of tension was the raised profile of the 
Land and Titles Court established by the Imperial German government in 1903.9 This 
institution was encouraged by Logan as a means of mediating all local Sāmoan politics. 
The move to legitimise the court, as Sāmoan historian Malama Meleisea argues, in effect 
decentralised Sāmoan customary authority which involved negotiations and collective 
consensus between families—even if fragmented—in relation to the distribution and 
conferment of titles and land matters.10 The land court issues alongside other aspects of 
New Zealand rule demonstrated a wilful ignorance of Sāmoan society, as historian Mary 
Boyd states, unlike the Germans, “[n]ot one New Zealand official had the requisite 
knowledge and experience to administer Sāmoan affairs with similar understanding and 
firmness”.11 
 
The creation of a new ‘myth’ of Sāmoans as ‘backward children’ in the 1920s influenced 
General George Richardson (1923–28), Sāmoa’s third military administrator whose 
policies included restrictions placed on kilikiti (cricket) games and the Sāmoan custom of 
malaga (visitation).12 Although malaga was restricted, it was adopted by the Administrators 
as a way of controlling movements in and out of Sāmoa.13 In what Sāmoan historian 
Damon Salesa terms the ‘rewiring’ of Sāmoa, the malaga was a ‘circuitry’ of movement 
which strengthened Sāmoan political ties, and was malleable in nature in the face of 
ongoing change.14 Restricting malaga therefore had implications for people to support 
                                                            
7
 Evening Post (Wellington), October 10, 1917. 
8
 See J. Davidson, Sāmoa mo Sāmoa: the Emergence of the Independent State of Western Sāmoa 
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1967); M. Meleisea, The Making of Modern Sāmoa: Traditional 
Authority and Colonial Administration in the Modern History of Western Sāmoa (Suva: Institute of Pacific 
Studies, 1987); S. Tomkins, “The Influenza Epidemic of 1918–19 in Western Sāmoa,” Journal of Pacific 
History 27, no.2 (1992): 181–197. 
9
 F. Aiono-Le Tagaloa, “The Land and Titles Court of Sāmoa 1903–2008: Continuity amid Change,” (PhD 
thesis, University of Otago, 2009). 
10
 Meleisea, The Making of Modern Sāmoa, 102–125. 
11
 M. Boyd, “Racial Attitudes of New Zealand Officials in Western Sāmoa,”New Zealand Journal of History 
21, no.1 (1987): 142. 
12
 Ibid., 148. 
13
 D. Salesa, “’Travel-Happy’ Sāmoa: Colonialism, Sāmoan Migration and a ‘Brown Pacific,” New Zealand 
Journal of History 37, no.2 (2003): 171–188. 
14
 Ibid. 
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kinship ceremonies such as weddings or funerals which involves acknowledging and 
maintaining family connections through goods exchanged. In his attempt to implement 
social and economic reform under the motto ‘Sāmoa mo Sāmoa’ (Sāmoa for Sāmoans), 
historian James Davidson argues that Richardson’s paternalistic approach “was 
submerged in a flood of frank denunciation”.15  
 
This criticism of Richardson’s administration (and that of the preceding Administrators) 
came by way of the Mau Resistance Movement of the 1920s–30s, which has received 
considerable attention from scholars since the 1960s. Some have highlighted the 
importance of the Mau in paving the way for Sāmoan ‘nationalism’ against New Zealand 
colonial oppression.16 Meleisea argues that Richardson’s policies were “contradictory” in 
Sāmoan eyes, particularly the use of Sāmoan customary practices like banishment and 
exile to remove chiefly titles. Moreover, the Mau challenged a foreign system of control 
and showed the Sāmoan customary system of authority to be a flexible one, capable of 
withstanding external influences.17 Arguably, the Mau laid the foundation for the 
international debate around Sāmoa’s ability to self-govern and New Zealand’s role in 
preparing the colony for independence. Diverging from these arguments, historian Ian 
Campbell states that the movement “was a protest not against New Zealand 
oppressionWbut against New Zealand mildness and liberalism”.18 Largely instigated by 
part-Sāmoan or afakasi traders and merchants in Sāmoa, who were following primarily 
commercial interests, Campbell argues that the Mau leaders such as Ta’isi Olaf Nelson 
were able to involve Sāmoan leaders in the movement because of the post-war economic 
crisis, and through their familial ties.19 In addition, as Campbell reiterates, colonial protest 
                                                            
15
 Davidson, Sāmoa mo Sāmoa, 113. 
16
 A. Wendt, “Guardians and Wards: a Study of the Origins, Causes and the First Two Years of the Mau in 
Western Sāmoa,” (MA Honours thesis, University of Victoria, 1965); M. Field, Mau: Sāmoa’s Struggle 
Against New Zealand Oppression (Wellington: A.H. and A.W. Reed Ltd, 1984); G. Osinov, “The Mau 
movement in Western Sāmoa, 1926–38,”Narodny Azii i Afriki 3 (1974): 64–75; Meleisea, The Making of 
Modern Sāmoa, 126–154. 
17
 Meleisea, The Making of Modern Sāmoa, 146, 154. 
18
 I. Campbell, “New Zealand and the Mau in Sāmoa: Reassessing the Causes of a Colonial Protest 
Movement,” New Zealand Journal of History 33, no.1 (1999): 110. 
19
 Ibid., 106–107. 
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in Sāmoa was more long-term and occurred throughout the politics of the nineteenth 
century and particularly during the years of formal German government (1900–14).20  
 
By the 1920s, the New Zealand government attitude towards Sāmoans was part of the 
colonial philosophy of the time which was aimed at civilising the population, and in many 
ways is tied closely with ethnological practice of the period.21 This context provides an 
important historical foundation for this thesis as it examines the organisation of Sāmoa’s 
first Agricultural Show and Fair, held in Mulinu’u, Apia in 1923. The Show and Fair was 
initiated by Tate, executed by Richardson and included prominent traders and merchants 
like Ta’isi. The emphasis on agriculture demonstrated the economic motivation behind the 
event, and the division of categories into agricultural, stock, industrial and educational 
components echoes similar international exhibitions of the period.22 
 
Another theme examined in the historiography is the ethnic groups that were the focus of 
exhibitions and fairs, as well as those who were visibly absent from these displays. 
Indentured labour histories for Sāmoa have focused on the plantation labour work from the 
late-nineteenth century.23 By the time of New Zealand’s administration, the question of 
repatriation of the Chinese indentured labourers, many of whom had arrived in 1903, and 
those from Melanesia who had arrived in Sāmoa since the 1860s, was uncertain.24 By the 
turn of the twentieth century, the population of Sāmoa included a range of ethnic groups, 
of Pacific and European origins.25 Part-Sāmoans or afakasi were included in this ethnic 
                                                            
20
 Campbell, “New Zealand and the Mau in Sāmoa,” 94–95. 
21
 Boyd, “Racial attitudes of New Zealand officials in Western Sāmoa,” 21, 155. 
22
 E. Johnston, “Representing the Pacific at International Exhibitions 1851–1940,” (PhD thesis, University of 
Auckland, 1999). 
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 D. Munro, “Planter versus Protector: Frank Cornwall’s Employment of Gilbertese Plantation Workers in 
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 P. O’Connor, “The Problem of Indentured Labour in Sāmoa under the Military Administration,” Political 
Science 20, no.2 (1968): 10–27 ; M. Meleisea, “The Last days of the Melanesian Labour Trade in Western 
Sāmoa,” Journal of Pacific History 11, no. 2 (1976): 126–132 ; M. Meleisea, O Tama Uli: Melanesians in 
Western Sāmoa (Suva: University of the South Pacific, 1980); B. Liua’ana, “Dragons in Little Paradise: 
Chinese (mis)fortunes in Sāmoa, 1900–1950,” Journal of Pacific History 32, no. 1 (1997): 29–48. 
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 N. McArthur, Island Populations of the Pacific (Canberra: Australian National University, 1968); R. Gilson, 
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mix and were in many ways caught in-between, as it was difficult for officials to attach a 
fixed classification in various contexts such as the legal system.26 
 
The migration of Sāmoans to New Zealand onwards from the 1940s has been an 
important area of scholarship,27 and these studies are valuable to this thesis in exploring 
the representation of Sāmoa in the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition held in Wellington 
in 1939–40. This national exhibition celebrated 100 years of New Zealand’s history, and 
included a ‘native’ court which saw Sāmoan participation.28 The ‘total history’ approach, 
and the making of New Zealand’s national identity, is interrogated by examining how the 
state carefully managed and framed the representation of Sāmoa within the wider colonial 
exhibition setting. 
 
Although there have been many studies of decolonisation in Sāmoa, this thesis breaks 
new ground by investigating the nature of Sāmoan representation from 1941 to 1997 in 
New Zealand and Sāmoa, outside of the ‘traditional’ display setting, such as those of 1923 
and 1939–40. This is particularly important because a small number of mobile exhibitions, 
such as indigenous festivals, had been organised during these decades, in which Sāmoa 
took part.29 Studies have focused on the economy,30 influences on Sāmoan chiefly titles,31 
governance and customary law.32 However, there has been little attention paid to material 
culture and display exhibitions to represent this process. The Treaty of Friendship signed 
between Sāmoa and New Zealand at independence continues to bind the two countries. 
                                                            
26
 D. Salesa, “Half-Castes between the Wars: Colonial Categories in New Zealand and Sāmoa,” New Zealand 
Journal of History 34, no.1 (2000): 98–116. 
27
 I. Fairburn, “Sāmoan Migration to New Zealand,” Journal of the Polynesian Society 70, no.1 (1961): 18–
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Taoa Kerslake has interrogated this ‘special relationship’ and reviews the implications of 
honouring this document in the post-independence era.33 Events such as the ‘dawn raids’ 
in the 1970s were based on the Immigration Act (1964) which managed the entry of 
migrants to New Zealand. Many of those targeted for deportation were Pacific Islanders.34 
The citizenship case involving Sāmoan over-stayer Falema’i Lesa proceeded to the Privy 
Council and in 1982 Lesa won her case to become a New Zealand citizen.35 
Simultaneously this period saw a shift in Oceania, to recognising culture and tradition as a 
way of asserting post-colonial independence. Sāmoa’s participation in the South Pacific 
Festival of Arts (1976), hosted by New Zealand, demonstrates a move towards Sāmoa 
taking a role in the political debate, influenced by the agenda of international organisations 
such as the United Nations to revive and preserve indigenous art forms. 
 
The Va'aomanu exhibition highlighted the importance of language and its association with 
history, culture, and identity. In 1998, the National Library of New Zealand Te Puna 
Matauranga o Aotearoa exhibited Va'aomanu curated by Sāmoan academic and matai, 
Tupuola Malifa. This was primarily a photographic exhibition, with images taken mainly by 
New Zealand Sāmoa-based photographer Alfred Tattersall. This large-scale exhibition 
dedicated to Sāmoa will be considered in this study, in light of the context of events over 
the preceding decades. In 2000, historian Kerry Howe argued that most New Zealanders 
did not view New Zealand as a ‘Pacific Island’.36 The Tangata o le Moana exhibition at Te 
Papa repositions New Zealand’s view of itself, as it incorporates a number of Pacific Island 
groups, Sāmoans included, all of whom have historical ties to New Zealand. This 
revisionist history locates the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship in a broader colonial and 
post-colonial context that provides an important departure point for this study. With this 
historiography in mind, the key themes explored in the five case studies in the thesis 
centre on the colonial administration, perpetuated myths, indigenous responses, migration 
and mobility, and debates around identity. 
                                                            
33
 T. Kerslake, “Sāmoa and New Zealand’s Special Relationship: More than a Neighbour?,” (MA thesis, 
University of Waikato, 2010). 
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Studies of display discourse 
The materials directly related to Sāmoa need to be considered alongside the large 
literature available on discourses of display and indigeneity. This allows a more nuanced 
approach to understanding the nature of display. The discourse of display has been an 
area of scholarly research and debate since the 1980s, and has seen a multi-disciplinary 
approach to the mechanics of display in various contexts.  
 
Debates have centred on the power structures inherent in constructing multiple display 
sites.37 Drawing on philosopher Michel Foucault’s surveillance theory from his writing on 
the penitentiary system, sociologist Tony Bennett argues that in a similar way the 
‘exhibitionary complex’ employed the surveillance method which articulated the power 
structure evident in the display apparatus.38 Foucault and Bennett’s approaches 
demonstrate how displays are ways of modifying behaviour by organising and maintaining 
order. However, in his analysis of exhibition side-shows, Robert Bogdan disrupts this state 
of order, as he examines the involvement of ‘freaks’ with disabilities, the entrepreneur and 
spectators in the contexts of circuses, fairs and carnivals.39 In many ways, as Benedict 
Burton suggests, the exhibition cycle was also one of routine practice where 
“entrepreneurs could take the same concession to exhibition after exhibition.”40 This idea 
of the ‘world-as-exhibition’, argues Timothy Mitchell projected an external representation 
which was a poor reflection of the internal reality.41 As Edward Said asserts, this sense of 
a constructed reality in the case of indigenous people problematically frames them as “W 
fixed in time and place for the West”.42 Colonial displays therefore occupy contradictory 
positions in the present day—as a surveillance device, as a way of imagining and as a 
record for indigenous groups. The analysis has evolved from a structuralist and semiotic 
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philosophy and from cultural studies.43 Alongside these discourses, this present study 
looks towards the fields of museum studies and anthropology as a way of discussing 
ethnography and the politics of display. 
 
Drawing on the multiple discourses and debates, the concept of display in this thesis refers 
to the activity of presenting images, ideas, objects, people and spaces for public viewing. 
Peter Vergo suggests that “display is only a trick which can itself be independently enjoyed 
as a system of theatrical artifice”.44 The performances of display-making can be further 
understood in terms of ‘contact zones’: 
the space of colonial encounters, the space in which peoples geographically and historically 
separated come into contact with each other and establish ongoing relations, usually involving 
conditions of coercion, radical inequality, and intractable conflict.45 
Pratt’s concept of ‘contact zones’ allows room for negotiation, conflict and engagement. In 
the Sāmoa–New Zealand context, the case study exhibitions demonstrate similar spaces 
of contact that involve complex encounters. The idea that exhibitions represent culture is 
open for debate. Culture is an evolving concept, applied in various ways by different 
people, and at varying times.46 Rather than a focus on the ‘authenticity’ of culture and 
objects, James Clifford argues that an important factor for consideration is that collections 
“whether made in the name of art or science, are historically contingent and subject to 
local reappropriation”.47 This flexibility is an important consideration when exploring the 
motivation of goods exchanged. For example for Tonga, Fiji and Sāmoa, anthropologist 
Adrienne Kaeppler writes that “cultural boundaries are not social boundaries”, and 
specifically argues that marriage relationships in this case influenced the nature of cultural 
exchanges.48  
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In this way, the formation of collections within foreign institutions by diverse groups and 
individuals, from primarily European traditions, saw the reappropriation of meanings and 
symbols attached to these objects, outside of their place of origin.49 Significantly, early 
collections of display objects are closely associated with nation-building and contemporary 
concepts of ‘the other’.50 For example, the collections in America’s first national museum 
were in part sourced by the United States Exploring Expedition to the Pacific (1838–42)—
which included Sāmoa—primarily for the Patent Office Museum, and later transferred to 
the Smithsonian Institute. Historian Antony Adler notes the expedition’s collections 
demonstrated a “continuous struggle to project a unified and honoured national identity on 
an assortment of objects that in reality had been fabricated for different purposes”.51 For 
the most part, the collection was associated with ‘gentlemen naturalists’ and “advocates of 
a new form of national, government-funded science”.52 Similarly for Sāmoa, the 
organisation of the early exhibitions was the domain of the colonial elite who included 
government officials and the local business community. Therefore, what they allow in 
exhibitions represents their concept of Sāmoan culture. 
 
A key question in controlling representation is the place of the elite versus the wider 
population. For example, this was the case in nineteenth century Argentina, where the 
language of display was managed by the dominant elite.53 The formerly “private and 
exclusive gathering of family trophies” became ‘national heritage’ which was displayed as 
“a shared past, and administered by State-commissioned ‘experts’.”54 The demographics 
of collecting demonstrate a diverse group of individuals. For example, when amateur 
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anthropologist Paul Denys Montague’s fieldwork collected New Caledonia objects at the 
turn of the twentieth century, it was an “act of cross-cultural engagement where the limits 
of near and far, past and present, collector and dispossessed, culture and object, are 
untidy and mutually engaged”.55 Chaotic events such as war propel individuals into 
collecting mode at times through plunder and looting, as in the Opium Wars in China 
during British imperialism, where the objects acquired by the troops reflected their ‘taste’ 
and ‘attitudes’ towards China and the Chinese.56 Therefore, the role of ethnography 
reveals how people in the past perceived and conceptualised cultures foreign to them, not 
only through the objects collected and exchanged but how these collections are located 
within institutions.57 Studies have demonstrated the haphazard nature of collecting within 
the colonial enterprise, revealing the geo-political priority of places like India to Great 
Britain over neighbouring Myanmar (Burma).58  
 
The metropole shaped the public conception of the colony. The role of museum 
expeditions in the ‘metropole’ and the ‘colony’ in the French context differed from that in 
English-speaking traditions. For the Musee d’Ethnographie du Trocadero in the early 
twentieth century, the focus was on ethnographic fieldwork development, which contrasted 
with the Anglophone setting that saw fieldwork and its association with the rise of 
anthropology within university institutions.59 In so doing, these anthropological studies 
reveal active agency in the way indigenous participants responded to these colonial 
environments.60 Some indigenous responses are more visible than others. Other 
developing countries borrowed from multiple European traditions. For instance, Japan 
absorbed what was considered the best of overseas traditions in recreating its own 
development. The early development of museology in the nineteenth century had 
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reverberated from London’s South Kensington Museum—following the Great Exhibition of 
1851—to the shores of Tokyo, and later, through a colonial relationship, over Taiwan.61  
 
What many colonisers did not realise at the time was that cross-cultural relationships can 
be a means of displaying the subversive nature of cultural display. Sāmoa–New Zealand 
relations reveal instances of subversive indigenous agency within the colonial exhibition 
setting throughout the 84-year period. As Chapter One details, Sāmoan participation in the 
Agricultural Show and Fair (1923) demonstrates agreement and support at village and 
district levels between the administration and Sāmoan authority, which was later severed 
during the Mau Resistance Movement. Similarly in Chapter Five, within the Te Papa 
framework, the aforementioned ‘ie toga Le Agegea a Tumua was reconceptualised by 
Sāmoans associated with the object in order to re-tell their story. 
 
This thesis argues that trajectories associated with objects reveal an entangled matrix of 
negotiations and relationships of people and places, as anthropologist Nicholas Thomas 
states: 
It is important to recognize that material products, as well as belief systems such as Christianity, or 
resources such as literacy, are always acted upon and reformulated by indigenous populations, but 
these acts of derivation and displacement take place as political circumstances change, and the real 
ramifications of the entanglement of local polities in wider relations need to be appreciated, rather 
than denied by some search for an authentically different culture.62 
In retracing the paths of objects from their place of origin, scholars have revealed more 
complex and complicated histories. In reference to Moai representations of Easter Island, 
Peter Mason argues the idea of ‘a sense of place’ is important when analysing the 
movement and display of Moai archaeological sculptures, replicas and modern 
interpretations outside of the island in places such as London, Paris, Brussels and Chile.63 
What is important, Mason argues, is not the “authenticity of the object” but rather that “the 
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removal of a moai from its original site is nothing new in the history of Easter Island”.64 
This assertion can be applied to the changing architecture of institutions such as the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art where the new structural design referenced old ideas of 
interpretation.65 The gallery and museum divide is an ever shifting shade of grey, as 
objects move between the ‘ethnological’ and ‘art’ worlds with each influencing the other.66 
In the same way, ideas of indigenous art in the case of the Philippines at the Exposition of 
1887 were viewed differently. For the educated Filipino elite, Filipino artwork reflected the 
Spanish colonial regime, and the Catholic Church as responsible for the “consequent 
repression of Filipino intellect”. Spanish critics, however, blamed the ‘lack of development’ 
of Filipino art on the artists themselves. Historian Luis Gomez argues that ‘racial 
determinism’ explained “Filipino artistic underdevelopment”.67 These ideas have relevance 
for Sāmoa with the state’s focus on fostering Sāmoan industries. Similarly, Sāmoan 
products were framed in a ‘development’ sphere associated with Sāmoan potential for 
productivity, while also promoting New Zealand’s progressive administration of the 
country. 
 
The state’s role in reshaping the past has often been a key area of study, as in Argentina 
where, problematically, the state became the narrator of history.68 In Queensland, 
Australia, in the late nineteenth-and early twentieth centuries, the colonial display of 
Aboriginal people was associated with colonial land use, demonstrated in the organisation 
of the Brisbane agricultural shows: 
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Many of the active elements of the 19th and early 20th century shows, such as woodchopping and 
horse riding competitions, were closely connected to the successful colonisation and exploitation of 
the land.69  
This link to Foucault’s surveillance theory through the exploitation of land tenure in 
Queensland, contrasts with the operation in the Cook Islands, where the post-modern 
construction of culture by the state, became highly commodified and tied to the tourism 
industry, thus “displays of unity, dance and song were to prove ideal vehicles” for 
promoting culture.70 This transition to nationhood is reflected “in its simultaneous 
marketing of tradition and sophisticated financial services” and “a global repositioning of 
the nation”.71 Despite Sāmoa’s participation in regional cultural events, unlike the Cook 
Islands, Sāmoa’s national Teuila Tourism Festival was only established in 1991. By 
embracing tourism and becoming a signatory to various international conventions, Sāmoa 
positioned itself as a nation-state, albeit a developing one. The national focus of display 
since June 1962 has always been on Sāmoa Independence celebrations not on any wider 
exploration of Fa’asāmoa (i.e., according to Sāmoan customs and practice). 
 
The role of Christian missionaries in controlling representation has been well-documented 
by scholars in diverse contexts.72 The impact of missionary endeavours and their collecting 
practices saw George Bennet along with others, sent to Polynesia in the early nineteenth 
century to collect ‘idols’.73 These collecting encounters in the Society Islands revealed “that 
the objects were embedded in social relationships”.74 The relationships conveyed the 
diverse negotiations in how objects were viewed and exchanged, by gifting, trading or 
theft.75 As ‘proto-ethnologists’, the collecting practice of Moravian missionaries was 
primarily to ‘civilize and Christianize’ and ‘strengthen its own internal identity’ in order to 
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control the projected image of the Church to European circles of influence.76 In some 
cases the dichotomy of the ‘pagan’ and ‘Christian’ ideas demonstrated how some objects 
were perceived as ‘morally dangerous’.77 The classification and selection of objects, by 
those involved in exhibitions, draws attention to the resilient images of Sāmoa that have 
maintained currency within the display culture. For example, a fale (Sāmoan house) was 
constructed in Sāmoa and transported to the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition (1939–
40). Fifty years later, a fale, albeit modified, was constructed for the opening of Te Papa in 
1998 as a physical manifestation of a Pacific identity. 
 
The critique of those represented also includes room to examine those who are absent 
from displays. The challenges facing museums in presenting colonial-era photographs and 
their associated histories in Great Britain, is symptomatic of the conditions and anxiety 
surrounding how post-colonial societies engage or disengage with their histories.78 Some 
of the challenges include how certain histories have become rejected and forgotten, such 
as colonial missionary relations in Africa.79 The attempts to implement a consultative 
process in exhibition development processes are difficult for some institutions as they seek 
to negotiate various perspectives. Thus, a more inclusive approach in recent years to 
include multiple perspectives is an ongoing and challenging curatorial process within 
organisations, particularly as this multicultural approach employs a unified, and at the 
same time a disparate view of the past.80 In the case of Tangata o le Moana (2007), while 
two Pacific curators took the curatorial lead, the exhibition development team included 
expertise across the organisation; this at times proved a challenging course. 
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The notion of identity is deeply embedded in the discussions around collections, 
institutions and display of objects. The characteristics of identity and its formation within 
local, national and international relations at times coincides with a move from a diverse 
ethnic community to a unified one, such as in the case of indigenous American identity.81 
The dominant ideas of ‘self’, and the making of ‘ourselves’, are partly conditioned by the 
phenomena and politics of display-making.82 This is a key argument for Foucault, in that 
histories have ruptures and are non-linear.83 Foucault’s rejection of the continuity in 
history, choosing instead a preference for difference, provides room for this research to 
analyse notions of representation of Sāmoa–New Zealand relations, outside of the 
progress of the historical sphere. This thesis argues that the ‘total history’ approach is 
inadequate, particularly since the diversity of objects demonstrates diverse histories.84 
Furthermore, how objects are structured within an institution reflects the ideas behind their 
presence in the space.85 As scholar Carol Duncan writes, “[t]o control a museum means 
precisely to control the representation of a community and its highest values and truths”.86 
In considering ethnography and its associated ‘values’, Arjun Appadurai asserts in 
reference to Papua New Guinea’s Kula exchange system:  
it is the most intricate example of the politics of tournaments of value, in which the actors manipulate 
the cultural definitions of path and the strategic potential of diversion, so that the movement of things 
enhances their own ending.87 
Appadurai highlights the multiple paths of movement in the Kula exchange in which the 
object valued is ascribed and ‘diverted’ according to meanings given to it by the individual 
or group. In viewing the Sāmoa objects and collections in the National Library of New 
Zealand, the Archives New Zealand and Te Papa, the movement of these objects 
documents the biographies of those associated with these collections, and their separation 
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from the communities from which they came. In applying ‘cultural thinking’ towards the 
indigenous research debate, Māori scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith questions the modes of 
research applied to indigenous knowledge systems in how people know, learn, see and 
carry out their investigations.88 Therefore, Smith encourages researchers to consider 
alternative framings of indigenous knowledge in academia. In reference to the indigenous 
movement, Michael Ames writes:  
Something is happening among indigenous peoples around the world; it is a growing consciousness 
among those who have survived of their common predicaments, common interests, and common 
strategies ... Although the degree of self-assertion varies with country and circumstance, a common 
thread runs throughout: the rise of Native intelligentsia and pan-tribal socio-political solidarities as 
indigenous peoples advance through the educational systems of the dominant societies.89 
Ames identifies two key areas that are significant in the movement—history and culture. 
The discipline of anthropology has been a formidable entity in the institutionalisation of 
histories and cultures within museum institutions.90 Thus, the ongoing movement of the 
cultural pivot towards Māori agency in New Zealand provides important inflections on 
Sāmoa–New Zealand relations. Scholars have interrogated the ideologies behind the 
assembling of collections, and the route taken by Māori intellectuals such as Te Rangi 
Hīroa (Sir Peter Buck), who chose anthropology over archaeology in order to understand 
the cultural impacts on his own people.91 This case has relevance to Sāmoa, as, aside 
from German ethnologist Augustin Kramer’s work on Sāmoa in the nineteenth century, 
Buck carried out the first ethnological study of Sāmoa material culture in the late 1920s.92 
In the same period, the reception of his counterpart American anthropologist Margaret 
Mead’s work in American Sāmoa contrasts that of Buck, in that while Mead’s study was 
sensationalised for its focus on adolescent behaviour, Buck’s work has remained ‘under 
the radar’ but maintained its currency. Museum studies scholar Conal McCarthy points out 
that Māori played an active role in their own participation and representation, and that this 
occurred in spite of the growing settler population.93 The same is (more slowly) true of 
Sāmoa scholarship. 
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The politics of representation, particularly the nature of indigenous display continues to be 
a growing area of study.94 Within the discourse, debates around the future of what may 
constitute indigenous spaces such as museums and emerging cultural centres are 
ongoing.95 Since the growing popularity of cultural centres in the last few decades, debates 
over indigenous spaces have usurped the museum edifice. In places like Te Papa in the 
twenty-first century, indigenous people are beginning to reify their cultural histories and 
object treasures. As Meleisea argues, the Enlightenment ideas of progress and a rational 
approach to reason had reverberated to the shores of Sāmoa.96 These ideas influenced 
the nature of displays, some more overtly than others. Scholar Anne Maxwell argues that 
the perpetuated images of Sāmoans in the nineteenth- and early twentieth century reflect 
the colonial matrix of the time, specifically European identity. 97 Historian Max Quanchi 
points out that the circulation of images for Sāmoa was a haphazard enterprise by 
photographers, editors and entrepreneurs, largely for economic reasons.98 In both cases, 
the image of the European display culture is evident. Although one focus in the thesis is 
primarily on the organisation of displays, there is a growing literature on how visitors to 
exhibitions read and interpret objects and ideas.99 Problematically at times, colonial 
images continue to survive, albeit without closer examination.100 In reference to how 
objects are read, Ames writes: “[m]useums may present objects as curiosities, as natural 
history specimens, as contextual elements, or as fine art”.101 In that way, as scholars Janet 
McGaw and Anoma Pieris argue, cultural centres can be used as a ‘silencing’ tool thus 
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‘allowing no opportunity for debate’.102 As this chapter suggests, these ongoing debates 
and discussions provide access points in which to analyse Sāmoa–New Zealand relations. 
 
 
Thesis organisation 
As a vehicle for analysing Sāmoa–New Zealand relations and the existing historiography, 
all the case studies illustrate complex and competing uses of objects, people and display. 
 
Chapter One, titled ‘Marking Traditions’, explores the display history of Sāmoa prior to 
1914 when New Zealand officially occupied the country, at the outset of the First World 
War. It highlights the role of the colonial elite in display-making activities in Sāmoa, with a 
focus on the Agricultural Show and Fair of 1923. The ethnological push in New Zealand by 
Māori is compared to Sāmoa, which saw the formation of a Sāmoa Research Society by 
Europeans, in order to institutionalise knowledge about Sāmoa traditions and customs for 
preservation purposes. This chapter contextualises the display culture ideology and the 
economic agenda central to the exhibition’s development by exploring how display-making 
activities were constructed, by whom and for which audience. 
 
In Chapter Two, an examination is made of Sāmoa’s representation at the New Zealand 
Centennial Exhibition (1939–40). Its title ‘Making Identities’ references the formation of 
New Zealand’s national identity which characterised Sāmoa’s inclusion. The Sāmoan 
group attending and objects exhibited were carefully managed by the administration in 
Apia and Wellington. The national focus on ‘progress’ rendered a smooth and seamless 
representation of Sāmoa in order to conceal the Mau Resistance Movement (1926–36), 
which had compromised New Zealand’s international reputation. This chapter explores 
Sāmoa’s role within the colonial narrative and how this was articulated. 
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Chapter Three on ‘Sāmoan Assertions in Display’ documents display activity from 1941 to 
1997, a time when several shifts were taking place: Sāmoa’s move towards independence 
in 1962; Sāmoan mobility and migration to New Zealand onwards from the 1940s; 
international political and economic reverberations; the ‘dawn raids’ period; the growth of 
the diasporic communities in New Zealand; and the rise of the cultural arts movement. 
These events situate the flow of ideas surrounding the mobility of display and its 
connection with preservation, post-colonial assertions and the shifting ideas of ‘home’. The 
participation of Sāmoa in the South Pacific Arts Festival (1976) hosted by New Zealand is 
re-examined in comparison with Sāmoa’s hosting of the Festival of Pacific Arts 20 years 
later. This concept of ‘mobility’ is key to understanding the emergence of a Sāmoan 
interpretation of Sāmoa custom and traditions. It explores the role of diasporic 
communities in formulating a community voice within the cultural and political sectors. 
 
The Sāmoan voice is visible in Chapter Four, in the construction of the exhibition 
Va'aomanu at the National Library of New Zealand. Titled ‘Curating a Sāmoan Narrative?’, 
the chapter argues that the international move to ‘democratise heritage’ enabled a 
Sāmoan response to material objects housed in a New Zealand institution. This 
recognition had a national impact on the reading of Sāmoa history in New Zealand and in 
Sāmoa. Within this nostalgic framing of Sāmoa from 1890s to 1930s, the focus is on loss, 
conflict, and trials. In this way, the bilingual approach to display offered a reconciliation 
point for the vast demography of Sāmoans in New Zealand and abroad. It explores how 
the reading and re-reading of historical materials influences concepts of identity and 
culture. 
 
Chapter Five, ‘New Zealand is a Pacific Island’, re-examines Te Papa’s Tangata o le 
Moana (2007–17) exhibition and the reinterpretation of Sāmoa’s history within the broader 
Pacific and New Zealand historical landscape. It follows the 1993 consolidation of the 
Pacific Cultures Collection separate from the Foreign Ethnology Collection. The 
institutional parameters and mission of Te Papa as a forum for the nation provides insight 
into the politics of display. Sited within the wider museum operation of exhibitions and 
funding, Tangata o le Moana asserts new but old histories that are missing in more 
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prominent New Zealand narratives. This new orientation through the Pacific curatorship 
and group of scholars associated with the exhibition presents the argument that New 
Zealanders are Pacific Islanders. It examines how a national institution like Te Papa 
manages competing narratives and expectations. 
 
The Conclusion summarises key chapter themes and concludes that display-making 
served a broader purpose for those staging the exhibitions. It suggests that the re-telling of 
histories relating to Sāmoa–New Zealand relations is predominantly contained to the early 
part of the twentieth century. Although the complexity of these encounters and 
negotiations reflect societal changes, some elements such as identity and culture have 
remained resilient in the face of changing ideas. 
 
As outlined, this thesis structure surveys the period of Sāmoa–New Zealand relations over 
84 years. In so doing, the discourse of history intersects with that of display. These modes 
of representation evidently convey a movement towards a shift in the re-telling of these 
histories over recent decades. Thus, in documenting these changes, this thesis seeks to 
understand the possibilities of the next 50 years, and how Sāmoa–New Zealand relations 
will shape these shifting ideas. 
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Chapter One:  
Marking Traditions 
 
This chapter examines the first few years of New Zealand administration of Sāmoa, from 
1914 up to the first Agricultural Show and Fair exhibition in 1923. In order to understand 
the nature of display at the beginning of the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship, key 
calendar events of the early period of encounter from 1914 to 1923 will be examined. 
Some of these local displays reveal the entangled association with Germany and Great 
Britain in traditions embedded since the nineteenth century, while other forms of display 
were a direct result of the First World War encounter. These displays were organised by 
various committees and reveal collaborative but often tense relationships between the 
administration, local merchants and traders, government officials and the Sāmoan 
community. In light of these encounters, the chapter examines the motivation and 
philosophies behind these various displays, and the influence these had on the 
organisation of the Agricultural Show and Fair and the exhibitions mounted in it. Despite its 
celebrated success, the Mau Resistance Movement overshadowed how the Show and 
Fair is remembered. This chapter is divided into five main parts; firstly, it provides the 
historical political context leading up to 1914, secondly, it situates Sāmoa in the 
international and local display-making activities including the First World War 
commemorations in Apia within the wider exhibitionary setting, thirdly, it examines the 
colonial interest in ethnology and their attempts to institutionalise Sāmoan culture, fourthly, 
it outlines the importance of developing the economy and trade and fifthly, the construction 
of the Agricultural Show and Fair focusing on committee membership, sponsorship, 
government authority and the categories initiated for competition. 
 
 
Revisiting ‘Sāmoa mo Sāmoa’ 
This case study interrogates how the apparatus of display-making was articulated under a 
paternal regime. It also seeks to understand the multiple meanings associated with these 
activities, drawing similarities with other transcultural studies and colonial situations. 
Morishita’s ‘contact zone’ analysis from Japan can be applied to the Sāmoa–New Zealand 
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context. This uses the notion of ‘transculturation’ to re-examine the narratives of this 
colonial history in light of the interactions that took place.1 As Pratt argues, transculturation 
involves “aspects of selection and invention”.2 
 
Historian James Davidson’s seminal book Sāmoa mo Sāmoa: the emergence of the 
Independent State of Western Sāmoa (1967) is a foundational text, particularly for the 
period of New Zealand military and civil administration. His chapters on ‘Colonial 
Paternalism 1900–26’ and ‘The Rejection of Paternalist Control 1926–46’ outline Sāmoa–
New Zealand political relations since 1914. In explaining policies implemented by Sāmoa’s 
third Military Administrator, Brigadier-General George Richardson (1923–28), during which 
time the Mau Resistance Movement emerged, Davidson writes: 
Consistently with his intention of creating a national spirit, he adopted—as a description of his policy 
objectives—the slogan ‘Sāmoa mo Sāmoans’. But, consistently with his paternalist attitude, he took 
it for granted that it was he who must determine the shape of the Sāmoa that the people should 
have.3  
With much of the historiography of Sāmoa focused on the Mau (1926–36), this thesis uses 
the Agricultural Show and Fair of 1923, three years earlier, as an alternative pivot, a key 
dynamic site or ‘contact zone’ to understand how ideas and agendas around display-
making reverberated under a paternal regime. The attitudes of the New Zealand colonisers 
are revealed by Richardson’s report to the House of Representatives:  
The Natives are loyal, happy, and contented; they are proud to be associated with the British 
Empire. In all my official visits I have been received with extraordinary enthusiasm and expressions 
of loyalty. The Sāmoan has, however, no thought for to-morrow, and no vision as to the future of 
these islands. He does not realize that in the economic progress of Sāmoa he must play a greater 
part in future for its development if he is to remain the dominant race ... It will be my duty to co-
operate with all who have the future welfare of Sāmoa at heart...with a view to formulating some 
policy for the inculcation of a true, loyal, and national spirit into the minds of the young Natives, and 
promoting aims and ideals to guide them in their future lives. Here in Sāmoa is a splendid but 
backward Native race4  
Richardson privileges a passive view of Sāmoans, in need of active and ‘progressive’ 
economic policies. Thus, the creation of a ‘national spirit’ positions New Zealand as a 
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benevolent state ruling over a “young” Sāmoan race that is “loyal, happy and contented”, 
although supposedly lacking any “thought for to-morrow”. In his influential book The 
Making of Modern Sāmoa (1987), Sāmoan historian Malama Meleisea argues that “[t]he 
idea of ‘growth’ became synonymous with progress so that non-Western cultural 
ideologies and institutions were labelled as ‘childish’ and non-Westerners, particularly in 
societies whose technology was labelled as ‘simple’, were regarded as ‘children’.”5 
Davidson notes Richardson’s development policies had some influence, since “Sāmoans 
began to plant new crops to take part in the agricultural competitions that he promoted”.6 
Agricultural competitions had their beginnings under the previous Administrator, Colonel 
Robert Ward Tate (Fig 3), who had arrived in Sāmoa in 1919, and left two months before 
the opening of the Agricultural Show and Fair, which he initiated. 
 
Figure 3: Colonel Robert Ward Tate, New Zealand Resident Commissioner for Western Sāmoa, and retinue. 
Tate, Robert Ward, 1864–1933: Photographs of Sāmoa. Ref. PAColl-0085-018. National Library of New 
Zealand. 
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In Sāmoa’s context, the ‘social space’ associated with display-making activities was 
dominated by the colonial elite, and embodied notions of identity, power and knowledge. 
Anthropologist Sharon Macdonald argues that to “represent transcultural identities” 
involves “disruption to many of the conventional forms of exhibitionary display”.7 Thus, the 
notion of transculturation is relevant to understanding how it “emphasizes the 
multilaterality, but also the violence, of cultural interaction in colonial settings.”8 Therefore, 
this case study examines how ideas associated with ‘travelling identities’ were articulated 
and formed through location, ethnicity, nation, class and kinship, particularly during the 
formative years of New Zealand’s administration.9 In so doing, this thesis follows a similar 
path of enquiry to that of Meleisea, who says he remains “conscious of the problem of 
trying to write revisionist history from a Sāmoan point of view—my own and that of my 
people”.10 This thesis follows his dictum to present alternative interpretations with a 
different emphasis along the road to a Sāmoa-centric view of Sāmoan cultural 
interchanges.   
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Raising the Union Jack flag 
 
Figure 4: Flag Raising Day in Sāmoa at the Apia Court House, 1930s. Photographer: Alfred James 
Tattersall. Ref. PAColl-3799-16. National Library of New Zealand. 
 
This section provides historical context for the discussion of displays before 1914 and the 
Agricultural Show and Fair. Political events in Europe dictated those in the Pacific. In 
response to Great Britain’s call to war, a Sāmoa Advance Party of the New Zealand 
Expeditionary Forces (NZEF) landed in Apia harbour on Saturday 29 August 1914 taking 
control of the country from Germany.11 Following the signing of another Tri-partite Treaty in 
1899 between the Three Powers (Germany, Great Britain and United States), the Imperial 
German government, after a long-established build-up of commercial interests in the island 
group, had acquired the western islands of Sāmoa in 1900, while America annexed the 
eastern islands. This had come about after almost a century of civil and foreign wars, and 
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failed attempts by Sāmoans and Europeans to form a stable government.12 The 1889 
Berlin Treaty between the Three Powers which had established a European Municipal 
Council over the new Apia port town, had come to an impasse.13  
 
The beachcomber period of the early nineteenth century had seen the arrival of 
missionaries, and later the growth of commercial interest in Sāmoa’s plantation economy, 
specifically copra, onwards from the 1850s. This was partly a result of the American Civil 
War, and consumer demand in Europe.14 Sāmoan responses to the influx of settlers, 
business entrepreneurs, and pseudo-representatives of their national foreign 
governments, was in the form of Tumua and Pule, ancient chiefly orator groups from the 
islands of Upolu and Savai’i respectively, who at the itumalo (district) level guided ‘aiga 
(family) and nu’u (village) affairs.15 During the civil wars that ensued throughout the mid-
nineteenth century, factions found alliances with the various Three Powers, by way of 
military support, petitions and treaties, and double-handed dealings over land acquisitions. 
Despite Sāmoan attempts to regain control by establishing a Malo (government) at 
Mulinu’u Peninsula in the 1860s, considered a ‘neutral’ space, the ‘kingship’ rivalry 
between the paramount families of Sā Malietoa, Sā Tupua and Sā Mata’afa delayed any 
hopes of unifying Sāmoa, in the face of political manoeuvres that had included gun-boat 
diplomacy.16 Thus the division of German Sāmoa and American Sāmoa in 1900, under the 
treaty signed in Washington, marked yet another attempt at foreign rule that was for the 
western islands, to last until 1914. 
 
The raising of the British flag at the Apia court house by Lieutenant-Colonel Robert Logan 
on Sunday 30 August marked the beginning of British Military Occupation of the country by 
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the NZEF, and the official relationship between Sāmoa and New Zealand (Fig 4). Logan’s 
appointment as Military Administrator finally brought to pass New Zealand’s nineteenth 
century aspirations to acquire Sāmoa for itself, initially as part of the British Empire.17 
Military administration for the most part was routine in the context of the war, until 
November 1918 when the Spanish influenza pandemic struck the country by way of the 
New Zealand vessel SS Talune on its regular trip from Auckland to Apia. This event would 
have a major impact on Sāmoa–New Zealand relations since the lack of quarantine 
measures caused the tragic deaths of 7,542 people.18 Meanwhile, no deaths were 
reported in American Sāmoa because of effective quarantine measures.19 Scholars such 
as Davidson characterised the military administration as paternal and ‘laissez faire’ at 
best.20 Similarly, historian Mary Boyd highlights the racial attitude held by government 
officials and the NZEF in relation to Sāmoans during this period.21 Thus, the prevailing 
image of Sāmoans as understood by some New Zealanders was one of a ‘backward’, 
‘lazy’ and ‘uncivilized’ people.22 The military occupation was only the beginning of this 
encounter and was to change to a more permanent arrangement after the First World War.  
 
 
A change in status for Sāmoa and New Zealand 
Following the conclusion of the First World War, the military occupation ended in May 
1920, and the New Zealand civil administration of Sāmoa began under Colonel Tate’s 
leadership. Through the newly formed League of Nations, German Sāmoa was conferred 
upon Great Britain, to be administered as a Class ‘C’ Mandate by the Government of the 
Dominion of New Zealand. In other parts of the Pacific, the League granted mandates over 
German New Guinea to the Commonwealth of Australia and Nauru to Australia, with the 
United Kingdom and New Zealand as co-trustees. German Micronesia (other than Guam) 
was granted to Japan. According to the Mandate, New Zealand was able to apply its laws, 
“subject to such local modifications as circumstances may require” in order to “promote to 
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the utmost the material and moral well-being and the social progress of the inhabitants of 
the Territory”.23 
In 1921, during the sixth annual Flag Raising Day, Tate addressed the crowds with these 
words: 
In a few moments the Union Jack will be hoisted to mark the anniversary of this Territory becoming 
British and to mark the beginning of another year. The flag stands for pure justice and honest 
government and New Zealand desires no less.24 
New Zealand had shed its own colonial status in 1907 and become a Dominion of the 
British Empire. During the 1880s, New Zealand had toyed with joining a federation with the 
Australian colonies, but chose to go alone, and was bent on developing what Jillian Walliss 
called a “stronger sense of cultural distinctiveness”.25 But like Australia, New Zealand had 
its eye on neighbouring areas of the Pacific Islands. Furthermore, it had gained a 
reputation for its ‘native’ policy26 particularly its assimilation model which sought to 
integrate indigenous Māori into mainstream settler society.27 Thus, the Sāmoa Act of 1921, 
enacted on 1 April 1922, established Sāmoa’s system of government and administration 
as an outlier of New Zealand, although under the auspices of the League of Nations.28 
Tate, a former solicitor, had replaced Logan as Administrator after the influenza pandemic 
crisis of 1918–19.29  
 
Despite the Act, aspects of the German system remained in place. Tate shared lawmaking 
power with a Legislative Council, made up of Europeans, while the Sāmoan Fono a 
Faipule (District representatives) created under German rule in 1905, continued in an 
advisory capacity.30 Established in 1912 after the death of Ali’i Sili (Paramount chief) 
Mata’afa Iosefo, the two Fautua (advisers) were Malietoa Tanumafili and Tuimaleali’ifano 
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Si’uaana, holders of tama a ‘aiga (sons of the paramount families) titles.31 As New 
Zealand’s newest territory, Sāmoa was added to its list of Pacific (formerly British) 
territories which included; Cook Islands and Niue (1901)—and later Tokelau in 1926. A few 
years earlier, a Department of External Affairs (DEA) had been established in Wellington in 
1919, to oversee the territories, headed by Minister Ernest Page Lee, together with his 
portfolios as Minister of Justice, and Minister of Industries and Commerce. 
 
Boyd points out that Tate arrived in Sāmoa when conditions were “less favourable”.32 He 
was faced with a discontented local community, following the tragedy of the influenza 
pandemic. The Sāmoa Act had introduced limited prohibition on imported alcohol, and 
later total prohibition, which had further disgruntled the community.33 This ordinance had 
implications for businesses like the Central Hotel which fell into bankruptcy; it was 
subsequently purchased by the New Zealand Government for £9,500 (NZD$3,400).34 Tate 
was “a cautious man”35 who had impressed even a group of anxious Sāmoans, led by high 
chief Afamasaga Lagolago Toleafoa with his “sympathy and sincerity”36 after a petition was 
presented to him for the transfer of Sāmoa to America.37  
 
When Tate took office, the 1921 census showed a population of 37,157 in Sāmoa. The 
majority of Sāmoans were living in Upolu, 21,391 and only 11,945 resided in Savai’i. 
Foreign residents numbered 2,066, mainly of European origin, but the figure included 
Chinese settlers, Pacific Islanders, and part-Sāmoans.38 This figure was reduced a year 
earlier when a number of German nationals were repatriated to Germany.39 Economically, 
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the country was primarily producing copra, although excessive imports by merchants and 
high market values in the early 1920s stalled trade significantly.40 
 
 
International displays of Sāmoa before 1914 
By first presenting the historical context of the political landscape this section discusses 
the complex exhibitionary setting in which Sāmoa participated. Drawing on the work of 
Bennett, the chronology of international display of Sāmoa before 1914 is best framed 
using the ‘exhibitionary complex’ of the nineteenth century.41 As such, the display 
apparatus reveals an assortment of exhibitions, and collections primarily for European 
consumption, at least 80 years before the New Zealand administration began. For 
example in The Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations (1851) held in 
London, bibles translated into the Sāmoan language were displayed under the work of the 
British Foreign Bible Society in the class of ‘paper, printing, and bookbinding’.42 The Paris 
World Fair of 1874 and 1878 had exhibited a group of Sāmoans led by controversial 
entrepreneur Carl Hagenbeck as ‘unusual humans’.43 Although the offer was declined, 
objects were sent from Sāmoa to London, to be displayed in the Colonial and Indian 
Exhibition (1886).44 For Sāmoa, this display chronology demonstrates an active 
interchange, mediated by those in authority, and influential circles. For instance when 
foreign rule was established in Sāmoa with the signing of the Tri-partite Treaty between 
the Three Powers in 1889, Sāmoa objects were on show at the Dunedin New Zealand and 
South Seas Exhibition (1889–90).45 In 1893, a ‘troupe’ of Sāmoans had travelled with local 
resident and American trader Harry Moors to the Chicago World Fair in America where 
they carried out demonstrations and performed dances.46 On three separate trips (1895–
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97; 1900–01; 1910) before and during German rule, the German brothers Carl and 
Frederich Marquadt organised troupes of Sāmoans—including Sāmoan high chief Tupua 
Tamasese (d. 1915) and government official Te’o Tuvale47 (d. 1920)—to tour Europe and 
Germany, where they met with the Imperial German Kaiser Wilhelm II.48 In one meeting, 
accompanied by former German Sāmoa Governor Dr Wilhelm Solf in 1910, Tamasese in a 
diplomatic gesture, presented the Kaiser with a gift of two ‘ie toga (finely woven mats).49 
As scholars such as Hilke Thode-Arora have shown, indigenous agency was evident in 
how leaders such as Tamasese asserted their status and rank as a rival candidate for 
‘kingship’ during a tumultuous period of Sāmoa’s history.  
 
Despite some instances of Sāmoan agency, these crossroads were dominated by 
European explorers, entrepreneurs, missionaries, traders, government officials and 
settlers. This collecting activity, as scholar Susan Pearce argues, provides insight into the 
biography of the collectors themselves, rather than a focus on the perceived ‘Other’.50 
Display and the staging of exhibitions had begun in the early eighteenth century with 
collections sourced by explorers through the support of their patrons, societies or 
governments looking to expand into new territories of knowledge.51 As scholars have 
shown, these objects were showcased in various displays; such as in private ‘cabinets of 
curiosities’ or through the establishment of public museums, as a way of enhancing status 
and careers.52  
 
Through these encounters Sāmoa became entangled in multiple sites of exchange, 
involving individuals, societies and emerging institutions. In relation to New Zealand’s 
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major International Exhibition of Arts and Industries (1906) held in Christchurch, resident 
and merchant Samuel Meredith had requested space to set up a Sāmoan ‘hut’, and to 
bring over a dance group.53 In many ways, display of this nature was not unfamiliar to 
Sāmoans by the time of the New Zealand occupation in 1914–19, particularly as a group 
of Sāmoans under the supervision of Harold Knox attended the San Francisco Panama 
Pacific International Exposition in 1915.54 Together, these events associated with display-
making, and the changing political climate, provide important context leading up to 
Sāmoa’s first Agricultural Show and Fair (1923). 
 
 
The colonial elite and display-making events 
Internationally elite and middle-class agendas controlled the exhibitions of the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. For instance, Todd Spencer asserts that in 
Ontario, Canada the programme for the Carleton County Agricultural Society Exhibitions 
from 1842 to 1939 was dominated by the elite, and focused on generating revenue and 
demarcating class distinctions.55 Similarly, Claude Le Gras argues that Winnipeg’s 
Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition (1870–1915) was shaped by a middle-class agenda, 
with the exhibitions acting as a way of maintaining order and control.56 In the same way, 
Sāmoa’s context reveals the prominent role of the colonial elite in the display-making 
activities, and the colonial state’s agenda in nationalising economic development and 
fostering designs for Sāmoan productivity. Anthropologist Benedict Anderson’s definition of 
a nation as “an imagined political community—and imagined as both inherently limited and 
sovereign”,57 is drawn on in this case study as it examines how the rhetoric around the 
Agricultural Show and Fair revealed an ‘imagined’ or envisioned national identity and 
community by marking traditions through exclusivity. 
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As in all colonial territories, there is a slow progression in Sāmoa from an indigenous 
culture operating in its own right, to the introduction of foreign cultural elements operating 
in parallel, with little connection, and then an indigenisation process influenced by multiple 
and slowly changing events and individuals. The Sāmoan elite was the first to try to bridge 
the gap, and try to ‘manufacture’ a combination that had relevance to Sāmoans, but would 
be supported by and recognised by the foreign element. There was growing indigenous 
Sāmoan agency within the colonial sphere. One part of this was the Sāmoa ‘home front’ 
during the war, which had been genuinely concerned with fundraising ventures to support 
the war effort abroad. This was especially so since local Sāmoa-born residents had 
enlisted in the New Zealand, Australian and Allied Forces.58 Thus, throughout the war 
period, numerous funds had been supported and established by the local community, 
including the British Wounded Soldiers Fund, the Aviators Hospital Fund, and the Sāmoa–
born Soldiers Fund. These fundraising efforts were associated with social activities like 
cricket59 and newly introduced commemorative events. For many Europeans and their 
descendants, marking ‘traditions’ provided a way for individuals to connect with their 
‘homeland’, and revealed a deep sense of identity. Thus, community life during the war in 
Apia centred on leisure and sports events, and these events were managed by the 
prominent circles of the Apia town residents. 
 
Scholars have demonstrated how notions of identity and power are exhibited through 
control of material culture and spaces.60 In a similar way, the colonial elite in Sāmoa had 
since the nineteenth century, created space to establish a number of clubs, societies and 
associations.61 Membership to these sporting clubs and social groups overlapped and 
most were comprised of familiar names. These included part-Sāmoans, Europeans, and 
Sāmoans who were traders, merchants and government officials. Active groups included; 
the Welfare League, the Apia British Club, the Concordia Club, the Verkehrsverein, the 
Seiaute Club, the Toe’aina Club, the Women’s Patriotic Society,62 the Overseas Club, the 
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Apia Racing Club,63 and the Apia Sports Club. Some clubs affiliated to overseas branches 
and supported the Belgian Fund, and the work of the Red Cross.64 The location for these 
events was the Market Hall, Pilot Station, Matautu Malae, Vaimoso village cricket grounds, 
the wireless station and the Catholic mission.65 Formal government events took place at 
Mulinu’u Peninsula (the seat of government), the Administrator’s residence at Vailima 
(formerly the home of Scottish writer Robert Louis Stevenson) and the Apia court house, 
where Logan had announced the Proclamation of Occupation in 1914. The new Apia port 
town, as in other Pacific countries, had grown out of contact with visiting ships and trade.66 
It had been demarcated as a Municipality on the advice of Fiji’s Governor Sir Arthur 
Gordon, and was referred to as the Ele’ele Sa, that is free of Sāmoan wars and governed 
by a European Municipal Council.67 As a resident at the time in Sāmoa, Stevenson 
observed that, “the only port and place of business in the kingdom” was in Apia, and that it 
“collects and administers its own revenue for its own behoof by the hands of white 
councilors and under the supervision of white consuls.”68 The Apia town area was the 
centre for business and government administration, and where the majority of the colonial 
elite resided. It was therefore the site of many of the display-making activities. 
 
Sāmoan displays in these events featured by way of ‘entertainment’ such as siva (dance 
performance), ta’alolo (formal presentation of food and gifts), concerts, bands, and the 
fautasi (long-boat canoe) race which was associated with the New Year’s Sports Regatta 
and the Easter Carnival. Relegation to the sphere of entertainment in many ways placed 
Sāmoan ‘culture’ outside of the more serious modes of display. This had been the case in 
international shows where, in comparison to Fiji as a site for ‘progress’, Sāmoa was 
consigned to the sphere of ‘entertainment zone’.69 In addition, the popularity of the 
travelling Sāmoan ‘troupes’ in the nineteenth century indicates the importance placed on 
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performance, and its association with colonial consumption. In all these events, 
organisation was managed by the administration and the colonial elite. 
 
Some of the social activities had long traditions and were guided by the European social 
calendar and events that were taking place overseas. For instance, celebrations for Queen 
Victoria’s birthday had taken place in Sāmoa since 1847,70 in the same way it was 
commemorated in 1878 with bunting displays on land and on ships.71 Similar events 
continued during the German colonial period, when in 1911, celebrations were held for 
both the birthday of the German Kaiser in February, and the coronation of King George V 
in June.72 On the arrival of the NZEF, a two-day birthday celebration for the British king in 
1915 involved a Sāmoan feast at Mulinu’u Peninsula and a ta’alolo presented by the 
Tuamasaga district for Lieutenant-Colonel Logan and official representatives. Day two 
comprised of a church service in the morning followed by a military review of the Sāmoa 
Relief Force, after which Logan accepted the royal salute, and the Union Jack was 
unfurled. At the court house, the administration hosted Sāmoan matai (chiefs) and 
missionaries. Entertainment was provided by bands like the popular Togoula and Vineula 
playing songs like the ‘Pride of Ireland’ and ‘Battle of Eureka’.73 The second-half of the day 
was dedicated to land and water sports events which included the three-legged race, tug-
of-war and fautasi races.74 
 
Alongside these celebratory events, the prestigious Apia Sports Club (set up in 1890s) 
actively organised horse races during the Easter season held at the Solf-Feld Racecourse 
(later Apia Park) owned by the club. 75 At least five competitions were held each year to 
finance the club’s operations, and to ensure that adequate ground maintenance occurred. 
Competition classes included the pony, trot and hurdle races, with the intermittent 
inclusion of Sāmoan jockeys in the ‘native’ races. Sports-related competitions over the 
New Year period played an important part in the social calendar, organised by an 
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appointed committee. In January 1915, the racecourse hosted a competition in support of 
the New Zealand Wounded Soldiers Fund.76 Entries were open for 22 events, such as the 
best decorated ta’avale (car) or horse, the potato race, the Victoria Cross race and cock 
fighting.77 By 1917, there were 27 events with prizes for first, second and third place 
ranging from one to 40 shillings.78 In 1916, at the request of the London headquarters, the 
Sāmoa branch of the Overseas Club organised Empire Day—which commemorated 
Queen Victoria’s death in 1901—to fundraise for the Red Cross Fund. Festivities at the 
Pilot Station included entertainment by the Togoula Band and dances by a Solomon 
Islands group.79 In the following year, the Empire Day programme at the Market Hall, led 
by the defence force, involved the singing of patriotic anthems such as ‘Land of Hope and 
Glory’.80  
 
As these examples demonstrate, loyalty to empire was part of the community 
consciousness, and it involved the New Zealand military force. These spectacles of local 
and global fanfare demonstrated a network of colonial power relations; particularly the 
New Zealand–Sāmoa–Great Britain ties as a result of the war. This all fits well with 
scholars’ interpretations of the importance of display sites in establishing power relations.81 
Together with these traditions, new commemorations around rememberance were 
introduced in the Apia town area as a result of the First World War encounter. These 
tributes reveal competing interpretations and Sāmoa–New Zealand power relations within 
the local colonial elite community. 
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First World War commemorations in Apia 
With the end of the First World War, commemorations became an important way of 
marking conflict and loss. The repercussions of the First World War reverberated globally. 
To mark the signing of the Peace Treaty in August 1919, peace celebrations were held 
over three days in Apia. Thus, to ensure the smooth running of these events, various 
committees were formed.82 New Zealander and Sāmoa-based photographer Thomas 
Andrew captured the event on Apia’s Beach Road, where Allied flags adorned the court 
house, and the banner ‘Britain Welcomes Allies’ hung prominently on the triumphal Allies’ 
Arch. Across the town centre temporary arches were constructed acknowledging; 
Australia, Canada, China, Great Britain, Japan, India, New Zealand, South Africa, the 
United States of America and Sāmoa (Fig 5).  
 
 
Figure 5: Peace Treaty Celebrations, Government Court House, Apia, 1919. Ref. PA.000083. Photographer: 
Thomas Andrew, Te Papa. 
Similar to New Zealand and Australia, the local community of mainly returned soldiers, 
formed a Returned Soldiers’ Association (RSA) in March 1920, with an annual subscription 
fee of 10 shillings.83 Through the work of the association, the first Australia New Zealand 
Army Corps (ANZAC) parade and commemoration took place on 25 April the same year. 
When His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales (later King Edward VIII and the Duke of 
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Windsor) visited Sāmoa in August 1920 on the HMS Renown—in response to an invitation 
from Sāmoa’s RSA—his day trip acknowledged the contribution made by the community 
towards the war effort. In his speech to the public gathered at Mulinu’u Peninsula, the 
Prince reassured the crowds that: 
The Sāmoan people will always be closer to my heart for the loyal and affectionate manner in which 
they have received me today. I trust that you and your children will live useful and happy and 
contented lives under the great flag of the British Empire, the Union Jack, which now waves over 
you.84  
 
Underneath the prince’s triumphant address were underlying tensions within the local 
community that had formed since German rule, and which later came to a head in the Mau 
Rebellion. As Meleisea argues “[t]he Mau was therefore, in terms of years, a short episode 
in the continuing struggle by the Sāmoans to defend their system.”85 This simmering 
tension is embodied in the construction of the Clock Tower Memorial (Fig 6), which is 
perhaps the most defining performance of display-making in this period. As in Fiji, the 
residents sought to commemorate the local war effort using the Sāmoa-born Soldiers 
Fund. Thus local builder Amando Stowers commenced construction in 1921. 
 
The sense of community loss because of war was articulated in 1921 by recognising 
ANZAC Day (the landing of Australian and New Zealand troops at Gallipoli in Turkey on 25 
April 1915) as a public holiday.86  
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Figure 6: An Apia street scene with beach front clock tower and the Burns Philp Shipping Company building, 
Western Sāmoa, 1945, Whites Aviation Ltd: Photographs. Ref. WA-01105-G. National Library of New 
Zealand. 
 
The permanent structure, which still exists today, was built from a generous donation of 
£1,000 (NZD$2,000) by part-Sāmoan resident Ta’isi Olaf Frederick Nelson (1883–1944).87 
In memory of his four year old son who had died in September 1919 due to the effects of 
influenza, Ta’isi presented the clock and chimes. He was a respected member of the 
community, and a successful businessman, who had taken over his father’s family 
business, thus chairing various boards and committees.88 For the Apia Sports Club, he 
had presented a silver cup for the Nelson Handicap race in 1912.89 Proud of his Sāmoan 
heritage90 he had been conferred the chiefly title of Ta’isi, and would play a significant role 
in local politics, particularly in the Mau. The local newspaper reported that: 
It goes without saying that this beneficent gift to Apia will be very highly appreciated, coming as it 
does from one of Sāmoa’s foremost citizens, who has the colony’s welfare at heart. Mr Nelson has 
been moved to make this gift greatly from the fact that recently he lost his only son.91 
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In support of the project, Afamasaga, a member of the Toea’ina Club—who had led the 
petition to transfer Sāmoa to America—expressed his disappointment at the lack of 
community support for the Clock Tower, as he noted it “would be a permanent decoration 
for Apia”.92 In addition, funding for its construction was driven largely by the Sāmoan 
community. In this instance, Afamasaga’s wife and a group of high-status women from the 
Pesega district had organised a show called “The Iron Chest”, a fairy story set in Sāmoa 
which included songs and dances. Disappointingly, the concert had raised only £8 
(NZD$16.00) for the Clock Tower Fund.93 Sāmoan engagement with this project was most 
likely influenced by several reasons. Aside from commemorating the local Sāmoa-born 
soldiers who had fought in the war, for the Sāmoans the Clock Tower was also a memorial 
to those who had tragically perished in the 1918 influenza pandemic, due to the poor 
management of New Zealand’s administration during the war. Ta’isi had lost several 
members of his family including his mother, as did Afamasaga who lost his brother. Thus 
for Ta’isi, the death of his only son was a devastating reminder of the implications 
associated with the new colonial administration. In a small community like Apia, the Clock 
Tower Memorial signalled multiple meanings of community loss, power relations, and 
underlying conflict in how identities were publicly managed and shaped into physical and 
permanent spaces. This was an early example of the ambivalent relationship which was to 
develop between Sāmoa and New Zealand. 
 
 
Ethnological interest in Sāmoa 
These forms of local displays and commemorative events played an important role in 
marking traditions and regulating relationships. With Sāmoa’s transition to a civil 
administration, a move was made towards cultural preservation. In comparison to Māori in 
New Zealand in the 1920s, Sāmoa lagged behind the leading group of Māori intellectuals 
such as Te Rangi Hīroa (Sir Peter Buck) and Sir Apirana Ngata who had graduated from 
overseas universities, and were advancing the cause for Māori issues.94 The setting up of 
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the Board of Māori Ethnological Research in July 1923 by Buck, Ngata, Prime Minister 
William Massey and others95 is of interest since a Sāmoa Research Society had been 
formed a few months earlier. The Research Society was first convened in April 1923 and 
delegated responsibility to Chief Medical Officer Dr Thomas Ritchie as Chairman, the 
Secretary of Native Affairs Harry Griffin as President, with Andrew Thompson and Mr 
Haycock as secretaries. Their objectives were: 
(1) To found a library of authentic data relating to Sāmoa. (Later on with proper support, it is hoped a 
museum of objects properly Sāmoan may grow side by side with the storing of literature of Sāmoa).  
(2) To encourage local research into tradition and history of these islands and to publish the results 
annually.  
(3) To co-operate with similar Societies abroad and with them exchange help and publications.96 
The leaders of the Sāmoa Research Society were government officials. The President, 
Griffin (known as Kirifi), was probably considered an ‘expert’ on Sāmoan culture since he 
was working in Native Affairs, and had lived in Sāmoa for 22 years. During the war years, 
under Logan’s guidance he had been involved in a project to publish Sāmoa’s fa’alupega 
(village constitutions) which was started by Le Mamea (d. 1894), and finished by Sāmoan 
officials Te’o Tuvale, Kenape Tu’u’u Faletoese, and Kirisome in 1915. The Malua Printing 
Press of the London Missionary Society was under Griffin’s supervision before his 
employment with the government.97 This publication was the first of its kind undertaken by 
Sāmoans, as previously German ethnologist and physician Augustin Kramer had recorded 
and published fa’alupega in the late nineteenth century in German.98 Dr Ritchie, from 
Dunedin, had carried out research on Sāmoa’s health system in 1920 for the New Zealand 
Department of Health.99 He was familiar with health issues in Sāmoa and was involved in 
relocating leprosy sufferers to Fiji’s Makogai leprosy colony in 1922.100 Thompson, a 
scientist, was appointed Director of the Apia Observatory in 1926. 
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Although the Agricultural Show and Fair pre-dates Buck’s ethnological work in Sāmoa in 
the late 1920s, and that of American anthropologist Margaret Mead in American Sāmoa,101 
the establishment of the Research Society reflects a growing concern towards cultural 
preservation, and the idea of institutionalising Sāmoa traditions, history, objects and 
literature. From time to time, the local newspaper documented Sāmoa myths and legends 
for readers in the islands and abroad. It is likely that publications such as New Zealand’s 
Transactions and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New Zealand (since 1868) and the 
Journal of the Polynesian Society established in 1892 also had some influence on the new 
Research Society, as the Journal of the Polynesian Society had published work by Sāmoa 
residents such as missionaries George Pratt (1892) and John Stair (1895), German 
Governor Erich Schultz (1911) and later Ta’isi (1925).102 In fact in 1924, Ta’isi himself gave 
a lecture on the ‘Legends of Sāmoa’ to the Research Society about the importance of oral 
histories in setting land boundaries.103 For Germany in the late nineteenth century, 
ethnological interest was shaped by Adolf Bastian (1826–1905), son of a wealthy 
merchant family and considered the ‘Father of Ethnology’. He was prolific in publishing 
material, played an important role in establishing Germany’s ethnological museum, and 
was a member of the Berlin Society of Anthropology, Ethnology, and Prehistory.104 
Sāmoa’s case revealed the interest in ethnology, which was broad, under the umbrella of 
‘research’ given that the Research Society leadership team were from science, medical 
and literature backgrounds. However, it was a space created for and exclusively occupied 
by the colonial elite. 
 
 
Planting the idea for the Agricultural Show and Fair 
For Sāmoa, this ethnological interest reinforced the ‘salvage’ idea which had prevailed in 
New Zealand’s thinking towards Māori as a ‘dying race’ in the 1890s. In his address to the 
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Auckland Institute in 1922, later published as ‘The Passing of the Māori’ (1924), Buck had 
stated emphatically: 
the present generation refuses to comply with the picturesque but illogical simile of following the way 
of the vanished Māori rat and the extinct Māori dog. They do not appear to belong to the same class 
of mammal. The native fern does not seem to be tamely giving way to the European clover. In this 
respect the Māori has more in common with the flora than with the fauna.105 
As Buck’s writings affirm, the earlier notion of the ‘dying race’ had shifted by the 1920s 
towards Māori ‘cultural revival and adaptation’.106 In contrast, the rhetoric around the 
Agricultural Show and Fair exhibition still demonstrated a ‘salvage’ approach as organisers 
were concerned about the ‘disappearing’ Sāmoan art forms: 
There are many articles, such as mats of various kinds, baskets, tortoise-shell work of all 
descriptions, which would find a ready sale were producer and purchaser introduced. Again the 
Native fautasi is gradually disappearing, and this is [illegible] to the welfare of the Sāmoan, who is 
coming to rely almost entirely on the motor boat.107 
The idea of a static image of Sāmoa is reflected in the exhibition’s programme, designed 
by Mrs H. Tennent, an artist whose husband was Sāmoa’s Treasurer. On the front cover 
she depicted a seated Sāmoan woman wearing a tuiga (ceremonial head dress), 
alongside a picture of a beach setting (Fig 7). Images associated with ‘agriculture’ and 
‘industries’ are conspicuously absent; the visual cues, as articulated by Tennent, present a 
gender-specific Sāmoa in a nostalgic framing. 
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Figure 7: Programme for the Agricultural Show and Fair, 1923: London Mission Press, Malua, Sāmoa, 1923. 
Ref. Eph-A-SĀMOA-1923-01-cover. National Library of New Zealand 
 
However, this relaxed cover design is juxtaposed with the language in the exhibition 
programme which includes the following excerpts: 
The Sāmoan indeed are a delightful people, dignified, simple, and attractive and know how to keep 
their place. The result is that they receive respect from all who know them, which is not readily 
accorded by the Westerner to the more primitive races.108 
 
The Sāmoan does not care for work for its own sake, and who can blame him? His wants are few, 
and Nature is prodigal in her favours. Moreover, there is no desire to amass wealth, while the drone 
usually fares as well as the worker. Communism in short, goes hand in hand with the climate to stifle 
ambition.109  
Despite the characteristics of a Sāmoan identity outwardly described as ‘delightful’, 
‘dignified’ and ‘attractive’, the undercurrent notion of Sāmoans as a ‘primitive race’ reveals 
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the view that Sāmoans occupy a space ‘fixed’ in time, compared to the ‘progressive’ 
European tradition. Meleisea argues that in terms of exerting progress “[b]oth German and 
New Zealand governments believed that they could achieve this by using what they 
understood to be the traditional political system, weeding out the customs they 
disapproved”. Moreover, since the nineteenth century, European observers had 
interpreted the Sāmoan political and economic system “in terms of wasteful and irrational 
feasting, gift giving, visiting parties and ceremonies”. Thus, “idleness was considered a 
particular vice”, and was compared unfavourably with the industrious of a European work 
ethic.110  
 
Tate’s initial enquiry as to “what Sāmoan industries, many of which have almost died out, 
could be resuscitated and fostered for the benefit of the Sāmoan” had sparked the 
exhibition.111 Similar to the organisation of the 1887 Philippine Exposition during Spanish 
rule, the key idea was “to draw attention to the Archipelago and to modernize the colonial 
relationships”.112 Tate set up a Sāmoa Industrial Committee—which included two Sāmoan 
chiefs Asi Mama and Tanuvasa—to respond to his enquiry.113 The Committee was 
advised by the chairman of the Board of Trade (established in 1921), and after 
consideration, it was decided that the only way “in which they could obtain with any degree 
of completeness, a knowledge of this matter, was by the holding of an Exhibition.”114 In this 
way the Agricultural Show and Fair marked a tradition of knowledge-making, by creating 
space for a national survey of products, objects and people for economic and political 
purposes. The role of the Board of Trade was significant in providing a regulating 
mechanism for Sāmoa’s economy (and culture) that had earlier transpired into a Sāmoan 
boycott in 1920. 
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Regulating Sāmoan trade 
With the installation of New Zealand’s rule after the First World War, regulating trade in 
Sāmoa was a key focus for government authorities. The unusual prosperity of 1919 and 
1920 due to high prices for both copra and cocoa in Sāmoa, had by 1921 began to slide 
back. Compared to the export figure of 1919, which had exceeded £530,000 (NZD$1060, 
000), the declining export income three years later of £227,000 (NZD$454, 000) was a 
major blow. 115 Furthermore, a Sāmoan boycott and growing suspicion towards traders 
(and vice versa) in August 1920 had caused major financial losses for merchants.116 
According to historian Michael Field “this had led to a sa (ban) on traders throughout Upolu 
in an attempt to cut back on the revenues the administration would collect.”117 Partly 
attributed to “low prices received for their agricultural products in the post-war depression”, 
New Zealand anthropologist Felix Keesing emphasised the boycott as “a stirring desire for 
greater autonomy”.118 This desire had earlier been demonstrated by Sāmoans in 1904 with 
the Oloa movement, quickly suppressed by the German government, who sought to retain 
a monopoly on copra production.119 The latest attempt by Afamasaga, the Director of the 
Toe’aina Club120 (started under Logan’s administration) to establish a copra buying and 
trading company under the auspices of the club, ultimately failed.121 
 
As a consequence of the boycott, a Cost-of-Living Commission was formed to investigate 
the problem, which led to passing of the Sāmoa Board of Trade Order of 1921 by Order of 
Council to deal with “complaints of exploitation and overcharging”.122 The Chairman of the 
proposed board comprised of an individual nominated by the Administrator, a member 
chosen by the Chamber of Commerce (established in 1920),123 and a Sāmoan 
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representative nominated by the Faipule.124 Its main function was outlined in the Annual 
Report of 1922: 
 
(a) Investigation of industries, the making of regulations as to their control and maintenance, the 
suppression of victimization, unfair competition, overcharging, &c. ; (b) the assembling and 
publishing of data and statistics of value to commerce, industry, and planting; (c) the encouragement 
of industry, the revival of neglected industries, and the promotion of new where practicable. While 
taking steps to combat exploitation, the Board has endeavoured to avoid becoming too preoccupied 
with the many "trader grievances” indicated in (a) above, but to deal with these in some proportion to 
the progress achieved in those functions included in (b) and (c). In this way it is hoped to secure a 
constructive policy, and enlist the interest, confidence, and co-operation of the whole community.125 
 
Any obstruction to the work of the board for “information concerning any trade business, 
profession or undertaking whatsoever for the purpose of profit” would face serious fines. 
Furthermore, before taking legal action, the board was to first seek the approval of the 
New Zealand Board of Trade.126 Commencing in October 1921, the board recognised that 
internationally the copra trade was facing challenges. For instance, the Harbour Trust 
(established in 1901) in Sydney,127 a key port for Pacific trade, enforced strict regulations 
on traders, and rising costs had impacted on storage, shipment and transhipments to 
overseas markets.128 Discussions between the Board and the Chamber were in train to 
explore ‘island trade’, with the possibility of exporting bananas and cultivating 
pineapples.129 F. E. Sydall, elected as the Chambers’ representative to the board, 
presented a report by Ta’isi and C. E. Roberts which supported these discussions. 
 
During the German period, the progress of the pineapple experimentation station in 
Hawai’i had been of great interest to Sāmoa planters.130 In support of the idea, L. J. 
Cowley, the General Manager of the Crown Estates, had delegated 200 acres to banana 
cultivation. Furthermore, the London-based Trade Guilds Ltd. was showing interest in 
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trade as they were sending a vessel to Sāmoa to show “samples of all goods 
manufactured in Great Britain”.131 Almost all the community applauded the work of the 
board since it “has already proven advantageous to the sellers and buyers, and has 
improved the quality of our produce”.132  
 
For the exhibition, plans were generated by the Sāmoa Industrial Committee only after 
financial assistance was assured from the New Zealand government.133 The Chamber, 
who represented the business community,134 “were sympathetic towards the movement, 
and were willing to assist.”135 Plans for an “All Sāmoa Exhibition” had initially been 
formulated; however, it was decided instead to hold an Agricultural Show and Fair, with 
limited industrial classes.136 
 
 
Organising the Show and Fair 
Thus far the previous sections have outlined the historical context of the Sāmoa–New 
Zealand and situated the display-making activities in the broader exhibitionary setting. 
However, it has demonstrated the importance of the economy and ethnology for the local 
community. In many ways this last section brings together the previous sections all of 
which converge into the construction of the Agricultural Show and Fair.  
 
To manage the exhibition, a Board of Organisers was formed, partly represented by a 
committee of government officers appointed by Tate. The committee comprised of 
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Griffin,137 Cowley, H. P. Ritchie138 (Director of Agriculture), Arthur Tyndall139 (Engineer in 
the Public Works Department) and J. W. Buchanan140 as Organising Secretary. In addition 
the Chamber elected five representatives to the Board: B. H. Brush, attorney for Burns 
Philp (South Sea) Company Ltd., S. T. Uren141 (Manager, Bank of New Zealand), 
merchants Samuel Meredith142 and George Churchward, and Gordon Hay-Mackenzie143 
(Branch Manager of Union Steam Ship Company and resident French Consul). Former 
judge Charles Roberts144 was appointed its chairman. In agreement with the Board of 
Trade, the Administration approved the main principles of the exhibition policy.145 Thus the 
scope of the Agricultural Show and Fair was promoted in three parts: industrial, 
agricultural, ceremonial and spectacular. Competition entries were strictly confined to 
those produced by Sāmoans.146 The main objectives were the following:  
To ascertain what Sāmoan industries there are capable of development: to obtain markets for such 
and set up any necessary organisation for carrying them on; To develop agriculture by illustration, 
competition and awards; To hold a pageant of old and characteristic Sāmoan ceremonies and 
dances, to record these; to hold amusements and sports; Generally to stimulate trade in Sāmoa, in 
all branches; to bring money into the country.147 
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These objectives echoed those of the Sāmoa Research Society and the Board of Trade. 
One stated purpose of the exhibition was to conduct a national survey for economic trade 
possibilities in order to generate revenue. This, together with the intention to ‘record’ old 
Sāmoan ceremonies and dances, signalled a dual concern towards trade and 
preservation. However, in targeting Sāmoans, this approach indicated the vulnerability of 
the planter and business community, and their reliance on the Sāmoan population outside 
of Apia. Indeed, the events leading up to the establishment of the Board of Trade had 
demonstrated the unsteady nature of this relationship. With the boycott out of the way, the 
third Annual Report by the Sāmoa Administration to the New Zealand Government in 
1923—which was forwarded to the League of Nations Mandates Commission—focused on 
the upcoming exhibition:  
With a view to encouraging Sāmoan arts and crafts and industries, and ascertaining exactly what 
these are and what are of commercial value, the Board of Trade has organized an agricultural and 
industrial show, which is to be held in June, 1923. The Sāmoans have entered into the project 
enthusiastically, and it is anticipated that from six to eight thousand exhibits will be housed. The 
show will result in a considerable temporary addition to the population of Apia, and should provide a 
great stimulus to business, and will be of great educational value by providing an opportunity of 
ascertaining the possibilities of various industries and branches of agriculture.148  
To cover the anticipated 6,000 to 8,000 exhibits, the proposed budget of £1,150 
(NZD$2,300) was delegated for salaries, advertising, incidentals, printing, temporary 
erection of buildings, improvement of grounds and catering. The main generators of 
income were public admissions into exhibit rooms, stall licences, and commissions on 
business.149  
 
Like many of the formal government events, the exhibition was held at the Mulinu’u 
Peninsula in June to coincide with the king’s birthday celebrations. This location, rather 
than Apia Park, signalled the show as a government-run affair, largely dictated by officials 
in Apia and Wellington. At the time of the boycott in 1920, the tight state control was raised 
as an issue of concern by New Zealander Ernest Dobbie, the former editor of the Sāmoa 
Times. He had resigned because of the “continued censorship of the paper, by which 
criticism of the Administration by local residents has been deliberately muzzled and if they 
are to find any channel for the expression of views at all adverse to Government policy it 
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can only be in New Zealand.”150 This method of state control was maintained throughout 
the exhibition development process, from October 1922 to July 1923, since the Wellington 
office of the DEA carefully controlled the flow of correspondence and procedures. Minister 
Lee of the Reform Party, had presented the case for the show to Parliament in 1922, and 
financial assistance from the government was stipulated at £450 (NZD$900). In a letter to 
Tate (later forwarded to the DEA), Buchanan presented the financial budget, advising that 
the Chamber would source prize money for the agricultural classes, while a return of £150 
(NZD$300) was anticipated from visitor admissions and other income. Moreover:  
As I have stated before, the prize-money has been considerably augmented by donations from 
outside sources. Altogether the whole project has met with great enthusiasm and approbation on 
every hand, and should prove an unqualified success, and it must be a matter of satisfaction to the 
Administration that the merchants and the Sāmoans have taken this Show up so wholeheartedly.151 
The exhibition targeted the Sāmoan population, most of who lived outside of Apia. Rallying 
support therefore proved an important task for the administration to undertake to ensure 
Sāmoan buy-in. The method of malaga (travelling and visiting) became an important way 
of disseminating information, and rallying support for the exhibition from the communities 
in Savai’i, and Upolu. Malaga, described by Salesa as a “circuitry movement”,152 is an 
important Sāmoan custom of maintaining kin relationships, which had been adopted by the 
administration as a way of managing travel in, out and around Sāmoa. Hence the custom 
of malaga was for the colonial authorities a form of surveillance used to ensure allegiance 
to the administration. For example, in November 1922, Tate had made a 20-day trip, 
mostly on foot to A’ana, Falealili and Aleipata districts on Upolu Island. His entourage 
included Captain W Bell (aide-de-camp to Tate and later Resident Commissioner in 
Savai’i) and a detachment of his Sea Scouts, Griffin with his wife and staff from the Native 
Affairs, and tulafale (orators) interpreters Tu’u’u and Auelua.153 In malaga such as these, 
itumalo (districts) which could include up to 10 villages, hosted government parties by 
preparing elaborate ta’alolo, dance performances, speeches and exchanges of gifts. Often 
itumalo would go to great lengths to ensure hosting such malaga reflected well on their 
collective villages and family, and that it brought prestige to their high chiefs. Tate himself 
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had noted that malaga displayed “demonstrations of loyalty” to the administration.154 
However as Meleisea notes, these warm displays often hid unrest and disaffection since 
“Sāmoan etiquette also demanded that politeness and hospitality be shown to visitors, 
even in times of conflict”.155 
 
For the exhibition, Griffin, as Secretary of Native Affairs, had during malaga with various 
parties advertised the event, as did Sāmoan chiefs Asi Mama and Tanuvasa—who were 
on the exhibition Sāmoa Industrial Committee—while visiting the south coast of Upolu.156 
Furthermore, the Resident Commissioner in Savai’i had boosted interest in the industrial 
section, the only segment open to Savai’i residents. With the help of his staff, H. P. Ritchie, 
who was appointed Chairman of the Agriculture Committee, had gone “to interview the 
natives in this matter and for his pulefa’atoaga [plantation inspector] to watch over and 
foster the movement among the Sāmoans.”157 In his correspondence with DEA Secretary, 
James Dunbar Gray, Buchanan advised that they had “found the Sāmoans to be most 
enthusiastic and ready to do their part to make the Show a success.”158 Without the 
involvement of the Pulenu’u (village mayor) and the Pulefa’atoaga, Sāmoan entries would 
have been difficult to generate. In framing the exhibition as a national competition between 
districts, the organisers were able to pass the potentially challenging hurdles, they might 
have faced had they gone through individual village councils. There are questions about 
whether Sāmoans wanted to participate in the exhibition, and whether they saw their 
participation as a way to enter the agricultural economy from which they had been so long 
excluded. It is not clear whether the events associated with the Oloa movement (1904), 
the Sāmoan boycott (1920) and perhaps even the failed attempts by the Toe’aina Club to 
establish a copra trading enterprise, influenced Sāmoan perceptions. Although Sāmoan 
perspectives are difficult to find, the administrations perspective is clear since Tate had 
stated emphatically that “[t]he proper role of the Sāmoans is to cultivate their lands and 
produce copra from their own trees”,159 particularly as “no incentive exists inducing them to 
work for wages”. It was thus hoped that the exhibition would “stimulate the Sāmoan to 
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greater effort in industrial matters” and the newly formed committees were established to 
“grapple with the problem.”160  
 
These ideas were reflected in the exhibition’s aspirations which were; firstly to encourage 
increased production by the Sāmoans; secondly, to stimulate better methods of cultivation 
through competition; thirdly, to give each district an opportunity to compare its own 
production with that of other districts; and, fourthly to encourage the better care and 
breeding of stock.161 Throughout the nineteenth century, the lack of Sāmoan productivity 
had caused plantation owners and firms such as Godeffroy und Sohn (established in 
1857) and later as the Deutsche Handel und Plantagen Gesellschaft (DHPG), to seek 
plantation labour from overseas, such as the north eastern part of German New Guinea 
and the western Solomon Islands, which Germany had annexed, but later transferred to 
Great Britain in 1899.162 By the 1890s, DHPG had acquired approximately 135,000 acres 
of Sāmoan land.163 Under Governor Solf, from 1903 Chinese labourers had been imported 
to work the plantations in order to protect “Sāmoans from exploitation”.164 However, the 
First World War had disrupted the running of plantations, with many falling derelict by the 
end of the war. In his study of Pacific agriculture, Gerry Ward noted that “poor 
management, ageing palms and labour supply difficulties” contributed to the decline of a 
very successful German operation in Sāmoa.165 For New Zealand, Sāmoa’s ability to 
sustain independent economic development through agriculture was financially important, 
so as to lessen the burden on New Zealand tax payers. For much of this history, the 
majority of Sāmoans in many ways had been excluded from the economic plantation 
culture. The exhibition therefore acknowledged the need to ensure Sāmoan participation in 
the development of the economy. 
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Wellington’s Evening Post had noted that, “New Zealanders who were able to visit the 
recent Christchurch industrial exhibition will remember the interest that the Sāmoan 
exhibits of this kind created.”166 In writing to Richardson, Massey wrote to  
congratulate those associated with movement on their praiseworthy efforts to promote interests and 
welfare of Island. I extend my best wishes for successful Show and trust will be forerunner of many 
similar fixtures.167  
Described as a ‘movement’, the exhibition was closely associated with the idea of 
promoting Sāmoan ‘welfare’. As a government intervention to foster a Sāmoan work ethic, 
it reflected well in reports to the League of Nations Commission, who were concerned 
about Sāmoan health, particularly after the influenza crisis. Although the atmosphere in 
Sāmoa was one of ‘enthusiasm’ and praise, equipment requests to Wellington in order to 
showcase exhibits and side shows faced some opposition, as Gray advised Apia.168 
Richardson, who at the time held the post of General Officer in Charge of Administration at 
Army headquarters in Wellington, had written to Gray declining the loan of marquees:  
the number of marquees held by this Department is barely sufficient for its requirements in the event 
of certain contingencies, they are expensive, difficult to replace, and deteriorate quickly, especially if 
not properly cared for ... I regret that considering the conditions under which the marquees would be 
used, I cannot grant your request.169 
Despite refusing the request, in March 1923, Richardson replaced Tate as Administrator, 
and his photograph featured prominently on the programme as the exhibition’s patron. In 
place of marquees, 44 side walls (6.7m x 1.5m) were approved for use, which were hired 
from the Wellington Trentham depot.170 Contrary to Richardson’s reassurance that the side 
walls “will be much more suitable”,171 Colonel James William Hutchen, Tate’s Secretary, 
explained to Gray that “it is not considered that the side walls referred to will be 
satisfactory as the most essential thing is to have overhead protection from the sun.”172 
Thus, 25 tarpaulins used for “L” wagons were requested from the Railway Department.173 
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Gray was able to source the second-hand tarpaulins rental free.174 The practical 
organisation of freight costs for the equipment to travel was fairly easy to resolve. With the 
intervention of the DEA, the Wellington head office of the New Zealand Union Steam Ship 
Company (USS Co.)175 had first agreed to carry the goods at half normal freight rates.176 
Gray, however, had emphasised that the “exhibition is being held in order to promote trade 
and passenger traffic”.177 Simultaneously, Hay-Mackenzie a member of the exhibition 
organising committee based at the Apia branch of USS Co., had offered the same price, 
which was later declined.178 The Wellington office finally agreed to carry the cargo freight 
free. 
 
Although freight free transportation was an objective, increasing tourist traffic to the new 
territory was another persuading factor, along with improved passenger steamer travel. In 
writing to USS Co., Gray iterated that it had “been requested to strongly press for 
improved travelling facilities in order to ensure the greatest possible success of the 
Exhibition.”179 Lee, with the approval of Cabinet, had asked that the TSS Navua replace 
the TSS Tofua for the Auckland-Suva-Tonga-Apia run.180 Moreover, Lee asked that the 
steamer should stay over, “to the mutual advantage of the passengers and Exhibition 
Authorities” until the end of the exhibition.181 A condition for the stay as highlighted by USS 
Co.’s R. McLennan, and pushed as the responsibility of the Sāmoa Administration, was to 
ensure workers were available to load the TSS Tofua cargo on the Monday night to 
“enable her timetable to be kept for the subsequent Fiji fruit loading.”182 Since the war 
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period, Fiji had been New Zealand’s main provider of sugar and fresh fruit like bananas.183 
Thus, this was a key concern for the company as Saturday 2nd and Monday 4th June were 
declared public holidays.184 Despite the potential tourist numbers, the impact of 
maintaining the economic flow was a key factor for consideration which required 
negotiation between Sāmoa and New Zealand-based offices.  
 
To service the potential tourist traffic, initial enquiries were made from Apia about the 
possibility of additional accommodation at the Central Hotel, to be funded by the 
government.185 Extensions and improvements of the hotel was approved by Lee, only on 
the “distinct understanding that [the] New Zealand Government is not required to furnish 
additional cash either by way of [a] new loan or subsidy”.186 A joint venture between the 
hotel and the USS Co. was put forward from Sāmoa, but as Gray confirmed, there was 
“absolutely no possibility” for a partnership.187 By extending the hotel for tourists, the local 
community recognised the importance of infrastructure. However, the government’s 
reluctance to assist financially impacted local tourism ventures. Hence these limited 
structural designs prescribed how the exhibition would be displayed, and the objects 
mediated by organisers, visitors and participants. 
 
 
Marketing and absent communities 
In designing the Show and Fair, marketing to desired visitors in New Zealand and Australia 
juxtaposed the invisibility of local groups who were participating in its construction. A 
month before, the New Zealand Herald under the heading “First Show in Sāmoa, Great 
Interest Displayed” mentioned an invitation sent to the Wellington Chamber of Commerce 
to attend.188 The Malua Printing Press (formerly London Mission Press) printed posters in 
Sāmoan and English, and other material was distributed to the USS Co., and published in 
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the Dominion and Australian press. 189 Locally, the Sāmoa Times granted column space to 
advertise the exhibition until its conclusion. 190 For exhibition advertising, partnerships were 
a priority for the organisers since a budget of £250 (NZD$500) was allocated.191 Even after 
the exhibition, the administration were quick to celebrate their success with the production 
of the Sāmoa Leader (about 50 copies) in order to put “on record a report of the First 
Sāmoa Agricultural Show and Fair”. On receiving 12 copies of the newspaper Gray 
congratulated both the board and the press “on their very creditable production.”192 A copy 
made its way to Brisbane’s Telegraph newspaper on 28 July 1923, highlighting the 
“productivity, prosperity and persistent progress of Western Sāmoa”.193 Another had been 
sent to the Christchurch Press which published the following extract from Richardson’s 
speech: “[t]he show had conveyed the great lesson to him that Sāmoa was capable of 
great development: it only needed the united efforts of its citizens to make it a prosperous 
country.”194 The significance of these networks and marketing strategies demonstrated the 
progressive and benevolent work of New Zealand’s administration in Sāmoa. 
 
The census figures showed a multicultural community resident in Sāmoa. The Chinese 
community had been active during and after the war, and had contributed to the Peace 
Celebrations of 1919. On Richardson’s arrival as the new Administrator, the Chinese 
Consul Dr Lee-fong Ahlo hosted a banquet. However, the exhibition’s focus on Sāmoans 
and Sāmoa-made products revealed the absence of some communities from the 
spectacle, particularly those who were part of its construction but remained conspicuously 
on the periphery. For example, members of the Chinese community were visible as 
‘sponsors’ such as storekeeper Ah Kiau, merchant Ah Soon, engineer John Ah Mu and 
tailor Ah Kuoi. However, their names are absent from committee membership but present 
in the exhibition programme acknowledging their sponsorship. In the results for the 
industries classes a mention is made of “Tasila from Niue” who was placed second in the 
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hand-made va’a. Although Pacific Islanders from various islands had settled in Sāmoa, in 
April 1920, about 50 men from Niue were recruited for one year’s lightering-work, and who 
were also employed as plantation labour until their return to Niue in July 1921.195 Most of 
the indentured Melanesian workers were repatriated in 1922 on the SS Rob Roy. Despite 
the rhetoric around the Show and Fair as an intervention to assist Sāmoan economic 
productivity, in the same way it highlighted the work ethic of other groups such as the 
Chinese. Yet ironically it demonstrated their exclusion from the decision-making process 
and their place as ‘traders’ or service providers in the local community.  
 
 
Interpreting the exhibits, prizes and judges 
This section discusses how the display apparatus of the Agricultural Show and Fair 
conveys the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship as a paternal regime, the importance of the 
colonial elite and the Sāmoan elite involvement. The exhibits were assembled into 
sections of agriculture, industries, livestock, educational and band contests. They “were 
shown in picturesque and historic surroundings, and the variety and quality of the articles, 
both manufactured and grown, were alike high-class”.196 In fact, the Sāmoa Times 
recorded:  
The first Sāmoan Agricultural Show and Fair was held on the 2nd and 4th June, 1923, and, 
considering that this was the first function of the kind promoted in Sāmoa, it was very successful. 
Especially was this so in the Industrial Section, where the number of exhibits far exceeded the 
expectations of the most sanguine. The show was undoubtedly of great educational value and 
benefit to the community generally, and, it is hoped, will prove the forerunner of similar and larger 
displays in future.197 
The analysis of exhibits, prizes and judges demonstrates how the broader display served 
as an educational tool, as a competitive device and had a motivational role to inspire an 
economic and cultural movement.  
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Industrial 
The industrial section was driven by the tourist market and had garnered the most entries. 
It was divided into 20 classes: ‘afa (sinnet); papa (floor mat); ‘ie sina (highly esteemed 
garment made from hibiscus fibre); roof thatches; printed and hand-designed siapo (tapa 
cloth); tanoa (kava bowl); ipu (coconut cup); to’oto’o (walking stick); tortoiseshell work; ‘ato 
(basket); ‘ali (wooden or bamboo pillow); table mats, fautasi (long-boat canoe); va’aalo 
(bonito canoe); soatau (canoe), paopao (one-man canoe); with models of va’a (canoe); 
and, fale (house). Compared to the Philippine Exhibition of 1887, which exhibited Filipino 
‘artwork’  and sculptures, the Sāmoa objects were mainly functional or tourist items, except 
for the prestigious ‘ie sina. The most significant cultural object conspicuously missing from 
the list was the ‘ie toga (finely woven mat), a highly valued item in cultural exchange 
ceremonies, even today. Because of its importance in Sāmoan custom, the Germans and 
New Zealand had regulated the circulation of ‘ie toga and thus its associated 
ceremonies.198 It is likely that its omission from the exhibition was a deliberate move, in 
order to prevent people from knowing who held the best ‘ie toga. Interestingly, the tanoa 
category was judged on 10 or 16 legs, whereas customarily it was made with four legs. 
These conditions of entry may have influenced the way tanoa were subsequently 
carved, as many after this period follow this design. 
 
 
Figure 8: Exhibit of siapo (tapa cloth) at Sāmoa’s First Agricultural Show and Fair (1923). By: Tattersall, 
Alfred James, 1866–1951, Ref. 1/2-056039-F. National Library of New Zealand. 
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The winning industrial entries came from Upolu. The only entry from Tapuele’ele in 
Savai’i won a prize for the ‘ali. It appears Faleata district in Apia town was placed first, 
followed by Aleipata district in the south east coast of Upolu. Prize winners were 
acknowledged, many only by their first names (except for Afamasaga’s wife), with their 
names published in the Sāmoa Times newspaper along with their associated village. 
The judging panel of four included Ta’isi and prominent residents: George Churchward, 
Norman Macdonald (formerly Chief Surveyor and Secretary to Native Department), and H. 
Milford. Ta’isi donated prizes as did Dr Ritchie, Apia Stevedoring Company, traders 
Alfred Smyth, P. C. Fabricius and Samuel Meredith, F. D. Baxter, Burns Philp (South 
Seas) Company Ltd., photographer Alfred Tattersall, N. Rowe, Charles Roberts, the 
USS Co, and Griffin. The more highly valued and esteemed objects for competition, 
was indicated by the associated prizes, and these were donated by Smyth, £2 
(NZD$4.00) for the ‘ie sina, and Ta’isi £5 (NZD$10.00) for the plank-built va’aalo 
(bonito canoe). In this way, the objects displayed were most likely produced by highly 
skilled tufuga (master craftsmen and women) of the time. An image taken by Tattersall 
of the siapo exhibit depicts over 200 examples hanging on display under sheltered 
rows of the side walls which were sent from Wellington (Fig 8). This section 
showcased customary and hybrid products made by men and women primarily through 
a tourist market agenda. 
 
Agricultural 
For the organisers, the agricultural section had a strong educational emphasis towards 
teaching Sāmoans how to cultivate and care for crops. Objectives included the following: 
to ensure the high quality of copra produced; to extend the export trade to bananas; to 
increase the growing of yams; to demonstrate the method of preparing cocoa; to raise 
concern about the Sāmoan use of sugar-cane leaves for roofing; and to emphasise the 
capture of the Rhinoceros beetle (Oryctes rhinoceros, Scarabaeidae) and its impact on 
plantations. Sāmoa was divided into ten competing districts, and competition was only 
open to the islands of Upolu, Manono and Apolima with 133 village exhibits on display. 
The prizes reflected the hierarchy of the agricultural produce as understood by Sāmoans, 
rather than by the priority of export products. Taro at the top of the list was followed by 
yam, ta’amu, bananas, copra, cocoa, sugar-cane, tobacco, kava, a collection of Sāmoan-
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grown fruits, and the Rhinoceros beetle.199 The judging panel were experienced planters 
and merchants: Samuel Meredith, S. Harry Forsell200 (Manager of the Vaitele Plantation), 
Augustus Betham, and Alan Ridge Cobcroft.201 Championship prizes were donated by 
high-level government officials such as Chief Judge C. R. Orr-Walker,202 L. J. Cowley,203 
Colonel Robert Tate, J. Southon (Land and Beetle Inspector),204 J. H. Oakes,205 District 
Inspector of North Upolu H. C. Connor206 and Dr Ritchie. Richardson as patron donated a 
special prize of £5/5/0 (NZD$10.00) to the village of Lauli’i.207 Copra, Sāmoa’s main export 
since the 1850s, topped the priority list, as it was hoped the competition would do some 
good in “enhancing the already high standard of quality which Sāmoan copra has 
attained.”208 In order to “extend the export trade” to bananas, judges were seeking the 
“finest and largest variety of bananas, limited to one bunch in every variety”.209 It was 
hoped the show would increase the growing of yams, and that the method of preparing the 
cocoa would be demonstrated to visitors. The exhibition committee hoped to raise concern 
about Sāmoan use of sugar-cane leaves for roof thatching as it appeared to have side 
effects on Sāmoan health.210 The dreaded Rhinoceros beetle had been accidentally 
introduced to Sāmoa in 1909 “in boxes containing rubber plants imported from Ceylon [Sri 
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Lanka] packed in soil and vegetable refuse”211 and had spread to other countries in the 
region.212 The beetle affected the coconut industry as it could halve the yield of nuts. 
Concerned about the impact on plantations, the German government sought remedies to 
combat the pest.213 In response, the New Zealand administration issued the Beetle 
Ordinance (1921) offering cash for the quota of beetles found.214 The total number of 
beetles collected between 1922 and 1923 on Sāmoan plantations alone was 101,203.215 In 
her interview with Chock Wai, a former Chinese indentured labourer, author Nancy Tom 
reveals how Wai sought and collected “beetles, larvae and eggs from their breeding places 
in decaying trunks and stumps to destroy them”.216 Responsibility fell on the Pulenu’u who 
supervised the weekly Monday morning217 beetle search and collection.218 To encourage 
searching activities, exhibition prizes were given for the smallest and largest beetle 
found.219  In staging this section, Sāmoa competition products were set alongside non-
competition government produce sourced from the Tulaele farm which was worked by 
Sāmoan prisoners. Four acres of land were dedicated to garden plots growing fruits and 
vegetables like beans, pineapples, peanuts, melons and beetroot.220 The majority of the 
produce supplied the government hospital at Moto’otua and the Central Hotel. A variety of 
grass-seeds from Australia had been imported to improve grazing land and fodder grass, 
while ducks, chicken and 30 cattle were on order. Discussions had taken place about the 
prospect of a pineapple-canning industry. In using the ‘compare’ and ‘contrast’ method by 
district and government displays, the competitive agricultural section presumed an 
educational mode would facilitate government objectives. 
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Education 
 
Figure 9: Photograph of hand work by students from Leififi (Ifi Ifi) government school at the Agricultural 
Show and Fair. Photographer: Donald Rutherford. Ref. PA1-o-445-108-2, National Library of New Zealand. 
An image (Fig 9) taken by Donald Rutherford (fondly known as Latafoti), Superintendent of 
Education in Sāmoa from 1919 to 1936, portrays entries made by “White and Half-Caste” 
students from Leifiifi Government School. The education exhibit emphasised racial 
difference and its association with abilities and standards of student learning. The mission 
and government schools were brought together and Sāmoan students were assessed on 
their writing, drawing, needlework (nightdress, doyley, afternoon tea cloth, cushion cover) 
and model-making skills. The work by the “pure-blooded Sāmoan” students were placed 
separately alongside that of the “White and part-Sāmoan” students. Age groups were 
divided into under 12 years, 12 and under 16 years, 16 years and over, with each student 
entry to be certified by a teacher. The exhibits were limited to four per class, per school.221 
The administration had praised the work of the missions but recognised the importance of 
emphasis on education.222 The three government schools established during the German 
period were located in Apia: Laumua School for “pure-blooded” Sāmoan boys and girls, 
Malifa School for “pure-blooded” Sāmoan boys, and Leififi (Ifi Ifi) School for White and 
part-Sāmoan children.  
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On establishing the education system, New Zealand had divided schools into Grade I 
(village schools), Grade II (sub-district schools) run by the missions, and Grade III (district 
schools) administered by the government. Under Rutherford, 50 Grade II schools were 
reported to have been established in Sāmoa.223 The curriculum for the Sāmoan schools 
focused primarily on teaching English, singing and music, history, geography and drawing. 
The making of cultural items had been introduced to Sāmoan children in order “to foster 
Sāmoan handicraftWin basketmaking and mat-weaving”.224 Four students gained 
scholarship entries to St. Stephen’s College in Auckland in 1922; Sāmoa Lupeamanu, Eti 
Malopito, Fiti Sopoaga and Tupu Folasa successfully matriculated.225 In highlighting 
potential exhibits for the upcoming exhibition, well-known Sāmoan matai and teacher I’iga 
Pisa226with students from the newly opened Vaipouli High School (the first Grade III district 
school for Savai’i) created a rope-making machine, using fau (hibiscus) tree fibre “of good 
quality and remarkable strength”.227 The proposed machine was promoted and made 
available for public viewing, with souvenir ropes distributed to visitors as an example of a 
“new and useful local industry”.228 The panel of judges comprised of Mrs Tennent 
(drawing), Mr S. T. Uren (writing), Mrs C. R. Orr-Walker (needlework) and government 
engineer Arthur Tyndall (house-made models). The racial differentiation of student abilities 
coincided with the school compositions.  
 
Bands 
During the war period, several bands, such as a Blue Hungarian Band, were actively 
playing in concerts. Some bands were associated with chiefly Sāmoan families, for 
example Tamasese’s band and the Togoula had played in the ceremony to reinter his 
remains from Lufilufi to Mulinu’u in 1915. During the German period, the Moamoa Brass 
Band (led by Marist Brother Leo) and the Vineula Band (led by James Ah Sue) provided 
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musical entertainment,229 as did Betham’s Orchestra.230 However, according to the Board 
of Organisers, many of the bands had “gone into decay because of the fact that there has 
been nothing to stimulate their practice in the past”. Thus, it was hoped the Band Contest 
would become an annual event.231 Several bands entered the competition at Mulinu’u: 
Malua (newly formed), Piula, Sakiatou, Saluafata, Sauniatu, Togoula and Vineula. The 
Piula, Sauniatu and Malua bands were associated with church denominations, the 
Methodist, Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints and the London Missionary Society. Saluafata 
was a village band. Vineula was considered the ‘city band’ and was formed in 1910 by Ah 
Sue, editor of The Sāmoa Times until his sudden death from influenza in 1918. For the 
Show and Fair, the judging panel comprised of Brother Leo and Captain W. Bell, with the 
prize a banner and £10 (NZD$20). Two of the more experienced Bandmasters, Griffin and 
Lofley, were on the Board of Organisers.232 Bands were an important social and political 
front and in many ways brought together trained professionals. It was also seen as a 
prestigious activity because of its association with church and social events and people of 
rank. During the Mau Resistance Movement that was to emerge later, its headquarters 
was a bandstand in the village of Vaimoso.   
 
 
Regatta and side shows 
The exhibition was deliberately timed for the celebration of the king’s birthday, hence the 
King’s Birthday Sports Committee had requested to be brought under the auspices of the 
exhibition. This had been agreed to, since land and water sport was controlled by an 
entirely separate committee, which also organised the funding.”233 Smyth chaired the 
committee, with D. A. McCurdy (accountant in the Treasury in 1920) as secretary, G. 
Chisholm (manager for Morris Hedstrom Ltd. in 1936) as assistant secretary and treasurer.  
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The six committee members for the regatta competition were Charles M. Grey (d. 1943) 
manager of S. H. Meredith (Sāmoa) Ltd, H. Ulberg, A. B. Ross (aide-de-campe to 
Richardson), H. S. Newton, H. S. Cordery (collector of customs in 1920) and Irving 
Hetherington Carrutthers (merchant). Ta’isi and Cordery judged the regatta competition. 
  
The Land Sports Committee comprised of a much bigger group which included Afamasaga 
Toleafoa, Ralph Tattersall (son of photographer Alfred Tattersall), long-time resident 
George L. Westbrook, Sāmoan high chief Faumuina Fiame Mulinu’u, and H. P. Ritchie. 
Judges were committee members Afamasaga, A. T. West and W. Watson. Committee 
membership in these groups involved senior officials and business managers, as well as 
high chiefs such as Afamasaga and Faumuina. While bands proved a popular activity, 
sports events drew great interest from competitors and spectators alike, and relied on 
participation from the elite, villages, and government officials. This category contained 
quite a scattering of the Sāmoan elite, an indication of the prominence of these activities. 
 
 
Figure 10: Although not of the Agricultural Show and Fair, crowds on the Apia waterfront watching the 
regatta boats. Photographer: Alfred Tattersall, about 1910. Ref. PAColl-3062-2-03, National Library of New 
Zealand. 
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To entertain spectators, side shows were attached to the exhibition. A Sāmoan circus was 
managed by Charles (Chas) Reed, assisted by surgeon dentist Mr Franzen and Mr 
Williams. It included an ostrich, an elephant, and bulls, performing monkeys, dogs, a wire-
walker, a lady equestrienne, clowns and other attractions. Referred to as the ‘wonder 
worker’ W. G. Lofley (Inspector of Health), assisted by his wife imported equipment from 
America for the exhibition.234 Such was the significance of the sports and side shows that 
great efforts had been taken to ensure a lively and competitive atmosphere. Again 
managed by the colonial elite, these events brought many Sāmoan spectators to Apia in 
support of their family and villages (Fig 10).  
 
 
Conclusion 
There are many frustrations in trying to untangle details from so long ago. It is difficult, 
working only from names, to ascertain class and racial differences, and interlinkages. 
However, the Agricultural Show and Fair was declared a success, especially in the Sāmoa 
Leader newspaper where it was lauded as the first of many such events to take place. In 
fact, a year afterwards, a Sāmoan fale (house) which had been used in the exhibition was 
selected for display at the British Empire Exhibition (1924). In the same year, the 
government opened Avele Agricultural Boys School modelled on the Māori Agricultural 
Schools in New Zealand. In 1925 H. P. Ritchie, Director of Agriculture represented Sāmoa 
at the New Zealand South Seas Exhibition in Dunedin which showcased various items 
sourced from the Agricultural Show and Fair, including work by Sāmoan students offered 
by Donald Rutherford.235 For the Sāmoa Research Society, one focus of research was the 
Fale o le Fe’e (House of the Octopus), and included the use of anthropometric tools to 
understand “racial developments and peculiarities”.236 The “study of Sāmoa” in 1930 was 
beginning to draw interest as one report writes: 
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In Sāmoa we have a country in which the ancient institutions were essentially democratic, but in 
which one way and another the tribal and national systems have been suppressed or overlaid by 
European control.237 
Funding for potential research in ‘native’ cultural studies was supported by scholars such 
as Ernest Beaglehole.238 However, the seeming ‘national spirit’ of the day quickly 
unravelled to resistance against the administration. Since 1922, Ta’isi had chaired the 
newly formed Apia Citizens Committee which sparked a course of action that later 
transpired into the Mau Resistance Movement in which he and other prominent community 
members would play a leading part. 
 
This chapter has demonstrated that although the performance of display-making was part 
of a colonial elite agenda, within this group, differences were articulated in how displays 
were produced, exhibited and interpreted. In many ways, the tradition of ‘marking’ new 
cultural and physical spaces emphasised a sense of national order and progress. These 
articulations and interactions were strongly legitimised by the power of display associated 
with ideas of identity, power and knowledge. The idea of Sāmoa as a nation was widely 
interpreted by the Apia port town community; however these interpretations functioned as 
a veneer covering the growing disaffection and alarm in both Sāmoan and European 
circles. Sāmoa was being socially-engineered into the New Zealand world. It was no 
longer just a German planter community with imported labourers, aside from the main 
indigenous population. The early New Zealand era in Sāmoa meant consideration of how 
to incorporate Sāmoan material culture, both ancient and modern, into a 1920s economy. 
This was partly the influence of transcultural identities which had ensured a colonial 
identity prevailed in Sāmoa or at least in the Apia port town, the centre of economic 
operation. However, the paternal regime gave way to a movement that reasserted the 
continual struggle against a foreign system. From 1939 to 1940, New Zealand celebrated 
a century of being a ‘nation’. This time Sāmoa was on display in Wellington under the 
‘Native Court’ of New Zealand’s Island Territories in the making of a national identity. 
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Chapter Two: 
Making Identities: the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition, 1939–40 
 
The New Zealand Centennial Exhibition (1939–40) (NZCE) held in Wellington validated 
New Zealand’s European identity as an emerging nation, and solidified its historical ties to 
the British Empire. The display of Pacific Island territories including Sāmoa, physically 
demonstrated New Zealand’s growing Pacific Empire. Within this colonial narrative, 
Sāmoa’s image was carefully staged by government officials, to represent a culture 
perceived as largely ‘unchanged’ since European contact. In many ways, this account 
concealed a turbulent cultural relationship since the first Agricultural Show and Fair (1923). 
The relationship became more complex onwards from the Mau Resistance Movement 
(1926–36) which dominated Sāmoa–New Zealand affairs. The paternalistic regime of the 
1920s had by the late 1930s given way to a more sympathetic administration of the 
country, after the election of New Zealand’s first Labour government. This chapter 
examines the changing image of New Zealand’s representation of Sāmoa by analysing the 
political events before 1940. This period shows the beginning of Sāmoan agency in 
dealings with New Zealand, an element that continued to grow. The example of Police 
Sergeant Fitisemanu Talavou below shows this growing assertiveness. 
Section one looks at the tense relations between 1922 and 1933, when New Zealand tried 
to establish colonial control over Sāmoa. New Zealand had little colonial experience other 
than internal control over the Māori and began to feel its way as a British dominion with 
ambitions to create a small Pacific empire. Incorporating comparisons from other national 
celebratory exhibitions, sections two and three examine the imaging of Sāmoa at the 
NZCE, 1939–40. Sections four and five examine the way in which the New Zealand 
government chose to interpret Sāmoan culture and the roles of the Sāmoan 
representatives at the exhibition. Part of the imaging involved exploring the tourist and 
economic potential of Sāmoa. Section six looks at the positioning of Sāmoa against Cook 
Islands and Niue (both with colonial connections to New Zealand) and Fiji, as a British 
Crown colony. Section seven follows the history of the dispersal of the display objects. 
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Introduction 
In March 1940, in order to mark the completion of the Sāmoan fale (house) — which was 
shipped from Sāmoa and reconstructed — at the NZCE in Wellington, the Department of 
External Affairs (DEA) organised an ‘ava feiloa’iga (kava ceremony). In total, 31 
representatives attended the ceremony planned by government officials.1 Seated on 
chairs, the guests included many leading dignitaries. There were government ministers 
Frank Langstone (Minister of Lands, Commissioner of State Forests) and Daniel Sullivan 
(Minister of Industries and Commerce, and Railways). The diplomatic corps was also 
there: Sir Harry Batterbee (High Commissioner for the United Kingdom), Dr Walter Riddell 
(High Commissioner for Canada), and Charles Critchley (Trade Commissioner for 
Australia). Leading Māori scholar and MP Sir Apirana Ngata, and former Chief Justice in 
Sāmoa, John Luxford (now a Magistrate in Wellington) were also included,2 as were 
representatives from the Fiji and Tasmania courts.3  
 
 
Figure 11: Sāmoan group at the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition. Pictured in the group are (L to R) 
Fuala'au, Leleaga Seumanutafa, Sao Taito, Police Sergeant Fitisemanu Talavou and John Churchward. An 
unidentified man stands to the left of the image, 1939. Ref. PA1-o-021-45. National Library of New Zealand. 
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The Sāmoan group of four (Fig 11.) lead by Police Sergeant Fitisemanu Talavou played a 
central role in the ceremony. He acknowledged the presence of the representatives, and 
the absence of Prime Minister Michael Joseph Savage due to illness.4 Talavou conveyed 
the importance of the fale in Sāmoan custom, and lead tufuga (master builder) Sao Taito’s 
genealogical connection to Sāmoa’s building heritage. Taito’s assistant Fuala’au 
distributed the ‘ava ipu (kava cup) to those gathered, while young Leleaga Seumanutafa 
prepared the ‘ava mixture for the ceremony. Gifts and exchanges were made with an ‘ie 
toga (finely woven mat) presented to Langstone, and a to’oto’o (wooden staff) to 
Batterbee. In response, Langstone expressed: 
Wthe pleasure of the Government at the good relationship existing between the Sāmoans and New 
Zealand. No attempt had been made to change the ancient Sāmoan culture because that culture 
was a contribution of real value to the world. The administration of Sāmoa was mainly concerned 
with education and public health, both of which were reaching a high standard. Native medical 
practitioners were being trained for work in the villages, and the general standards of health were 
being improved. The Government was also fostering production and trade relationships were good.5   
This cordial exchange referenced Langstone and MP James O’Brien’s goodwill visit to 
Sāmoa in 1936 that had ended the Mau Resistance Movement, and restored a sense of 
order. Indeed, through the culmination of several events, the Mau had challenged New 
Zealand’s progressive development policies. As an MP in the newly elected New Zealand 
Labour Party in 1935, Langstone’s gift of an ‘ie toga, the highest item of cultural value in 
Sāmoan custom, demonstrated Sāmoan affection for Langstone. So too did their 
acknowledgement of Batterbee, Great Britain’s representative. This same warmth 
however, was not afforded to Luxford, who was not acknowledged with a cultural gift. In 
this way, this exchange revealed the tension inherent within Sāmoa–New Zealand 
relations, particularly since Luxford’s findings as coroner of ‘Black Saturday’ in 1929 — 
when members of the Mau were shot and killed by police and many others injured — was 
in Sāmoan eyes inconsistent with the events that happened.6 Furthermore, Luxford’s ruling 
in 1934 had resulted in the second deportation of Ta’isi Olaf Nelson, a leader of the Mau, 
for 10 years.7 During the goodwill visit, Luxford’s ruling was overturned, and Ta’isi returned 
to Sāmoa.8 Thus, while friendly relations conveyed at the NZCE concealed a tumultuous 
period of Sāmoa–New Zealand relations, it also displayed subversive Sāmoan agency 
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within the exhibitionary setting. This chapter examines this national ‘theatrical artifice’ and 
the conditions in which this ‘social space’ was curated by New Zealand government 
officials. Furthermore, it explores the idea of making identities and Sāmoa’s role in that 
process. It argues that the performance of display-making was closely associated with the 
formation of New Zealand’s identity as a progressive, benevolent and pioneering state 
under the newly elected Labour government, and that Sāmoan agency was exhibited with 
subtle forms. 
 
 
Sāmoa–New Zealand relations 
This first section analyses Sāmoa-New Zealand relations from 1923 to 1939, from the time 
of the Agricultural Show and Fair to the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition. By 
contextualising the relationship within the political environment, Samoan agency in the 
form of the Mau Resistance Movement impacted the display-making sphere for the NZCE. 
Since the Agricultural Show and Fair (1923) several international exhibitions where Sāmoa 
was ‘on show’ had taken place. These were the British Empire Exhibition (1924) at 
Wembley Stadium, the New Zealand and South Seas International Exhibition (1925) in 
Dunedin, and in Toronto the Canadian National Exhibition (1926) where the DEA exhibit of 
Sāmoan arts and crafts won a gold medal.9 However, the Mau Resistance Movement 
under the banner ‘Sāmoa mo Sāmoa’ (Sāmoa for Sāmoa) brought an end to this circuit of 
colonial spectacles.  
 
In Sāmoa, Administrator Brigadier-General George Richardson’s attempt to change the 
land tenure system brought about a change in Sāmoan thinking. Although his policies had 
some support, many Sāmoans thought he had gone too far. Tension and animosity soon 
brought Apia and the rest of Sāmoa together.10 Marches were organised and members 
proudly displayed their uniform comprised of a purple turban, white t-shirt and purple 
lavalava decorated with a white stripe (Fig 12). 
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Figure 12: Mau Committee in front of Mau headquarters in Vaimoso village. Tupua Tamasese Lealofi III 
(centre) is wearing white and surrounded by members, 1928. Photographer: Alfred Tattersall. Ref. PAColl-
0691-2. National Library of New Zealand. 
To Richardson’s dismay, and also that of the New Zealand government, Mau supporters 
neglected the weekly collection of rhinoceros beetles — which was encouraged during the 
Agricultural Show and Fair — boycotted European stores, and refused to pay taxes.11 
Meleisea argues, that “[t]he Mau was a rejection of external control and systematic 
change, an assertion of Sāmoan capacity for autonomy within the sphere of traditional 
authority”.12 Essentially the Mau was responding to: 
Richardson’s cultural arrogance, capping Sāmoan grievances under the military administration and 
evoking the spirit of opposition to German rule, provoked Sāmoans in 1926 to join with part-
Europeans and white residents in an anti-administration campaign, which started with two public 
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meetings in Apia. The ‘Europeans’ were seeking control of the administration-dominated legislature, 
whereas Sāmoans were expressing a determination to govern themselves.13 
 
The Mau headquarters, a converted bandstand in the village of Vaimoso, became a centre 
point of its operation, but its support was country-wide. The Apia Citizen’s Committee, 
made up of mainly Europeans and part-Sāmoans chaired by Ta’isi gained a growing 
Sāmoan membership. The new Minister of External Affairs, William Nosworthy who Ta’isi 
had visited in Wellington in 1926, had on his visit to Sāmoa, disregarded the “local 
grievances against the  Administration”.14 Nosworthy’s support of Richardson instigated a 
departure from a move to formally organise complaints against the Administration, to one 
of ‘civil disaffection’.15 In 12 years Sāmoa had seen three military administrators come and 
go. Richardson, who had arrived on a wave of “high opinions of him inspired by his past 
records”16 left in 1928 with his reputation in tatters. He was replaced by Colonel Stephen 
Allen (1928–31) and later Brigadier-General Herbert Hart (1931–35) who followed similar 
policy measures to curb the Mau Movement. 
 
As already mentioned other key events during this period saw the deportation of prominent 
community personalities associated with the Mau, most notably Ta’isi. He was exiled to 
New Zealand (along with residents Arthur Smyth and Edward Gurr) in 1928, returning in 
1933, only to be deported again a year later by Luxford. The tragic police shooting and 
subsequent deaths of several Sāmoan matai including Tupua Tamasese Lealofi III, during 
a peaceful protest on ‘Black Saturday’ in December 1929, further inflamed Sāmoa–New 
Zealand relations.17 Women of Sāmoa rallied together, forming their own Mau committee 
and organising marches (Fig. 13).18  
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New Zealand’s administration of Sāmoa also faced opposition in Parliament. Until his 
death in 1933, this was especially from Henry Holland, staunch supporter of the Mau, and 
leader of the New Zealand Labour Party. Holland had been vocal in his views on the 
Reform Party’s administration of the country. As early as 1928, in support of the Mau, 
Holland stated:  
[o]ur government of Sāmoa constitutes an accumulation of intolerable administrative acts, 
outrageous injustices against individual Sāmoans, and the infliction of raw wounds upon Sāmoan 
dignity and self-respect which will take long in their healing.”19 
 
 
Figure 13: Women’s Mau Committee in front of Mau headquarters in Vaimoso village, about 1930. 
Photographer: Alfred John Tattersall. Ref. PA1-o-795-57. National Library of New Zealand. 
Holland’s friendship with Ta’isi provided armour for the Mau. As a critical voice against 
administration policies, Ta’isi and long-time resident Edward Gurr established the Sāmoan 
Guardian newspaper in 1927 (printed in purple ink to reflect the Mau colours). This partly 
led to their deportation. By the late 1920s, leadership in New Zealand politics had 
changed. Gordon Coates replaced William Massey as leader of the Reform Party, and 
remained Prime Minister until defeated in 1928. George Forbes took up the leadership role 
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between 1930 and the 1935 election, when Labour under Michael Joseph Savage 
(successor to Holland) won convincingly. Through Labour, Sāmoa–New Zealand relations 
improved, as Langstone had expressed during the ‘ava ceremony. Almost immediately, 
collaborative work between the newly elected governments began to remedy the past, and 
to work towards a new future, one that included Sāmoan participation. In 1935 Alfred 
Turnbull, took up the post of Acting Administrator in Sāmoa and later, Administrator from 
1943 to 1946.  
 
Scholars have focused on New Zealand government policies during the period of Sāmoa’s 
administration from the First World War to the early 1930s.20 During this time, New 
Zealand’s foreign policy, as directed by the Reform and Liberal governments, took on a 
‘realist’ approach. These parties focused on increasing New Zealand’s military security 
presence in the Pacific, were cautious towards international organisations such as the 
League of Nations, and showed apathy towards countries seeking self-government, 
particularly so in the case of Sāmoa.21 Davidson argues that Labour policy towards Sāmoa 
“was more enlightened because of the radical streak in its members’ thinking about 
colonies, of their general sympathy with the oppressed, and of the fact that they had been 
in opposition when wrong decisions had been made.”22 Indeed, Holland’s support for 
Sāmoan self-government demonstrated these ideas.23 In the face of political strife, he had 
wanted to see “Sāmoa governed for the benefit of the Sāmoan population” and “criticised 
the government’s policy of taxation without representation and advocated Sāmoan self-
government.”24  
 
Historians agree that the new Labour government marked the beginning of a new 
relationship.25 Under Savage’s leadership, a more co-operative approach was 
implemented, as seen by the Parliamentary Goodwill Delegation despatched to Sāmoa. 
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This significant four-week visit resulted in the repeal and amendment of several acts 
including; the Personal Tax Abolition Ordinance (1936) which enabled individual taxes 
(accumulated during the Mau) to be written off.26 Other changes saw an increase in 
Sāmoan representatives in the Legislative Council from two to four, the re-instalment of 
Mau supporter Tuimaleali’ifano as Fautua, and the return of Ta’isi to Sāmoa.27 Later, 
supervision of the police force was handed over to Fiame Faumuina. In effect, Labour 
sanctioned the Mau, much to the disappointment of anti-Mau protesters from villages 
around Apia, who had been pro-government supporters. They showed disapproval by 
wearing a uniform comprising a khaki lavalava decorated with a red stripe.28  
 
Despite these changes, the New Zealand view remained ‘culturally superior’ in that 
Sāmoan self-government could only be attained once education and living standards were 
raised.29 The reforms increased the involvement of non-Sāmoans in politics, and loosely 
defined resident interests.30 On the death of Tuimaleali’ifano in 1937, Tupua Tamasese 
Mea’ole was appointed joint Fautua with Malietoa Tanumafili I. In the Legislative Council, 
Sāmoan representatives Asiata Mu’ese and Fa’alava’au Galu joined Ta’isi and surgeon Dr 
C. M. Dawson, who represented European interests. 
 
The Faipule appointed 14 Fa’amasino (District Sāmoan Judges) and Pulefa’atoaga 
(Sāmoan Plantation Inspector).31 However resident interests continued to be a point of 
contention which saw a Sāmoan delegation, led by Ta’isi, visit Wellington in January 1938 
a year before the opening of the NZCE to “hasten the enactment of legislation regarding 
Sāmoa”.32 In its nineteenth report to the Permanent Mandates Commission of the League 
of Nations in 1939, the New Zealand government affirmed that “relations between the 
Administration and the Sāmoans, as well as other sections of the community” were of a 
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“harmonious and co-operative nature”.33 In a show of goodwill, Sāmoa offered 9,000 men 
“for the defence of Sāmoa” to fight in the looming Second World War.34 Cyril McKay, 
Secretary to Native Affairs in Sāmoa, observed it was becoming apparent that the Sāmoan 
people wanted to govern themselves, but “[e]ven a Labour Government of New Zealand 
was not ready for this in 1937, nor were the Sāmoan leaders as knowledgeable in modern 
government as they were to become twenty years later”.35 Interestingly Langstone’s 
response during the ‘ava ceremony had played down Sāmoan aspirations. Significantly for 
New Zealand, the Mau had been an “international embarrassment”.36 Thus, the inclusion 
and investment in a Sāmoa exhibit, under the Pacific Island Territories umbrella, aimed to 
display primarily friendly relations, and Labour’s role in effecting that change. 
 
 
Legislating the exhibition concept 
Despite tense relations, New Zealand was keen to portray itself as a progressive 
Dominion, and the NZCE provided the opportunity to formulate a new identity under the 
new Labour government.  
 
Centennial celebrations were for countries like the United States of America, an important 
way of marking traditions and demarcating political boundaries, since gaining 
independence from Great Britain in 1776. The 1876 United States Centennial Exhibition 
held in Philadelphia (attended by Sāmoans) drew local excitement from members of the 
Benjamin Franklin Institute, as “correspondence with foreign governments and 
commissions shows that active and extensive preparations are being made by nearly all of 
them for participating in our national celebration”.37  
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Unlike America, New Zealand’s centennial ambitions included promoting close ties to 
Britain and the wider British Empire. The United Kingdom had a prominent display area, as 
did Australia, Canada and Fiji. Across the Tasman, the Sydney Morning Herald noted that 
despite the outbreak of war, the show would open as originally planned “in view of the 
national character of the exhibition”.38 Cabinet had considered this dilemma and decided 
that the show would continue, since:  
[f]rom the point of view of national morale it was considered that any hesitation to proceed with this 
great national project could only have been regarded as an attitude of defeatism, contrary to the 
traditions of a British people.39  
 
As scholars argue, national exhibitions had an ordering effect, and for the British Empire it 
was a transnational affair.40 Thus, in order to implement the ‘great national project’ the 
New Zealand Centennial Act passed on 16 September 1938 set up provisions for the 
organisation of the exhibition, with the establishment of a National Centennial Council and 
funding for the show.41 Through the council, several requirements were set in stone 
including its approval of ‘God Defend New Zealand’ as the nation’s anthem, and 
designated public holidays to be observed during the centennial year.42 Membership of the 
empire was reinforced with the appointment of the royal family as patrons of the show.  
 
The nature of the exhibition was international in terms of overseas representatives 
attending from London, Sydney, Brussels, Marseilles, Toronto, New York, Shanghai, 
Johannesburg and Honolulu. Discussions were raised about the inclusion of ‘international’ 
in the show’s title, since New Zealand was not part of the Paris Secretariat Convention that 
had regulated international shows since November 1928.43 Unlike the previous 
‘international’ exhibitions held in Dunedin (1865, 1889–90, 1925–26) and Christchurch 
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(1882, 1906), officials settled upon the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition as the title and 
rationale. 
 
The exhibition, with an attached amusement park, ran for six months from 8 November 
1939 to 4 May 1940, attracting over 2,000,000 visitors to Wellington city. In the 26th week 
alone, 156,426 people walked through the exhibition doors. The 55-acres of reclaimed 
land at the Rongotai location saw the construction of a tower and other major buildings 
(Fig 14).  
 
Figure 14: View from the tower at the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition, 1939-40. Photographer: Jean 
Hannan. Ref. O.038643. Te Papa. 
New Zealand architect Edmund Anscombe, who had previously designed the 1925 
Dunedin show, created an “outdoor space layout” with a central avenue running from the 
entrance which “ended in a large open court below the principal tower and was flanked by 
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two similar courts, all arranged on a simple axial cross plan”.44 The structural design 
reflected a national statement. Jock Phillips argues that the NZCE was another version of 
a “mythologised ‘New Zealand’” since “Wellington represented the nation as an 
economically progressive welfare state”.45 The welfare state was Labour’s popular reform 
idea further established through the Social Security Act (1938). The social experiment:  
Wwas devoted to the idealised needs of women: state houses to help women to look after children in 
safe environments, social security of medicine to ensure their family’s access to doctors and 
hospitals, subsidised foods and secondary education, to promote the needs of their children and 
finally, a universal child allowance which acted as a woman’s wage. While Labour provided for 
unemployed men and put aside the loathed system of work for relief, it was far more interested in 
creating work than paying unemployment benefits46 
The national political agenda of progress fitted well into preparations for the NZCE. 
Discussions about a centennial celebration had taken place since 1930 and its 
development and preparation over two years prior to opening was truly momentous. The 
NZCE was the country’s first national show of this kind as it brought together provinces, 
boroughs and councils from across the North and South Islands. It saw the mobilisation of 
national committees, including academics, to record, document and write the making of 
New Zealand history and progress.47 On writing the Official History of the New Zealand 
Centennial Exhibition (1941) Nigel Palethorpe (Exhibition Publicity Officer) keenly stated: 
It is fitting that on the occasion of its centennial, New Zealand should be taking stock of herself. The 
vast planning of the Exhibition buildings and grounds and the thousands of interesting exhibits within 
its walls all portray the story of progress in a young country that has still much to learn and 
accomplish, but which, with justifiable pride, can pause for a moment and look back on what has 
been done.48 
Here Raymond Corbey’s argument is pertinent in that similar stories were associated with 
“legitimized colonial expansion” where “staged by themselves, white, rational, civilized 
European citizens cast themselves in the role of the hero”.49 Even in more recent times, as 
Ames argues, Canada’s history at Expo 86’ was “governed by the genius of individuals 
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who are typically men” on the problematic premise that “[b]efore the pioneers, then, there 
was no history except wilderness and a few Indians”.50 Within the NZCE’s epic story, Māori 
fought for their inclusion in the national exhibition. At the parliamentary debate for the 
passing of the New Zealand Centennial Bill in 1938, Ngata questioned members as to 
“what provision would be made to enable the Māori race to take part in the celebrations”.51 
He was a member of the National Māori Centennial Celebrations Committee which was 
chaired by Langstone, who had taken over Savage’s duties due to ill health.52 In raising 
the issue, Ngata referenced invitations sent to Fiji and Niue for their participation by saying 
“[i]t would be too bad if European visitors met the Fijians and the Niue islanders, but had to 
be told that the Māoris were in the museum.”53 The government’s willingness to include the 
Pacific contrasted with a slow decision to incorporate a Māori Court which came late in 
September 1939, just two months before opening. Ngata’s design of the Māori meeting 
house “...was a deliberate ‘blend’ of ancient and modern, new and old, demonstrating to 
Pakeha that Māori were successfully adapting to life in modern New Zealand.”54 The 
adaptive movement advocated by Ngata and his contemporaries utilised a dualistic 
approach of Māori and Pakeha (Europeans) to move Māori forward, an objective he had 
demonstrated through his building projects and focus on arts and crafts.55 However the 
optimism with which Ngata had embraced the new government soon turned into 
disenchantment since he saw Labour as “undermining tribal ties and communal values, 
and leading to individualism”.56 Indeed for Ngata, unlike Savage, Langstone was a 
“dogmatic socialist and less sympathetic to Māori cultural aspirations”.57 Similarly, for 
Sāmoans like Ta’isi, disillusionment with government promises made in 1936 had resulted 
in a Sāmoan delegation visit to Wellington in 1938, a year before the opening of the NZCE. 
Under this ‘panoptic gaze’ operating structures were moving and shifting across these 
colonial narratives which centred on the formation of New Zealand’s identity.58 Through 
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legislation, it legitimised New Zealand’s European identity as a nation while in a 
microscopic way, it brought together New Zealand’s Pacific Island colonies. 
 
 
The Department of External Affairs exhibit 
 
 
Figure 15: A view of the Sāmoan fale at the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition, 1939. Photographer 
Unknown. Ref. PA1-o-021-46. National Library of New Zealand. 
In order to oversee New Zealand’s (formerly British) territories such as the Cook Islands 
and Niue (1901), Sāmoa (1920) and later Tokelau (1926), Massey’s Reform government 
had set up the Department of External Affairs (DEA) in 1919. Just as the 1867 Paris 
Universal Exhibition sought to capture “the complete representation of the world”, Volker 
Barth argues Foucault’s notion of ‘heterotopia’ applies to world exhibitions as sites of 
‘external space’ which could be ‘represented, contested, and inverted’.59 Similarly Beth 
Lord’s analysis suggests a ‘space of representation’ emphasising the “conceptual and 
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cultural orders in which they are interpreted”.60 In a similar way, the NZCE sought to 
display New Zealand in its entirety, localised to a specific place. However the totality of its 
mission was far-reaching and extended beyond the borders of New Zealand to include 
Sāmoa, Cook Islands and Niue where in many respects “primitivity was staged in minute 
detail”.61 The Sāmoa exhibit, as with the Cook Islands and Niue in previous shows, was to 
be displayed under the umbrella of the DEA, and for the NZCE within the Government 
Court (Fig 15). The nature of government participation in the exhibition had been 
discussed in October 1937 between Minister Sullivan and the permanent heads of 
government departments.62 This committee, referred to as the “controlling authority” had 
been earlier approved by Cabinet.63 Members represented the departments of agriculture, 
education, internal affairs, industries and commerce, public works, railways and the 
national broadcasting service.64 Earlier in May, a National Historical Committee was 
established “to take charge, of Historical Publications commemorating the Dominion’s 
Centennial.”65  
 
Shortly after this meeting, the Secretary of the Department of Industries, Commerce, 
Tourism and Publicity enquired to its dependencies about their proposed exhibit and 
requirements, specifically around space, the nature of the exhibit and its estimated cost.66 
The Cook Islands Department (under DEA) responded, as did Sāmoa in November setting 
out their initial plans to acquire 185 square meters of floor space to build a Sāmoan fale 
(house), since this would be the “focal point‟ of the show. To construct the fale, either 
before opening or during the exhibition, they proposed that a group of Sāmoan carpenters 
travel to Wellington. The fale, together with produce sourced from the New Zealand 
Reparation Estates (NZRE), and Sāmoan items such as a plank-built va’aalo (bonito 
canoe), tanoa fai’ava (kava bowls), ‘ie toga (fine mats), siapo (tapa cloth) and ‘ato 
(baskets) were offered for display.67 Although Sāmoa was quick to try and secure space, 
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they were only allocated 37 square meters, similar to that allotted to the department for the 
Dunedin show in 1925. In their correspondence, the Wellington office were swift to remind 
Sāmoa officials as early as November 1937 that the NZCE was “mainly historical, showing 
the progress of New ZealandWno doubt you will keep this in mind when preparing the 
Sāmoan exhibit.‟68 Eventually the Pacific exhibit was given 92 square meters of display 
space, a decision which had been made by the ‘controlling authority’.69 Sāmoa’s 
participation in the post-Mau period demonstrates a familiar routine since officials were 
quick to lay out real estate plans for their exhibit. Officials were thus eager to promote the 
country in terms of trade, agriculture and culture. Since the last international exhibition in 
1926, the NZCE provided an opportunity to remedy the image of local Sāmoan politics, 
and therefore New Zealand administration. 
 
In Sāmoa, one local who was keen to participate was Charles Reed, a European resident 
married to a part-Sāmoan woman, Moso’oi.70 Reed was a well-known local showman: at 
the Show and Fair he had managed the circus. Local hotelier Aggie Grey met Reed in the 
1940s and described him as a “nature lover”.71 In fact Reed and Moso’oi had led the 
Sāmoan exhibit at the British Empire Exhibition in 1924. He had contacted Turnbull, 
Sāmoa’s Administrator in July 1938, about a meeting he had had with A. B. Ross, of the 
DEA, during his recent visit to Sāmoa. According to Reed, Ross had disclosed that he 
would most likely take charge of any exhibit to the NZCE.72 In anticipation of his 
involvement, Reed wrote directly to Ross outlining his ideas of showcasing ‘curios’ and a 
‘coral garden’, since previously these had attracted visitors at Wembley, including the royal 
family. According to Reed, the Queen herself had commented that “the South Seas exhibit 
particularly interested her” and that she “especially admired the coral, and desired that a 
specimen of the beautiful pink variety should be sent to Buckingham Palace.”73 Reed’s 
eagerness to take part in the NZCE was based on his previous involvement at Wembley, 
where he was instrumental in the planning and execution of the display. Held a year after 
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the Agricultural Show and Fair, Richardson had supported Sāmoa’s participation and 
appealed to the Faipule to build a fale for the Wembley exhibition. Thus, Faumuina Fiame 
Mulinu’u I had sourced materials and people to construct the fale.74 Associated costs of no 
more than £300 (NZD$600) for the fale and passage for Reed and Moso’oi to London had 
fallen on the Sāmoa Administration, and had included the cost of two carpenters travelling 
to build the fale at the exhibition.75 At the exhibition, Reed had reconstructed the fale albeit 
modified, showcased tapa-making demonstrations, and gave lectures about Sāmoa.76  
 
The Wembley show was echoed in the NZCE where products from the Crown Estates 
(later New Zealand Reparation Estates) were displayed, and the fale was used as a focal 
point to attract visitor interest. However, as Reed found out in London, this was not without 
problems of limited space and poor location choice.77 Despite his keen interest, Reed was 
not involved in the NZCE exhibition because as Ross explained, the “proposed exhibit is 
being arranged entirely by the Administration.”78 Although the tight rein on the exhibition 
process indicated New Zealand’s careful management of the display, it also was perhaps 
a precautionary measure especially during the early post-Mau period. 
 
 
The Sāmoa exhibits 
Organising the Sāmoa exhibits took some effort locally. In August 1938, Sāmoa confirmed 
details of the fale, and that three carpenters were needed for its construction.79 Progress 
was reported through the DEA to the NZCE Committee.80 This chain of command was 
maintained throughout the exhibition process. By December 1938, arrangements were 
underway for the construction of the fale (about 7.5 metres), and a va’aalo (bonito canoe 
of about 4 metres), along with several tanoa and mats. The NZRE, formerly the German 
plantations, were preparing tubs of sprouting coconuts. Sāmoa advised that the 
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“carpenters proposed to be sent to New Zealand will probably all be master craftsmen and 
are being selected with regard to personal appearance and some knowledge of English.”81 
 
Sullivan had approved the purchase of Sāmoa exhibits at £150 (NZD$300).82 However the 
exhibition vote also had to cover costs associated with the Sāmoan group.83 Sāmoa 
officials highlighted the prompt return of the Falealili district tanoa as it was a “historical 
specimen” and proposed the sale of Sāmoa postage stamps, with the possibility of 
approaching Sāmoa Woodcrafts Ltd. to provide wood specimens.84 Woodcrafts were sent 
via the Union Steam Ship Co vessel S.S. Matua. These included a trophy-cup in Sāmoan 
wood (loaned by the Apia Sailing Club), a wooden salad bowl with a pair of servers, three 
plain and carved bowls, three vases of varying sizes, six serviette rings (on loan), a 
cigarette box, a tobacco jar and wood specimens.85 For insurance purposes the items 
were valued at £110.17.2 (NZD$220).86 By October 1939, a list of the Sāmoa shipment 
included the disassembled fale structure, mats, one stained tanoa, 90 kg of taro, and 45 kg 
of sinnet (plaited coconut fibre).87 NZRE produce had been sourced from three Upolu 
plantations and comprised of a sack of coconuts and copra, one case of cocoa pods, two 
tins of cocoa beans, four sheets of rubber, two rubber tapping knives, two latex spouts, 
eight latex cups and two copra knives.88 The coconuts and copra had come from 
Mulifanua plantation, the largest of the former German estates at 5,000 acres, and was 
said to be “the best grade of South Seas copra” likened to the quality of Sri Lanka. The 
Tuana’imato plantation had provided cocoa pods and dried cocoa beans of a criollo 
foresters hybrid variety, with a combination of two varieties producing a purple bean and a 
white-coloured criollo. The Aleisa plantation provided smoked sheets of rubber, packed in 
cases of 3-ply, each containing 101 kg.89 As a fairly new introduction to Sāmoa between 
1900 and 1914, the DEA were keenly interested in displaying rubber production, going as 
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far as to request a display of an incised tree trunk section attached with the spout and 
latex cup, and rubber in its various stages up to the finished product. These, along with an 
exhibit of the coconut in its green, matured and copra form, were to be sent to Wellington 
for display.90  
 
The range of display material was not unusual since exhibits to previous shows such as 
the Wembley exhibition sought to display trade, industry and cultural material. However, 
government investment in the Sāmoa exhibit was fairly significant compared with the Cook 
Islands and Niue, which were not represented by a group of people. Similarly for 
museums, as Sharon Macdonald argues, the “possession of artefacts from other cultures 
was itself important for such artefacts were, for colonialist nations, also signs of the 
capacity to gather and master beyond national boundaries”.91 This idea of ‘cultural 
difference’ explains Macdonald, sits in the broader context of the ‘identity model’ which 
embodies the notions of “national, homogenous and bounded”.92 For Sāmoa it appears the 
Sāmoan identity was precluded by New Zealand’s national agenda of identity, and that of 
the DEA. The emphasis was on the possible economic products of Sāmoa, not on culture. 
 
 
Organising Sāmoan ‘culture’ 
While organising objects and produce for the display, great care was taken in building 
Sāmoan culture through architecture. For the Sāmoan carpenters, the Sāmoa  
Administration drafted an employment contract which stipulated payment, design and 
duration of the work required. The two carpenters (not three, as requested), Sao Taito and 
Siato, came from Salelesi village in Upolu, and signed their contracts on 13 May 1939, to 
build a fale tele-style (big round house) that would later be sent to Wellington.93 The 
contract outlined the fale and its decorative designs using the new four-post structure, but 
ensuring that “[n]o European or Church-style ornamentation is to be used, and no paint or 
varnish, but the finish to be in every good respect as if it had been built before the Church 
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arrived in Sāmoa.”94 Taito and Siato had to provide their own tools, and depending on the 
quality of work, were to receive a payment of £40 to £60 (NZD$80–$120). Construction 
would start in mid-May and the fale would be dismantled in mid-September, strictly without 
an “umusaga, fine mats, or other Sāmoan customary forms of payment or celebrations”, 
which in itself indicates that it was viewed as an economic not a customary artefact.95 
 
In crafting the design brief, officials sought to present a pre-Christian and ‘unchanged’ 
image of Sāmoa to the visiting public in New Zealand. The strict design requirements 
disregarded the customary umusaga ceremony usually carried out at the completion of a 
building. Depending on the rank of the chief and family in the village, umusaga of a fale 
involved the mobilisation of family kinship connections from around the country, and gift 
exchanges acknowledging the work of the master builder. The contract disregarded this 
ceremony. These ideas of presenting an undisturbed Sāmoan culture was observed in 
Palethorpe’s “Official Guide‟ where he writes “[t]he obvious and most interesting feature of 
the display was that it showed that the material culture of these people had, despite 
contact with western culture, remained almost entirely unchanged.”96 This rejection of 
seemingly ‘adverse’ changes in Sāmoan building designs indicates an idea of an 
‘authentic’ Sāmoan culture. This search for authenticity, argues Emma Kruse Va’ai in the 
case of language appropriation, dismisses ‘Sāmoan cultural variation’. She writes: 
The term ‘hybridity’ better describes the nature of Sāmoan cultural variation which was in process 
both before and after colonisation...Despite its reputation for being conservative and steadfast in its 
traditions, Sāmoan society was and is geared for change. Paradoxically this has been one of its 
main strengths in that change ensured the survival of Sāmoan culture amidst new structures and 
innovations which were inevitable. Change has not meant nor led to a weakening but rather a 
strengthening of the Sāmoan culture by ensuring its endurance, relevance and vitality even within 
domains where imperial presence was so obviously dominant. Hybridity is a crucial aspect of a 
culture, which can be seen as a dynamic process rather than a static structure.97 
This ‘static’ notion of culture and its association with the idea of Sāmoans as “backward” 
and “uncivilized” was similarly expressed during the 1887 Madrid Exposition which 
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exhibited indigenous Filipino artwork.98 In this case, the architectural design of the fale 
failed to acknowledge customary etiquette and the fluidity of Sāmoa trade and exchange 
with places such as Tonga and Fiji prior to European contact.99 Despite outside influences 
on Sāmoan designs, both Pacific and European, the architecture was to be displayed as 
much as possible as it would have appeared prior to contact. Te Rangi Hiroa’s research on 
Sāmoa’s material culture in the late 1920s found that the “[p]ersistence of custom has led 
to the retention of much native material culture in Sāmoa”.100 Moreover, he said that “[t]he 
Sāmoans are thus more conservative... and their satisfaction with themselves and their 
own institutions makes them less inclined to accept the changes that foreign governments 
consider would be of benefit to them.”101 Yet, while Hiroa presented a static image of 
Sāmoa based on material objects, Felix Keesing’s book Modern Sāmoa. Its Government 
and Changing Life (1934) published four years after, provides an account of changing 
systems of governance and ideas. However, the notions of change were dominated by the 
more popular narratives. Rather than through material objects, McKay pointed to the art of 
oratory as a signpost of cultural forms: 
Oratory perhaps became the more perfected because the handicrafts of the Sāmoan people 
provided them with little scope for artistic expression. Of metals they had none. Their woodwork, in 
their houses, canoes, kava bowls and utensils, is entirely functional...By contrast, speech is so highly 
cultivated.102 
 
Similarly, Hiroa concluded that:  
Sāmoan material culture, apart from the elements rendered important by association with rank, was 
uninspired. It is not in the arts and crafts but in social organization and elaborate ceremonial that the 
peculiar genius of the people sought a congenial sphere of activity and found its greatest 
expression.103 
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Both McKay and Hiroa acknowledge a seeming lack of ‘quality’ material culture. They give 
emphasis to speech, ceremony and family relationships as key aspects for cultural 
consideration. However, dance performance or tattooing was not considered in the 
exhibition planning phase. Oratory on the other hand, was used in the performance of the 
‘ava ceremony. Interestingly for the NZCE, Hiroa’s text rather than Keesing’s was cited in 
the “Official Guide” as a reference for visitors to further their understanding about Sāmoan 
culture. 
 
 
The Sāmoan group in New Zealand 
 
 
Figure 16: Photograph of Fitisemanu Talavou (far left), Fuala'au and Sao Taito building the Sāmoan fale, 19 
December 1939. Photographer Unknown. Evening Post newspaper. 
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Corbey notes that since 1878 “native villages were a standard party of world fairs”104 as 
they drew visitor attention; and Sāmoa attendance at previous international exhibitions had 
demonstrated this. For the NZCE, the Sāmoan group’s passage to and from New Zealand 
was paid for by the government, along with a grant of £10 (NZD$20) each for clothing, a 
rate of £3 (NZD$6) per month while employed, and board and lodging for the duration of 
their stay.105 The group comprised of Police Sergeant Fitisemanu Talavou, carpenters Sao 
Taito and Siato, and Leleaga Seumanutafa. They were booked to leave Apia on the 
government motor vessel Maui Pomare on 12 October 1939. Officials planned the roles of 
Talavou and Seumanutafa in “the purveying of kava to distinguished visitors.”106 
 
The idea of performance reveals the stereotypical role assigned to indigenous people; the 
team consisted of a high chief, a taupou (virgin daughter of high chief), and master 
builders. Talavou was chosen for his “good knowledge of the affairs and customs of his 
country and [his] reasonably good command of English.”107 On top of his allowance of £3 
(NZD$6) per month, he received his pay of £96 (NZD$192) per annum during the duration 
of the exhibition.108 At the time of departure, he was involved in a Lands and Titles Court 
dispute over the tama a ‘aiga (sons of the paramount chiefs) title of Malietoa, since the 
death of Fautua Malietoa Tanumafili I in July 1939. The highly political atmosphere caused 
considerable anxiety for officials, especially since the conflicts and wars of the last century 
around ‘kingship’ demonstrated the complex cycle of potential warfare. Indeed, shortly 
after their arrival, Sāmoa officials reminded the DEA about the use of “Malietoa” which had 
been referenced in the New Zealand Press of November. It was “undesirable”, wrote W. 
McCulloch, for the administration, since an interim order on the use of the name had been 
imposed especially, as “Fitisemanu and the others are likely to be carried away by popular 
adulation if not checked”.109 Even before their arrival to New Zealand, McCulloch had 
earlier advised the DEA, that:  
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[a]n injunction has been issued against the use of the name ‘Malietoa’ by any person meantime, and 
as this of course applies to Fitisemanu, perhaps you would discreetly check any use of the title 
unauthorised should such be attempted.110 
 
Amid fears of igniting another crisis, McCulloch’s concerns were allayed by a response 
from W. Tailby, of the DEA: 
We are well aware of the effect of popular adulation on Fitisemanu and other Sāmoans but find it 
extremely difficult to check. We have cut down the publicity concerning the Sāmoans as much as 
possible but, of course, in an Exhibition, cannot completely stop it. Actually, although we fear it may 
have a bad effect on Fitisemanu, he is proving an extremely popular figure at the Exhibition, and to a 
very large extent makes for the success of our exhibit. However, we will make all endeavours 
possible to prevent him being carried away by the attention he is receiving.111 
Seumanutafa was from Apia and held the taupou title of Eleitino. She was the 
granddaughter of well-known high chief Seumanutafa Pogai of Apia; thus, her 
genealogical connections were most likely a key part in her selection. Like the others, she 
also was to receive £3 (NZD$6) per month, the clothing grant and free board and lodging. 
By July, the list of the Sāmoan group was confirmed with the DEA.112 However, before 
departure Siato was replaced by Fuala’au who was also from Salelesi village and the 
contract amended accordingly.113 The Sāmoan group were each granted a temporary 
appointment card as employees of the Dominion of New Zealand under the DEA, 
commencing from 22 October 1939 for six months. It was agreed in Sāmoa that £2 
(NZD$4) of the carpenters’ wages while in Wellington would be released to Taveu 
(daughter of Sao Taito) and paid to their wives Aioso and Lita.114  
 
Although Talavou (Fig 16) was charged with the Sāmoan group, the DEA were concerned 
that he was unable to carry out the responsibility of collecting cash for the sales of display 
items. It was thought supervision was needed by European attendants from the nearby 
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stalls.115 Initially, names of local-born Sāmoa officers working for the government in 
Wellington were put forward to assist the Sāmoan group while in New Zealand. These 
were Miss V. Netzler (she had arrived in 1926 to train as a nurse), Lieutenant Gordon 
Possin, Brian Cobcroft and F. M. Betham.116 In November 1939, Cobcroft previewed the 
DEA’s pavilion,117 and the Public Service Commissioner had approved his secondment as 
day attendant for the DEA’s pavilion. However, due to a medical operation, Cobcroft’s 
duties was taken over by John Churchward, who was scheduled for night duty.118 
Churchward was employed as an office assistant at the Medical Department in Apia.119 He 
was on extended leave in New Zealand without pay but would receive a weekly payment 
of £3.10 (NZD$6.20) for his exhibition duties.120  
 
The preference was to “dress the Sāmoans in their national lavalava”; thus, a uniform was 
agreed on by Apia and Wellington, a grey and blue lavalava with matching coats.121 The 
Manager of the Government Court noted the national dress was welcomed as “adding to 
the interest of the Sāmoan Exhibit.”122 Accommodation for the Sāmoan group was 
confirmed with Mrs Laura Hoppe, aged 55 years, and wife of the late Otto Hoppe, a 
German who had lived in Apia. However, by May 1939, that arrangement had fallen 
through. The DEA approached the Exhibition Accommodation Bureau for assistance, for 
space at the Centennial Hotel or a place with an out-house to accommodate the group.123 
Still unable to find accommodation, in June the DEA advertised for a bach (a small house 
or flat) in the vicinity of the exhibition grounds.124 Several offers were received from the 
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public, however none were accepted. By August, accommodation for Talavou, Taito and 
Fuala’au was finalised at the Young Men’s Christian Association Hostel on Willis Street in 
the city.125 Seumanutafa was organised to stay with Laura Hoppe on Oriental Parade.126 
 
In all respects the Sāmoan group was well looked after: as employees they received 
wages, food provisions from home; and they had attracted media interest. To assist with 
making their stay comfortable, supplies of freshly dug taro and green bananas were 
shipped from Sāmoa.127 Laundry for the group, particularly Talavou, who at times wore his 
police uniform, was attended to by the Victoria Laundry Company Ltd. on Hanson Street, 
with costs debited to the DEA.128 By December, the Sāmoans found the climate very cold, 
so much so that additional clothing was purchased, along with working shirts, and extra 
lavalava. Tailby noted that clothing had to be acquired “to replace the clothes worn which 
were not considered sufficiently respectable to be worn at the Exhibition.”129 While 
constructing the fale, the men wore clothing suited for the hot climate, and Tailby’s noting 
of ‘respectable’ attire indicates they were probably building the fale as if they would have in 
Sāmoa, rather than clothed for New Zealand’s winter. During their stay, the group were 
treated to a flight tour over Wellington in an aircraft hired from the Air Department.130 In 
fact, on their arrival the New Zealand Herald reported: 
To prepare the Sāmoan Court at the Exhibition, which will be in the form of a fale or house, a party of 
four Sāmoans has also arrived in the Dominion...The party has brought materials for the house, 
mats, a kava bowl, and a case of kava roots for the preparation of the native drink. The kava 
ceremony will be demonstrated by Leleaga Seumanutafa. The chief carpenter, Sao Taito, is one of 
the best in Western Sāmoa, and was specially selected for the work.131 
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Instead of using their names, other newspapers preferred to use ‘native’ in reference to the 
group and their tools.132 For the most part national interest and media coverage was in line 
with the DEA’s objective to draw visitor attention to the Pacific exhibit. 
 
 
Promoting and collecting Sāmoa  
Great investment had been placed on the Sāmoa exhibit, with the reconstruction of the 
fale and the travelling Sāmoan group; and although this performance validated a national 
identity, more importantly for the DEA it attracted the attention of visitors. A competitive 
atmosphere at the exhibition was evident between government departments. Exhibition 
design techniques were employed to ensure an outstanding display. Thus, the DEA sought 
to highlight “the modern idea of simple yet striking design” since “[d]epartments are 
planning their exhibits with a view to arresting the attention of the passing public, and it 
seems that the layout of our stand will need to be planned carefully if we are to compete 
successfully.”133 In preparations for the fale, the floor space and small domed ceiling with 
concealed lighting was installed so that “the best possible effect may be obtained.”134 The 
department wanted “the exhibit as attractive and realistic as possible”.135 These ideas 
were part of the broader display setting. The objective of drawing visitor numbers using the 
fale, objects, and the Sāmoan group, was primarily to impress on exhibition visitors an 
idea of Sāmoa as a subservient but valuable colonial territory of New Zealand. 
 
Promoting Sāmoa as a tourist destination was a key theme of the NZCE and DEA since 
publications made available to visitors were conceptualised into “tourist folders” as a 
fundamental way of reaching the masses.136 The Government Court was keen to develop 
an “Official Guide” for visitors to take as a souvenir, giving brief descriptions of each 
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department and their work illustrated by photographs.137 This form of destination branding 
echoed the 1923 Show and Fair which sought to promote Sāmoa’s tourist traffic and 
passenger service. Indeed, Sāmoa’s Chamber of Commerce was keen to publicise their 
economic and commercial efforts, and arranged the shipment of 3,000 copies of their 
Seventh Annual Report to the DEA to “be made available at our stand in the exhibition 
building for distribution to the outside public.”138 For organisers, it was important that 
visitors retained some form of souvenir from the NZCE, even if the Sāmoa display within 
the Pacific exhibit was primarily concerned with showcasing New Zealand’s colonial 
narrative of history and progress. As with the popularity of print media, the cinema was an 
especially important way of reaching the public. The DEA was requested to supply 
prospective films about their department.139 
 
Tangible souvenir items distributed to visitors included photographs depicting an exotic 
image of a Sāmoan girl (probably Seumanutafa).140 These images were ordered by the 
DEA in January 1940, and printed by the Government Printer in Wellington. One hundred 
and six copies of the image titled a “Sāmoan Girl in Native Costume” were made and 116 
copies of another titled “Sāmoan Girl in Ceremonial Dress making Kava (native drink)”.141 
By March 1940, additional prints were ordered (72 copies of each) as sales from the 
photographs between January and February had increased since December.142 At 
Wembley in 1924, Moso’oi, Reed’s wife was often presented to the public wearing 
ceremonial costume and was referred to as “beautiful Chieftainess” by British 
newspapers.143 Similarly for publication purposes, Seumanutafa wore ceremonial dress in 
the photographic images, although while at the exhibition display, she wore a tunic. Her 
name was known to government officials, but the photographs referred to her as a 
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“Sāmoan girl” ascribing to her a generic and mysterious identity. Photographic images of 
indigenous people emphasise the important role of photography in the discourse of 
colonial relationships. Scholars argue that “colonial history indicates that the images 
produced a dynamic rhetoric of racial and ethnographic difference”.144 These photographs 
of Seumanutafa framed her within an exoticised image, and yet her identity as a taupou 
(her title of Eleitino) was not recognised in the photographic titles. Nonetheless, 
photographic sales indicate visitor interest in retaining a tangible piece of the exhibition. 
From the archives however there is no record of whether images of the Sāmoan men were 
taken or whether prints were ordered. 
 
In many ways the exhibition influenced the acquisition of Sāmoa objects by national 
institutions and revealed items of interest to visitors. Donors included well-known families 
from Sāmoa. For example, in 1940 a “Foreign Ethnological Collection” from Sāmoan 
Louisa Kronfeld, acquired by her late husband Gustav, a German businessman who died 
in 1924, was offered to the Dominion Museum. These were mainly weapons from New 
Britain, New Guinea, Fiji, Vanuatu, Sāmoa and other Pacific Islands.145 Major William 
Penlington of Hastings, who was previously Consul to the military administration in Sāmoa 
during the First World War, donated two volumes of Sāmoan proverbs compiled by Dr 
Erich Schultz, formerly the German Governor of Sāmoa.146 In a report on the use of 
material holdings at the national Alexander Turnbull Library (established in 1918) a key 
subject of interest for visitors and researchers was the history of Sāmoa. New Zealanders 
working and living in Sāmoa acquired esteemed items through their relationships with 
locals. Sister Brandon, who was a nurse in Sāmoa, presented a tanoa, once owned by 
Robert Louis Stevenson.147 A letter from Logan, Sāmoa’s first Administrator, 
acknowledged how Betham, recently deceased, had gifted him an ‘ie sina (highly 
esteemed garment made from hibiscus fibre).148 As early as 1923, overseas interest in 
producing moving picture films of Sāmoa for the American market was in train.149 The first 
documentary film Moana: a romance of the golden age (1926) shot in Safune village was 
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directed by American Hollywood producer Robert J. Flaherty and his wife Frances. The 
imaging of Sāmoa by New Zealand photographers such as Thomas Andrew, Burton 
Brothers, John Davis and Alfred Tattersall since the nineteenth century for European 
markets and public consumption, has been reanalysed.150 These visual texts are a 
reminder of the shifting nature of how the past is captured and reinterpreted. For the 
NZCE, the focus on Sāmoa displays sheds light on how neighbouring Pacific countries 
were themselves represented in the “exhibitionary complex”.151 
 
 
Pacific neighbours on display 
Whereas Sāmoa, Cook Islands and Niue shared the same allocated space of 92 square 
meters; Fiji alone was allotted the same area in the Motors and Transportation Court. 
Exhibition Commissioner for the Crown colony, D. Donald from the Department of 
Agriculture, noted that the “display would show most aspects of the colony’s life, and 
agriculture, mining and travel would be included.”152 Inside a constructed Vaka Tunuloa 
(Fijian meeting house) with open sides (Fig. 17), objects and exhibits were displayed on a 
stall. A Fijian man “had been selected by the Government to represent his race.”153 The 
famous fire-walkers of Mbenga did not attend as anticipated; it had been expected that 
they would participate, since they had performed in the 1906 Christchurch exhibition, 
drawing great interest.154 Fiji’s display included weapons and masi (tapa cloth), agricultural 
produce such as sugar-cane, copra, and tinned pineapple to show “not only growing 
industries in Fiji, but the versatility of Fijian agriculture.”155 
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Figure 17: Inside the Fijian house at the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition, 1939-40. Unknown 
Photographer. Ref. PAColl-0765-5319. National Library of New Zealand. 
Furniture made from Fijian wood, rock specimens from two gold fields (Tavua and Mount 
Kasi), and photographs and illustrations of tourist attractions were also exhibited.156 As 
Johnston argues, “people from Fiji were less likely to be displayed, the colonial authorities 
instead striving to present and convey an image based on the economic potential of the 
islands as measured through ‘progress’.”157 Fiji demonstrated the possibility of wealth and 
its potential support of the ‘mother country’ since it was ceded to Great Britain in 1874.158 
The Sydney (1879) and Melbourne (1880–81) exhibitions respectively demonstrated these 
ideas by presenting “an investment in FijiWas an investment in the new colony’s rich 
future”.159 As one of the most significant areas of nineteenth century British development in 
the tropical colonies, along with West Africa and Malaya, Fiji’s major export was sugar, as 
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well as copra, tropical fruits, bananas, pumpkins, maize and beans.160 With the importation 
of Indian, Solomon Islands, and New Hebridean (Ni Vanuatu) indentured labourers to grow 
sugar-cane under the auspices of the Colonial Sugar Refining Company, established in 
1880, Britain exploited the economic potential of Fiji.161 
 
Most of the media coverage focused on Sāmoa, and much less on Niue. Unlike Sāmoa, 
the Cook Islands display, according to Palethorpe’s ‘Official Guide’, “showed a western 
influence that was absent in the Sāmoan display. The baskets, hats, fans, beaded work, 
inlaid pearl-shell work, etc., of the Cook Islands were nevertheless Polynesian in 
technique.”162 Many of the items sold were from Cook Islands, and interest in the DEA 
exhibit extended well beyond Wellington to other exhibition committees. At the end of April 
1940, Langstone received invitations via the Department of Industries and Commerce to 
exhibit the DEA display at the Auckland Winter Exhibition (15–25 May) and the Canterbury 
Manufacturers’ Association Winter Show in August. Langstone informed Sullivan that due 
to “shortness of time” and the disposal of all exhibits by sale to the public, a display at 
Canterbury would require the Sāmoan group to stay for a few more months. However, the 
DEA were “anxious to return them to the Territory before the winter sets in,” and to send 
them home.163  
 
 
Dispersal of exhibits and permanent display 
From April 1940, the process of disposing of Sāmoa exhibits had begun. Sales took place 
between April and early May. Sāmoan photographs sold for £3.5.6 (NZD$6.00), Sāmoan 
objects likewise fetched £10.10.0 (NZD$11.00), Rarotongan objects returned £134.19.9 
(NZD$237.00) and Niuean objects earned £4.17.0 (NZD$7.00).164 Sāmoa objects — kava 
bowl, a cigarette box, a tobacco jar, a large bowl, a small bowl and 34 mats from the fale 
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— were also sold.165 The DEA considered approaching the Dominion Museum (Te Papa’s 
predecessor) in Wellington about “a Sāmoan house, fishing canoe, mats, kava bowls, kava 
cups, kava strainers, orators’ staffs, fly whisks, and miscellaneous articles of Sāmoan 
manufacture.”166 Serious interest had been received from Robert Falla, the Director of the 
Canterbury Museum, to secure the canoe for the collection.167 However, by early May 
Auckland-based philanthropist Henry J. Kelliher submitted an offer of £25 (NZD$50) for 
both the fale and canoe, an offer the Treasury believed was too low, given the cost of the 
fale was about £156 (NZD$312) and the canoe alone £25 (NZD$50).168 Despite their 
recommendation to decline, final approval was given by the NZCE Committee. Kelliher 
confirmed the purchase for his newly acquired Puketutu Island estate and authorising the 
“costs of dismantling, packing transport and re-erection, including fares and expenses of 
two Sāmoan carpenters”, which he would pay.169 He had purchased Puketutu in March 
from Harold Bull: the island comprised of 480 acres of land, and Kelliher planned to build 
up the sheep and cattle farm there.170 The committee’s preference for Kelliher’s offer over 
Falla was most likely influenced by his ability to fund the shipment and payment of labour, 
as well as his high profile status. As a result, the Sāmoan items were shipped in the 
S.S.Waipiata leaving Wellington about 15 May 1940.171 While Talavou, Taito and Fuala’au 
travelled to Auckland by train, it is likely Seumanutafa returned to Sāmoa, since just before 
the end of the exhibition, Hoppe, who had hosted her stay, died suddenly.172 With the fale 
and canoe acquired by Kelliher, the remaining objects (a Cook Islands kumete (bowl) and 
fish trap, a cross section of a rubber tree and samples of Sāmoan woods) were purchased 
by the Dominion Museum for a total of £3.10 (NZD$6.20).173  
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Langstone carefully monitored the Sāmoan group, suggesting a wage of 30 shillings per 
week, plus board, laundry and transport.174 The arrangement made with Taito and 
Fuala’au to deduct £2 (NZD$4.00) from their wages was maintained during the re-erection 
of the fale on the Kelliher Estate.175 On reporting to the DEA, O. Williams, Secretary to the 
Kelliher Estate, confirmed steady progress in reconstructing the fale, and noted warmer 
footwear had to be purchased due to the cold climate. This had been an ongoing issue for 
the group since they arrived. The Sāmoans, Williams reported, were “all very anxious to 
return to Sāmoa at the earliest opportunity and, with this in view, are making every effort to 
complete the work without delay.”176 He expressed his delight as he had: 
always found them very nice and obliging men to deal with. It is to be regretted that Mr. Kelliher will 
not be back before they sail for their homeland as I feel sure he would have liked to express to them 
personally his appreciation of the work in connection with the erection of the fale.177  
Before leaving for Wellington, the DEA organised a tour of Rotorua (known for its thermal 
pools, geysers and lake) with Henry Taiporutu Mitchell, a community leader and friend of 
Ngata who, among his many roles, worked for the Lands and Survey Department. After 
eight months away, the strains on the Sāmoans were showing. While in New Zealand, 
Talavou’s child became seriously ill with suspected typhoid in April.178 The child recovered 
and was later discharged from the hospital. Taito’s wife also was ill during May but on 
receiving news of her improved health, he stayed to travel to Puketutu Island.179 The 
sudden death of Mrs Hoppe may also have triggered anxiety to return to Sāmoa, 
particularly for Talavou who was involved in the dispute over the “Malietoa” chiefly title. 
Indeed, in Sāmoan society, events such as illness or death, particularly in times of conflict 
were often indications of supernatural powers at work. In summing up the Sāmoan groups’ 
stay, the DEA happily reported to Sāmoa that “[d]uring their stay in New Zealand their 
behaviour has been excellent and they have created a very good impression on all with 
whom they came into contact.”180 The group’s arrival in October 1939 and their departure 
in June 1940 brought to a close their participation at the NZCE. On their return, Talavou 
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lost the court case to Tanumafili II (1913–2007) who was conferred the title of Malietoa 
and appointed Fautua. Seumanutafa was to return to New Zealand in 1941 as part of a 
variety dance group.181 She went onto marry a local man from the Meredith family, while 
Taito and Fuala’au returned to their families in Salelesi village. 
 
 
Conclusion 
Sāmoa’s inclusion under the banner of the DEA was carefully crafted by government 
officials to ensure Sāmoa was at centre-stage in order to showcase New Zealand’s vital 
role in moving the country forward economically and politically while more importantly 
maintaining Sāmoan culture. Presenting an ‘authentic’ image of Sāmoa diverted from the 
Mau crisis of a decade before. The Show and Fair had demonstrated the role of the 
colonial elite in marking traditions; in this case the formation of New Zealand’s identity was 
characterised by Sāmoa’s inclusion in the national project. The characteristics of display-
making within the NZCE were influenced by the political changes of the time. However, 
within the colonial exhibitionary setting Sāmoan agency was articulated through the subtle 
exchanges, and through the presence of police sergeant Fitisemanu Talavou, who was 
able to use the NZCE as a way of articulating his status and connection to the contested 
Malietoa chiefly title. Therefore, the NZCE provided space for multiple identities to take 
shape such as a benevolent and progressive Labour government, the work of the DEA in 
the Island Territories, and Sāmoa as a beneficiary of New Zealand’s administration.  
 
The NZCE carved out permanent lines in the landscape; Wellington’s domestic and 
international airport now stands on the site of the exhibition ground. The Sāmoan fale 
(house) built by carpenters Sao Taito and Fuala’au still stands on Puketutu Island on 
Henry Kelliher’s estate. Te Papa (formerly the Dominion Museum) houses items from the 
exhibition in its collection. For many sports matches, the New Zealand national anthem 
‘God Defend New Zealand’, a result of the centennial legislation, remains a permanent 
ritual for the country. These legacies are a distant reminder of the impact of the NZCE. 
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However, the post-colonial phase into which Sāmoa was moving would result in Sāmoans 
taking a more prominent role in how their culture was represented. 
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Chapter Three: 
Sāmoan Assertions in Display: the South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976) 
 
The period from 1941 to 1997 was characterised by several shifts in the political, social 
and cultural arenas, most importantly the move towards Sāmoa’s independence from New 
Zealand in 1962. This converged with the mobility of diasporic communities in New 
Zealand, and the shifting ideas of ‘home’. The rise of the cultural arts movement since the 
1970s coincided with post-colonial aspirations, and undercurrent New Zealand politics 
around the citizenship debate. An examination of Sāmoa’s participation in the second 
South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976) hosted in Rotorua, includes a consideration of 
Sāmoa’s hosting of the festival 20 years later in 1996. Over 56 years, the mobile nature of 
these displays, and the mobility of Sāmoans saw concern about cultural preservation flow 
into the revival of language, literature, dance, arts, theatre, poetry and handcrafts. These 
significant spaces provided room for Sāmoan communities to assert their cultural presence 
and collaborate within the Pacific region. With the emergence of Sāmoan academia, and a 
sense of cultural responsibility, display-making by Sāmoans, in both Sāmoa and New 
Zealand, targeted the younger Sāmoan generation, motivated by a concern to maintain 
Sāmoan ‘culture’. 
 
 
Introduction 
In earlier decades, as Chapters One and Two demonstrate, Sāmoan voices were silent. 
Sāmoa’s First Agricultural Show and Fair (1923) in Apia had been driven by the 
administration’s economic agenda; while a static image of an unchanged Sāmoan society 
since European contact, took precedence at the New Zealand Centennial Exhibition 
(1939–40) in Wellington. But the calculated contempt shown for former Chief Justice John 
Luxford in 1940 was a sign of emerging Sāmoan cultural strength. From 1941 to 1997, 
display was articulated through a sense of cultural ownership, and concern about losing 
cultural values, and the need to reconceptualise a ‘new’ Oceania. Thus, in order to 
examine the display-making events of the 56 years covered here, this chapter is divided 
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into two main parts; firstly, ‘Towards Independence (1941–1962)’ and secondly, ‘Cultural 
Assertions (1963–1997)’. The first section examines the role of nationhood in determining 
Sāmoa’s cultural perceptions and therefore its participation in display events. The second 
documents emerging Sāmoan academics and artists, and their influence in shaping how 
Sāmoans began to view themselves, their past and their future. The chapter analyses the 
ways in which the post-colonial environment influenced cultural assertions, and how these 
were articulated. 
 
 
Towards independence: 1941 to 1962 
 
 
Figure 18: His Highness the joint Head of State, Tupua Tamasese Mea'ole (foreground) raising the flag at 
Independence Day, 1962. Ref. Public Domain. 
In Tamaitai Sāmoa: their stories (1998) Sāmoan elder Sosefina Phineas Ioane recalled her 
memories of Sāmoa’s Independence Day: 
I can remember leading our Manono contingent on to the malae at Tiafau for the first celebration of 
Independence in 1962. We danced that day as we had never danced before. That was a day we will 
never forget as long as we live. I was so proud, but humble too, to be the taupou from Lepuiai.1  
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Ioane’s recollection conveys a sense of individual and collective pride and celebration, on 
that first day, along with the raising of the Sāmoa flag, which marked a new era in the 
country’s history (Fig 19). Significantly, the new joint Heads of State, who were previously 
Fautua, Tupua Tamasese Mea’ole and Malietoa Tanumafili II, played a key role in the 
day’s events. These celebratory displays had been a result of political changes made 
since the United Nations Organisation (UNO) mission to Sāmoa in 1947 (Fig 19). 
 
However as Cyril McKay noted, these changes had been in train long before:  
For ten years the Mau movement, led by the late Hon. O. F. Nelson who was born in Sāmoa, 
encouraged non-co-operation with the New Zealand authorities. This was sometimes sullen, yet 
often courteous. In 1936 official repression of the movement gave way to recognition, and since then 
its former leaders have taken increasing part in the management of public affairs.2 
Moreover: 
Since 1st October, 1959, Western Sāmoa has had complete internal self-government under Prime 
Minister Fiame Mata’afa Faumuina and his eight Cabinet Ministers. Prime Minister Fiame has told 
the United Nations that transition to independence will involve no dramatic changes, since many that 
one would expect have already taken place.3  
In order to capture the atmosphere and transition of Sāmoa’s status from a Mandated 
Territory to a UNO Trust Territory, and finally towards the Independent State of Western 
Sāmoa, New Zealand’s National Film Unit produced A New Day in Sāmoa (1959).4 The 
moving black and white images portrayed various aspects of life; for example the opening 
scenes show Lalomanu village council and the preparation of ‘ava (kava) (referred to as an 
“ancient tradition”). Other images depict village school children singing, a European nurse 
visiting a Women’s Village Committee, Sāmoan women weaving roof thatches, and 
produce such as copra and bananas being exported on a waiting ship. The narrator 
asserts that “New Zealand administration here has earned praise from the Trusteeship 
Council”. Internationally this transition was celebrated as “a real aura of success”.5 
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However, in reality this achievement was a tense process of compromise and negotiation 
as historian and constitutional advisor James Davidson observed first hand: 
Europeans valued their right to vote in elections to the Legislative Assembly on the basis of universal 
suffrage. Sāmoans valued the reservation to them of the rights of holding matai titles beneficially and 
of exercising the pule over Sāmoan land. Any proposal to modify these arrangements was thus 
bound to arouse resistance on both sides. Yet some modification seemed essential, both to bring 
this part of the law into line with changing social and economic realities and to reduce likely causes 
of friction after independence.6  
Negotiations such as universal suffrage were left unresolved, which Mary Boyd agreed 
was a wise move at that time since: “In the future, it could result in a transition to 
government by a western-educated middle class more divorced from the Sāmoan people 
than the matais.”7 Sāmoan political scientist Asofou So'o highlights the ambivalence of 
applying Sāmoa’s custom and tradition to the constitution:  
In the mixing process, despite tradition and democracy trying to accommodate each other, custom 
and tradition have been relegated to the periphery — although some aspects of custom and tradition 
still stand in the way of a fully-fledged and an unhindered democracy flourishing in Sāmoa.8 
Moving forward, Sāmoa’s relationship with New Zealand was sealed with the signing of the 
Treaty of Friendship by New Zealand officials and the Sāmoan leaders in August 1962. 
The seven guiding principles included working together for the “welfare of the people of 
Western Sāmoa”. Moreover that New Zealand “will consider sympathetically requests from 
the Government of Western Sāmoa, for technical, administrative and other assistance”.9 
These political changes brought about new ways of articulating Sāmoan knowledge 
systems and influenced Sāmoa–New Zealand relations. 
 
 
Emerging Sāmoan movers and shakers 
In the context of this changing political and cultural climate, Sāmoan scholars and artists 
were beginning to emerge. Although trained in the institutions of the West, they were 
equipped with knowledge of Sāmoan history, language, traditions and culture. This is 
vitally important to understand their influence on the shifting power from a central Euro-
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centric focus towards the periphery and Sāmoan ways of knowing. This section maps out 
Sāmoa’s cultural legacy by highlighting key individuals who have influenced Sāmoa–New 
Zealand relations through their academic and artistic work. 
 
Fanaafi Le Tagaloa (née Maia’i) (1932–2014) fom Fasito’o village was awarded Sāmoa’s 
first doctorate, having graduated from the University of London in 1960. Born and raised in 
Sāmoa, she attended Malifa Primary School, later moving to New Zealand for intermediate 
and grammar school. She completed her MA in Education at Victoria University, 
Wellington in 1957.10 Le Tagaloa was bestowed the high chief title of Aiono from her 
village. Significantly she paved the path towards a new way of approaching education, one 
that was grounded in Sāmoan culture and institutions.11 Le Tagaloa’s concept rejected a 
New Zealand-based educational curriculum and embraced teaching and learning in the 
Sāmoan language. She became Principal of the Western Sāmoa Teachers’ College 
(WSTC, established in 1939) and Director of Education in 1968. Le Tagaloa taught in the 
Sāmoan Studies programme at the National University of Sāmoa (NUS) before 
establishing Le Iunivesite o le Amosa o Savavau (the University of Amosa of Savavau) in 
1997 which emphasises teaching in the Sāmoan language. In that year she published O le 
Faasinomaga: Le Tagata ma lona Faasinomaga (1997) a text which articulates the 
importance of an individual’s identity and his/her connection to their genealogy, village and 
culture. 
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Figure 19: Professor Maualaivao Albert Wendt (b.1939). Ref.  https://goo.gl/images/BSVmsh 
 
Another key figure for Sāmoa and the Pacific is writer, activist, artist and academic Albert 
Wendt (b.1939) who was born in Sāmoa and hails from the village of Vaiala and Lefaga 
district. He has been influential in the arts and education sectors in New Zealand and 
across the Pacific region since the 1970s. Wendt’s vocal presence in the arts and 
educational system has encouraged debate towards thinking about a ‘new’ Oceania, and 
the importance of writing Pacific literature in Pacific languages. Wendt studied at Ardmore 
Teacher’s College and completed an MA in History at Victoria University in 1965. He 
returned to Sāmoa to teach before joining the University of the South Pacific (USP) in 
1974. He later settled at the University of Auckland as Professor of English Literature. 
Wendt’s influential personality, politics and vision inspired a special issue of The 
Contemporary Pacific (2010) citing his significant contribution in the Pacific decolonisation 
debate.12 Among his many honours, he was bestowed the chiefly title of Maualaivao in 
2012 (Fig. 19). 
 
Like Wendt, Sāmoan historian Malama Meleisea (b.1948) is acknowledged as a leading 
expert on Sāmoa’s history. Meleisea comes from the village of Poutasi in the Falealili 
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district. He gained his BA in History from the University of Papua New Guinea, and 
completed honours at the Australian National University. In 1988 he graduated with a PhD 
in Political History from Macquarie University. Raised as part of a generation of Pacific 
scholars focused on an island-centred view of history, Meleisea has been an active 
academic, diplomat, judge, and cultural expert since the 1970s. The island-view of Pacific 
history was a radical shift in academia at the time, through the pioneering work of 
academics such as James Davidson and Deryck Scarr based at the Australian National 
University. The importance of reorienting Pacific history to Pacific ways of reading and 
interpretation had a great impact on the discipline and national consciousness. Having 
written a key text on Sāmoa’s history The Making of Modern Sāmoa (1987) Meleisea 
continues his work in academia currently as Director of Sāmoan Studies at NUS since 
2012. Recently in 2015 he was bestowed the high chief title of Meleisea. 
 
Sāmoan artist Fatu Feu'u (b.1946), who holds the high chief title of Lesa from Sa’anapu 
village, also comes from Poutasi village. He arrived in New Zealand in 1966 as a 20 year 
old, and worked in various jobs and in a car manufacturing plant where he picked up an 
interest in painting. After meeting well-known artists Tony Fomison and Phillip Clairmont, 
Feu'u was inspired and encouraged to paint what was important to him. Since then he has 
exhibited in solo and collaborative shows both nationally and internationally. Pacific 
Curator Fulimalo Pereira asserts that Feu'u is a pioneer: “His success led to a broader 
acceptance of Pacific Island art and encouraged awareness of New Zealand as a Pacific 
nation.”13 
 
Peggy Fairburn-Dunlop (née Te’o), who holds the high chief title of Tagaloatele, is the 
granddaughter of Te’o Tuvale who was involved in collating and publishing the Fa’alupega 
a Sāmoa (1915) and wrote Account of Sāmoa’s History (1918). Fairburn-Dunlop was born 
and raised in Sāmoa. She studied at Victoria University for her BA (Hons) and MA, and 
also went on to complete her PhD at Macquarie University. She worked at USP Alafua 
campus in Sāmoa for 25 years. Fairburn-Dunlop returned to Victoria University as the 
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Director for Va’aomanu Pasifika in 2006, and later as Foundation Professor for Pacific 
Studies at Auckland University of Technology in 2009 where she is presently. In an 
interview about encouraging Pacific participation in policy-making, Fairburn-Dunlop states 
that: 
For too long in the Pacific, and for Pacific Islanders in New Zealand as well, we have been the 
subjects of other people’s policies...[w]e have to educate our Pacific Island students to take part in 
and be able to sit confidently at national and decision-making tables, as well as sitting at the village 
fono.14  
This genealogy of influential Sāmoans has in turn influenced the younger generation of 
Sāmoan and Pacific students, writers, artists, curators, policy makers and academics, 
such as anthropologist Melani Anae and historian Damon Salesa. For art, in many ways 
Pereira summarises the shifting and emerging flows of pioneer Pacific influence: 
Those who followed, the Pacific artists of the 1980s and 1990s, were less bound by those artistic 
conventions. Nonetheless, for them the centre/periphery dichotomy remained; that is, that ‘good’ art 
was mediated by the mainstream and exhibited at the ‘centre’. Today’s generation of emerging 
artists has by and large rejected the old dichotomies. They create where they reside and exhibit, 
sing, dance, paint, act and recite wherever it pleases them. The traditional ‘centre’ of art in New 
Zealand has little currency; the endorsement they seek comes from their community, their peers, 
who are not to be found at the ‘centre’. Their works are influenced by a new world of technological 
potential and expressed through refreshed vocabularies of meaning, free of the old centre and 
energised by new possibilities.15 
These shifting ideas started with the cultural assertions that accompanied the post-colonial 
environment in which Pacific Island countries were moving in the mid-twentieth century. 
 
 
Cultural assertions: 1963 to 1997  
Even before the second South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976), cultural exhibitionary 
exchanges had taken place between Sāmoa and New Zealand. In 1967, an exhibition of 
Māori art toured Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong, Japan, and Sāmoa. For the 
tour, exhibition objects had been sourced from Canterbury, Auckland and the Dominion 
Museum, and complemented art work by contemporary Māori artists.16 Hugo Stanley a 
member of a Sāmoan Wellington group, wrote of their experience performing in the 
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second New Zealand Polynesian Festival (1973) which was hosted by the Māori iwi (tribe) 
Tuhoe: 
As far as the Sāmoan group is concerned there is to be a follow-up action to this operation. We are 
going to see this through by reviving our dances and national activities. So much interest has been 
created that we have formed ourselves into a permanent culture group in the Hutt Valley.17  
Music and dance had emerged during this time with records such as ‘Meet the Sāmoan’ 
(1969) by well-known steel guitarist Bill Sevesi, the Grey sisters, and Yandall sisters. As 
one reviewer acknowledged, the record demonstrated that “Sāmoans, with the typical 
Polynesian genius for adaptation, quickly shape to their own uses any aspect of another 
culture which appeals to them”.18 In 1973, Wendt, along with poets Hone Tuwhare (Māori) 
and John Kasaipwalova (Papua New Guinea), performed at the opening for the Sydney 
Opera House, which coincided with the last Waratah Spring Festival. Wendt was by then a 
recognised contributor in the arts scene, having just published his first novel Sons for the 
Return Home (1973) about the challenges faced by a Sāmoan family migrating to New 
Zealand. Just as Wendt’s disarming narratives influenced New Zealand’s literary scene, 
his essay Towards a New Oceania (1976) brought forward a new world-view: 
Our dead are woven into our souls like the hypnotic music of bone flutes: we can never escape 
them. If we let them they can help illuminate us to ourselves and to one another. They can be the 
source of new-found pride, self-respect, and wisdom.19  
 
Again, we must rediscover and reaffirm our faith in the vitality of our past, our cultures, our dead, so 
that we may develop our own unique eyes, voices, muscles, and imagination.20 
In this passage Wendt asserts and encourages a new way of conceptualising Oceania, by 
using the past to “develop our own unique eyes, voices, muscles, and imagination”. At the 
time, he was working at USP in Sāmoa as Director of the South Pacific Centre, and had 
been contracted as Secretary/Co-ordinator to the UNESCO Oceania Project since 
December 1975. The project intended to carry out “the study of Oceanic cultures”, had 
been initiated by UNESCO in November 1970.21 In his report, which documented some of 
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the challenges and resolutions, Wendt points out the lack of Pacific Island involvement in 
the committees, and the need to uphold the recommendation made in Fiji in 1971, that: 
the project should first serve the Oceanic peoples: “They should no longer appear as passive objects 
of research but as research collaborators and guardians and promoters of those aspects of their 
cultures which they consider necessary for their present and their future.”22 
Approved projects included workshops for the recording of oral traditions, music, dance 
and material culture in the Solomon Islands, regional visual arts in Tonga, and Fijian oral 
traditions. Wendt had expressed 11 points for consideration including the need to develop 
printing and publishing of oral traditions and developing indigenous literature.23 In 
asserting his view of culture, Wendt provides the following analogy in his essay: 
Like a tree a culture is forever growing new branches, foliage, and roots. Our cultures, contrary to 
the simplistic interpretation of our romantics, were changing even in pre-papalagi times through inter-
island contact and the endeavours of exceptional individuals and groups who manipulated politics, 
religion, and other people. Contrary to the utterances of our elite groups, our pre-papalagi cultures 
were not perfect or beyond reproach. No culture is perfect or sacred even today.24  
 
Our quest should not be for a revival of our past cultures but for the creation of new cultures which 
are free of the taint of colonialism and based firmly on our own pasts. The quest should be for a new 
Oceania.25  
 
One of the recent highlights of this awakening was the 1972 South Pacific Festival of Arts during 
which we came together in Fiji to perform our expressive arts; much of it was traditional, but new 
voices/new forms, especially in literature, were emerging.26  
 
These emerging ideas were part of the atmosphere at the time, and New Zealand’s role in 
moving places like the Cook Islands and Niue towards self-government saw the 
progression towards the assertion of indigenous authority.27 Part of the movement 
included the initiation of the South Pacific Festival of Arts and the new emerging art forms. 
All of this had an effect on the way that Sāmoa culture was expressed, particularly on the 
international scene. 
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‘Sharing Culture’ in Rotorua, New Zealand 
Writing about their experience at the first South Pacific Festival of Arts (1972) in Suva, Fiji, 
Bill Kerekere and his wife Mihi observed that as Māori “[w]e have learnt many things about 
the world around us at this Festival, and much about ourselves”.28 This sense of cultural 
learning was a key objective of the Fiji Arts Council29 in collaboration with the South Pacific 
Commission (SPC) for the festival in Suva, based on the theme of ‘Preserving Culture’, 
which had come about in this way: 
Member Governments felt that the traditional arts of many parts of the South Pacific region were in 
danger of being lost or being submerged by other cultures. They believed a festival involving all of 
the countries in the South Pacific Commission’s area would prove a great stimulus for the 
conservation and development of various local art forms, as well as provide an occasion for the 
many people of the region to mix in a friendly atmosphere.30  
 
The SPC (later Secretariat of the Pacific Community) was formed in 1947 under the 
Canberra Agreement. Through this forum, the colonial powers (the United States, the 
United Kingdom, Netherlands, France, Australia and New Zealand) sought to “encourage 
and strengthen international co-operation in promoting the economic and social welfare 
and advancement of the peoples of the non-governing territories in the South Pacific 
region.”31 Between 1947 and 1972, membership changes had taken place, with the 
Netherlands withdrawing in 1962, and Sāmoa becoming a fully-fledged member of the 
organisation in 1965 after having gained independence. The 1972 festival in Suva proved 
a key milestone for Sāmoa’s participation, as Director of Education Penefoti Tamati 
explained: 
It did make us realise that we have to do something about the preserving of our culture and 
traditions. It’s never been a problem up till now but I think we’re now looking at the younger 
generation and realise that this will probably become a problem in the future. I think the time has 
come to think of forming an Arts Council or something of this nature and we hope that by having our 
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people in the festival they will be able to see that this in fact now becoming a matter that is quite 
urgent, so that we can show that the Sāmoan people can actually contribute to the development of 
art in the South Pacific.32 
 
The inaugural festival in Suva paved the way for Sāmoa’s part in the second festival held 
in Rotorua, New Zealand in 1976. W. Jaram, the Administrative Director noted that:  
Participants met in a friendly atmosphere, displayed, exhibited and performed the finest of their 
country’s songs, dances, arts and crafts. The value in human terms of goodwill, tolerance and 
warmth of understanding, spontaneously generated and developed between so many people of 
differing cultural backgrounds cannot be measured in monetary terms. For many New Zealanders 
the Festival has provided new insights, and awareness that Polynesians, Melanesians and 
Micronesians and indeed people the world over are rightly proud of their cultural heritage and that 
patterns of human behaviour are only understandable in this context.33  
SPC Chairman, President of Nauru Hammer De Roburt, represented the overseas officials 
since the show involved a large portion of the Pacific region: French Polynesia, Sāmoa, 
Tuvalu, Kiribati, Solomon Islands, Cook Islands, Rapanui, Hawai’i, Pitcairn Island, Tonga, 
Tokelau, Niue, Guam, Uvea and Futuna, Fiji, Vanuatu, New Caledonia, Norfolk Island, 
Nauru, Papua New Guinea and Australia. New Zealand’s Prime Minister Robert Muldoon 
expressed the theme of ‘sharing culture’ and said that the festival “allows us to share some 
of the values and ideals, the dreams and hopes, of our societies and ourselves.”34  
 
In all over 1,000 performers descended on Rotorua and were hosted by Te Arawa iwi. 
Rotorua — which the Sāmoan group had toured in 1940 — was a key cultural centre for 
the Māori community, thus it was chosen as the site for the first New Zealand Polynesian 
Festival (later Aotearoa Traditional Performing Arts Festival) in 1972.35 As a tourist hub, 
the 1976 South Pacific Festival of Arts committee was keen to promote Rotorua’s thermal 
hot pools at Whakarewarewa, the geyser terrace, a model Māori pa and village, and the 
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significant New Zealand Māori Arts and Crafts Institute (formerly the Rotorua Māori Arts 
and Crafts Institute) which Ngata had established in 1926.36 
 
Prior to the festival opening, short films were produced by New Zealand of performers from 
the Cook Islands, Fiji, Vanuatu and Sāmoa during rehearsals; these were subsequently 
replayed for visitors at the festival.37 Sāmoa’s film began with the following statement: 
“Considered by Sāmoan cultural experts as the greatest Sāmoan cultural group ever 
assembled in the history of Sāmoa.”38 Penefoti Tamati (Director of Education) and Aiono 
Keneti (School Inspector) led a group of 54 participants, mostly teachers from the Western 
Sāmoa Teachers’ College (WSTC). By this time, WSTC had a well-known reputation for 
their Sāmoan choir, and songs composed under the leadership of Tiresa Malietoa, the 
Principal of the college.  
 
Seiuli Vaifou Temese (née Aloali’i), currently the Head of Department for Sāmoan 
Language and Culture at the Centre for Sāmoan Studies at NUS, was a member of the 
group. She recalled that they had practiced for several months beforehand. For the 
festival, they composed new songs, and included a few from the WSTC. It was Temese’s 
first visit to New Zealand, and she recalls their arrival in Auckland was a celebration. For 
her the festival was “about sharing cultures and what you can learn from other Pacific 
countries”.39 
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Figure 20: Sāmoan Group from the Western Sāmoa Teachers' College that performed at the South Pacific 
Festival of Arts, 1976. Ref. Photograph courtesy of Seiuli Vaifou Temese, 2016. 
Temese aged 25 years at the time, was one of many dancers in the group, which 
comprised of both men and women40 (Fig 20). Others in the contingent included siapo 
makers, ‘ie toga weavers and a fire knife dance expert (Tinei, Sulutumu Milo, Iosua To’afa, 
Misa Gaofa and Fuapepe). In leading the group during the festival, Tamati initially 
expressed the following dilemma during their lecture recital:  
We have been advised by the organisers that this is the opportunity in which we must try to portray 
for your sake, some of the cultural aspects of our own country. When we were asked to do this, we 
found it rather difficult to decide as to what we should explain to you, and demonstrate to you, 
because when you talk about Sāmoan culture, you talk about our everyday way of life. It poses a 
number of problems. Where do we start? And where do we finish? And if we’re to retell the whole 
story it will take more than the days of the festival...a culture as far as the Sāmoan people are 
concerned, it’s not something that is written and put on the shelf for people to read, it is something 
that we do every day.41  
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Tamati’s presentation reveals tensions around representing Sāmoan culture to the public 
in a New Zealand context. Particularly since culture, as Tamati iterated, was relational and 
inseparable from the ‘everyday way of life’ in the Sāmoan worldview. This important piece 
of recording illustrates the complexities and peculiarities of staged environments such as 
the festival.  
 
Like Temese, Iupeli Ieremia, now an LMS Pastor in Fagali’i village, recalled that the 
festival was about the “promoting of Pacific cultures”.42 Ieremia was familiar with New 
Zealand, having graduated from Ardmore Teachers’ Training College in 1969, and 
attended Knox College before returning to teach in Sāmoa. He had also performed in 
Suva. After several months of preparation, he recalled that the group focused on 
performing: 
traditional dances of Sāmoa, original dances...maulu’ulu [dance] Fa’aSāmoa from ancient times, fire 
dance from ancient times, not these contemporary dances. There are dances about food, ta’alolo 
[presentation of food] the making of the vailolo [coconut], how to carry out the sua [ceremonial 
exchange], fa’aausiva [group of dancers], dances about food and to promote Sāmoa.43 
Group members were educated and well-versed in Sāmoan customs. These cultural and 
educational qualifications would have been essential for the Sāmoan contingent, and had 
thus been included in the group’s short film. Unlike previous ‘troupes’ who had travelled to 
places like Germany in the late nineteenth century,44 when only a few Sāmoans were living 
abroad, the audience in New Zealand in 1976 included a large Sāmoan community. In 
fact, Hugo Stanley’s Wellington group acknowledged a friendly rivalry with Sāmoans in 
Auckland which they referred to as the “Little Sāmoa”.45 Sāmoans abroad would have had 
a high expectation of the performance group since they were teachers. Temese and 
Ieremia well remember the warm hospitality received during their stay in New Zealand, 
and the visiting Sāmoan communities in Christchurch, and others who had travelled from 
Auckland to Rotorua: 
There was a community of Sāmoans who came to greet us in Auckland, but the festival committee 
was responsible for our transport to Rotorua, where we stayed on a Māori marae for the duration of 
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the festival. In Rotorua there was also a Sāmoan community who looked after us until we returned 
[to Sāmoa].46 
 
Such was the excitement at the group’s arrival at Auckland airport, that this gathering at 
midnight was captured on film and involved the exchanging of gifts and a spontaneous 
performance.47 
 
 
Figure 21: Record Cover for the Sāmoan Festival Group, 1976. Ref.  https://www.discogs.com/The-
Western-Sāmoa-Festival-Performers-Festival-Music-From-Western-Sāmoa/release/1166555 
 
The festival programme contained a mix of songs and dances, which were recorded, live 
by Hibiscus Records and subsequently distributed by Kiwi Pacific Records. It was 
promoted with the following text:  
The living culture is depicted in the arts of singing and dancing as presented here, reflecting the way 
of life and providing entertainment. The South Pacific Festival of Arts, at which these recordings 
were made, was “... a joyous event, reflecting a heritage which flourishes in the hearts and 
hospitality of Pacific Island peoples.” It covered many fields of culture and forms of artistic 
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expression and offered many people — both participants and audiences — a uniquely rich 
opportunity to experience the traditional displays of some twenty Pacific territories.48 
The programme opened with the ‘Pese o le Feiloaiga’, which greeted the audience, and 
explained the purpose of the group’s performance in the context of the festival. This was 
followed by the ‘Soa Amata’ dance which acknowledged the various cultures, ranks and 
status of those present. Sung by the women, ‘Siva o le Siapo’ described the making of the 
ancient art of siapo (tapa cloth), from the tools used, to the beating process through to the 
design-making stage. The ‘Patisolo’ slap dance by the men was an energetic performance 
about Sāmoa’s warfare tradition. The lyrics for ‘Pese o le ‘Ava’ described the ancient ‘ava 
ceremony and the roles played by each participant, and its importance in Sāmoan culture. 
This was followed by a Sāmoan love song, and a modern medley of ‘Mua o, Mua o’ 
(Strolling in the Cool Evening), ‘Filemu pei o le Lupe’ (Still as a Dove), and ‘Sāmoa e pele i 
lo’u Agaga’ (Beloved Sāmoa). The ‘Lamagafe’e’ recalled the Sāmoa fagogo (legend) about 
the fe’e (octopus) and the isumu (rat), which is associated with fishing and the use of the 
rat-like bait to lure the fe’e. The ‘Sasa’ sitting clap dance displayed war actions from 
ancient Sāmoa and the rites of passage for the warriors. Also included was a medley of 
fast-paced entertaining songs; ‘Fa’auta o le mea Matagofie’ (Brothers and Sisters Get 
Along), ‘O le Fetuao’ (the Southern Cross), ‘I le Taeao’ (Early Morning), and ‘Tulimai’ 
(Chase Them). For the ‘Fa’atafiti’ dance, the men performed in a comedic way, clowning 
and jestering to get the audience laughing. Finally, the ‘Taualuga’ dance literally referred to 
the roof of a Sāmoan house (the final part of completing a house building project), 
acknowledged the key person of the group, and brought the performance to a conclusion 
with everyone joining in the dance.49 To ensure a ‘traditional’ sound, the only instrument 
which accompanied the performances was a wrapped fala (mat) used for drumming and 
keeping time. 
 
After the festival, Temese recalls the group had travelled to Christchurch and performed at 
Twizel in the town hall. This was part of a post-tour show to ensure New Zealanders in the 
South Island were able to view some of the festival highlights. Significantly, this tour 
provided an ‘authentic’ Sāmoan performance of culture by way of the individual members 
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in the group as teaching professionals, song compositions and the use of only ‘traditional’ 
instruments such as a rolled mat for drumming. While this performance cemented the 
importance of maintaining and reviving culture for diasporic communities, it also 
demonstrated Sāmoan resilience in the face of changing tides. The emphasis was on 
performance, not material objects, although of course the way of dress and the nature of 
musical accompaniment were artefacts of Sāmoan material culture. 
 
 
Undercurrent New Zealand politics 
The cultural revival of the post-colonial period coincided with the movement of Pacific 
people to places like New Zealand. The rhetoric of the 1976 festival had expressed the 
theme of ‘sharing culture’ as a key aspect of promoting the event: 
The culture of the South Pacific, as shown in dance, music, drama, artifacts and handicrafts, games 
and languages, is a living culture. Change is inevitable, and strenuous efforts are needed to prevent 
these age-old arts from succumbing to the pervading sense of sameness that exists in much of our 
society, or being swamped by commercialism or cheapened to provide mere entertainment for 
tourists.50 
This however contrasted with government immigration policies at the time which targeted 
Pacific mobility and migration. While attention was drawn to Sāmoa’s political changes, 
New Zealand’s demographic landscape was also changing following the economic 
prosperity after the Second World War. This had seen the increase of migrant 
communities from places like Europe and the Pacific to New Zealand in search of 
educational and employment opportunities. This migration surge, as anthropologist Epeli 
Hau’ofa stated, saw the crossing of new borders where:  
The new economic reality made nonsense of artificial boundaries, enabling the people to shake off 
their confinement, and they have since moved, by the tens of thousands, doing what their ancestors 
had done before them: enlarging their world as they go, but on a scale not possible before.51  
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In New Zealand, the growing clusters of Pacific communities moved to both urban and 
rural areas, and the recorded number of Pacific peoples had risen from 2,159 in 1945 to 
26,271 in 1966.52 Sociologist Cluny Macpherson asserts that:  
During the 1960s and 1970s, the social organisation of the Pacific population shifted in fundamental 
ways. Stable urban concentrations created the critical population masses necessary to support 
specialist religious and commercial organisations, as well as social and political movements, to 
represent the interest of groups.53 
This Pacific mobility and perceived ‘Pacific community’ soon became a political agenda by 
the early 1970s as the New Zealand economy faced tremendous strain.54 Scholars argue 
that the roots of this anxiety were three-fold: firstly, in 1973 a world economic crisis 
developed as producers rapidly increased the price of oil; secondly, Great Britain, New 
Zealand’s leading export market joined the European Economic Community; and thirdly, 
there was an economic downturn with high employment rates and a strained welfare 
system.55 These conditions lead to a new racial anxiety under Norman Kirk’s Labour 
government in 1974, with the employment of discriminatory immigration policies that 
included early morning ‘dawn raids’. These raids were carried out by police officers and 
immigration officials on suspected homes to identify those who had overstayed their visa 
permit conditions. The immigration policies based on the amended 1964 Immigration Act 
permitted the deportation of overstayers. Tongan overstayer Veimau Lepa describes this 
anxious time:  
The minister at the time ordered that overstayers be pursued and removed from New Zealand. 
People were randomly picked up and it got to a time when Māori complained because there were 
many times when they were mistaken for Pacific Islanders.56 
Consequently, these practices and their focus on Pacific Islanders caused considerable 
damage to race relations in New Zealand and abroad, particularly since many of the 
overstayers were in fact from the United Kingdom.57 In response to the social unrest, the 
Department of Education in consultation with Sāmoan government officials and scholars 
produced a textbook for secondary school students titled Sione Comes to New Zealand: a 
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Sāmoan Migrant’s Story (1972).58 Despite some of the attempts to understand Pacific 
mobility, the continued raids were strongly protested against by organisations such as the 
newly formed Polynesian Panthers, especially since they continued intermittently into the 
early 1980s during the years of the National Party government led by Muldoon.59 In 1982, 
the Lesa vs Attorney General case highlighted even more a strained Sāmoa–New Zealand 
relationship. The case proceeded to the Privy Council and resulted in a landmark victory 
by overstayer Falema’i Lesa. The judgement recognised that Sāmoans who were born 
between 1924 and 1948 were British subjects, thus permitting them and their descendants 
to become New Zealand citizens onwards from 1949.60 However, the court’s ruling brought 
quick negotiations between the New Zealand and the Sāmoa governments, based on the 
Treaty of Friendship, which restricted applications to people living in New Zealand.61 
Rather than facing the economic crisis head-on, the government used immigration as a 
campaign agenda that affected the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship. Incidentally, the 
turmoil of this period paralleled a rise in cultural assertion from Pacific and Māori 
communities. 
 
 
Sāmoa and the Pacific cultural arts movement  
As early as the 1960s, the Fiji Arts Council had raised the idea of a regional festival, and 
with the inception of the South Pacific Festival of Arts in 1972, these aspirations were 
finally realised. In 1975, under New Zealand’s Department of Internal Affairs, an arts 
portfolio was established. This later moved in 1991 into the new Ministry of Cultural Affairs. 
Through the Treaty of Waitangi Act (1975) the Waitangi Tribunal was established in the 
same year to address Māori treaty claims. In New Zealand working alongside Māori, 
Pacific members of the Māori and South Pacific Arts Council (MASPAC) in 1972 soon 
influenced the Queen Elizabeth II Arts Council (later the Arts Council of New Zealand, 
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Creative New Zealand) “for recognition of and funding for their distinctive art forms.”62 
Through the work of MASPAC a surge of Pacific communities from the Cook Islands, 
Tonga, Sāmoa, Niue, Tokelau and Fiji tapped into the Arts Council funding. Sāmoan 
representative F. Leota’s presentation to the SPC and UNESCO in 1979, about the 
preservation of the ‘living’ arts in Oceania63 was part of a growing move to formulate a 
strategy towards reviving Pacific cultural art forms. This was a priority of cultural groups 
such as those associated with Sāmoa.  
 
The Sāmoan communities which applied for funding were wide-ranging and included, the 
Sāmoan Advisory Council (1980–85), Sāmoan Women’s Community Fellowship (1980–
81), Wesley Sāmoan Cultural and Sunday School (1980), and the University of Canterbury 
Sāmoan Students Association (1985–89). Working within their familiar institutions such as 
churches and youth groups, materials were sourced for various exhibitions and projects. 
For example, in 1982 the Council approved a project application from the Onehunga 
Congregation Christian Church of Sāmoa Youth Club which sought funding for equipment 
“to teach young Sāmoans traditional methods of producing tools, garments (tapa cloths, 
fine mats)...and to teach and display ancient dance forms such as knife dances, sasa”.64 
Similarly, the Sandringham church targeted “teaching young Sāmoans the arts of receiving 
visitors in the traditional ways and also when visiting in oratory (fa’atau, lauga) and the 
preparation of kava for different ceremonies”.65 In 1987, a Sāmoan language kindergarten 
in Mt Albert applied for funding for one of the parents and teachers to visit Sāmoa primary 
schools in order to collect stories. In the application the principal wrote: 
I have been a school teacher in the village in Western Sāmoa and am now a school teacher in 
Auckland. We have quite recently created our “kindergarten” along the lines like the Kohanga Reo 
[Māori language kindergarten] but we are desperately short of written materials, particularly in our 
language (ie. Sāmoan). Therefore I intend to visit primary schools and both get children to write 
stories and get them to say them into a tape recording so that later they can be written down. Such 
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materials may end up being useful in primary schools in Auckland where there is large number of 
Sāmoan children.66  
As these examples highlight, the cultural projects targeted language, customary traditions, 
dance, arts, the making of cultural items, and literature mainly catered to young people. 
Just as projects about maintaining Sāmoan culture flourished, for the growing Pacific arts 
community, new ways of viewing and rethinking their sense of place in New Zealand and 
the wider region began to emerge. The seminal exhibition Bottled Ocean (1994) curated 
by Cook Island artist James (Jim) Vivieaere (1947–2011) mapped out a new way of 
viewing contemporary Pacific art.67 On that wave, in the same year under the New 
Zealand Festival of Arts umbrella, a Pacific component of the festival in Wellington was 
organised by a small group which included artist Michel Tuffery. The theme of ‘Tu Fa’atasi’ 
or ‘Standing Together’ using the Sāmoan language brought together Pacific artists in 
music, art, dance and theatre. As Pacific Curators Sean Mallon and Pereira stated in their 
book Speaking in Colour: Conversations with Artists of Pacific Island Heritage (1997): 
The artists included in this book are part of a wider scene in which second and third generation 
Pacific Islanders seek to establish their identities. They are attempting to make meaningful 
connections between the island home of their parents and grandparents, and their own home, New 
Zealand.68  
These shifting ideas of Sāmoa and New Zealand as ‘home’ are an ongoing negotiation 
articulated through various modes of display. By the mid-1990s, the Sāmoan community at 
least in the New Zealand context, along with other Pacific communities, had taken charge 
of shows pertaining to the presentation of their culture, language and history. 
 
 
Seventh Festival of Pacific Arts, 1996: ‘Tala Measina’ in Apia, Sāmoa 
The key national celebration for Sāmoa before the Seventh Festival of Pacific Arts (1996) 
was Independence Day, aside from Sāmoa’s hosting of the South Pacific Games in 1983. 
At the 1962 Independence Day celebrations, New Zealand’s Prime Minister Keith 
Holyoake addressed the crowd: 
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We know that in attaining our self-independent State today it was no easy task for all those patriots 
and heroes of the country who have paved the way through in order to attain independence, your 
heritage which is a God-given right. In your hands Sāmoa lies the supreme authority of your own 
government, and it is up to you, each and every one — and in particular the leaders to do your duty 
and do it well.69 
Because of the difficulty in gaining independence, for Sāmoans like Ioane, the national day 
has much cause for celebration. It included the raising of the flag, a march past, musical 
band recitals, and village dance performances. In more recent years the national day has 
been reduced from a week-long celebration to a few days, though it continues to draw 
Sāmoans from overseas, as well as tourists to the country. 
 
Independence was thus the mainstay of the national calendar year until the establishment 
of the Teuila Tourism Festival in 1991 by the Western Sāmoa Visitors Bureau (later 
Sāmoa Tourism). The week-long show, like the independence celebration, includes 
Sāmoan dances, choir performances, fautasi (long-boat) races with the addition of the 
Miss Sāmoa Pageant, kilikiti (cricket), comedy shows, fashion shows, and a handicraft 
market.70 In comparison with the Cook Islands, Sāmoa was slow to embrace ‘tourism’. 
Jeffrey Sissons argues that the Cook Islands in the postmodern era “was to be a nation 
built with tourist dollars; building a nation meant building a tourist destination, and building 
a tourist destination meant cultivating a culture”.71 The cultural idea was a long-held belief 
for Sāmoans in that cultural displays were popular but its association with tourism was 
particularly difficult since customary land comprises most of the land tenure, and is closely 
tied to village and family titles. Therefore, its use is restricted.  
 
By 1996, the tourism portfolio had extended to Sāmoa hosting the seventh Festival of 
Pacific Arts (FoPA, formerly the South Pacific Arts Festival) from 8–23 September. Since 
1976, the FoPA had been hosted in Papua New Guinea (1980), French Polynesia (1985), 
Australia (1988) and the Cook Islands (1992). Sāmoa chose the theme of ‘Tala Measina’ 
or “the unveiling of our culture, arts and traditions” which drove the two-week long 
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celebrations.72 According to Fu’a Hazelman, who participated in the organisation 
committee as a liaison officer:  
I saw the festival as not only it brings out all the positive things in the lives of the Pacific people, 
bringing them, enhancing friendship and just a fantastic opportunity to really learn of each other, it 
was also an opportunity to meet all the different people from all over the Pacific...it was amazing how 
Sāmoa can really pool such big occasions to the T...from every aspect from transport, to 
accommodation, to restaurants, to food... it’s always a call to all of Sāmoa to come together and 
host.73 
As the host, an approximate budget of USD2.5 million went into organising the festival 
which brought together 25 countries and over 1,500 people to Sāmoa.74 Key themes 
focused on promoting cultural heritage along with regional and international co-operation 
of cultural networks. The programme saw the voyage of the vaka (canoe) Te-Au-o-Tonga 
from the Cook Islands75 and a replica Sāmoan alia (double-hulled canoe) Folauga o 
Sāmoa sailed from American Sāmoa.76 Other acts included an opera titled Malietoafaiga, 
composed, produced and directed by a mix of local and overseas artists.77 On display 
during the festival at the Robert Louis Stevenson Museum in Vailima, was an international 
touring exhibition of photographs about Sāmoa and Germany (1875–1925) which 
anthropologist Peter Messenholler had brought over to Sāmoa.78 Despite these 
international networks, Tauili’ili Uili Meredith, Director of the Festival, when interviewed in 
the Sāmoa Observer  noted that: 
There have been hitches, he said, but this has been due mainly to miscommunication. He added that 
their organising committee had to cut back on some of the venues due to economic 
constraints...Overall there will be seven venues for the Arts Festival — one in Lefaga and six in the 
Town Area.79 
 
Several Pacific model houses built by various contingents, such as from Fiji and 
Micronesia, were constructed in various sites.80 These interactive structures and available 
arts and crafts drew interested crowds who had come from all over the world. Local artists 
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from the Leulumoega Fou Fine Arts School also showcased their art works, which were 
displayed at Sāmoa’s Faleolo International Airport and in the Nelson Memorial Library in 
Apia. Overall, as the editor of the local Sāmoa Observer observed: “The culture and 
traditions are still very much the heartbeat, the energy of Western Sāmoa and of the many 
other nations of the Pacific.”81 This sense of cross-cultural understanding was a major 
benefit for Sāmoa, as Hazelman explains: 
I think the biggest gain that Sāmoa has is the exposure to all these different nations because at the 
end of the day we also in the Pacific just like how in Asia, we tend to think Asians are Philipino, 
Melanesians, Indians, they’re all the same, you try to explain to them no, Tahitians, and Sāmoans 
and Tongans, we’re not the same.82 
This was iterated in the SPC’s report which found that the festival was able to promote “a 
culture of peace” since the “festival was the only chance that many Sāmoans had to 
experience the cultures of their neighbours”. Moreover it showed that the “preservation of 
Sāmoan cultural heritage does not rely on the festival, or events like the festival. It is 
considered as part of everyday life.”83 This aspect had been vocalised by Tamati 20 years 
earlier in Rotorua, in that culture was inseparable from the daily life of individuals. 
However, the report noted that the skills of canoe-building and house-building were on the 
decline. 
 
The important contribution of pioneering Sāmoan artists and academics towards an 
understanding of Sāmoan art, language, literature and culture had greatly influenced the 
Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship and subsequent ideas around cultural heritage. The 
FoPA demonstrated Sāmoa’s interest in tourism and marketing the country within the 
region and elsewhere. Before the 1996 festival, New Zealand’s Prime Minister Jim Bolger 
and Sāmoa’s deputy Prime Minister Tuilaepa Sailele Malielegaoi commemorated the 
signing of the Treaty of Friendship 34 years before. Indeed, this symbolic commemoration 
signalled the population mobility of Sāmoans, at the time reported to be about 90,000 
people living in New Zealand.84 Sāmoans were no longer being told how they would 
present themselves to the world; they were designing which aspects of their culture and 
ways of life would be presented. 
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Conclusion 
Independence provided space for Sāmoans to perform and debate representations of 
culture, and how this would be framed or understood. As Sāmoa’s participation in the 1976 
South Pacific Festival of Arts demonstrated, even after independence Sāmoa was still 
presented as a ‘traditional’ culture. Whereas by 1996, Sāmoa’s hosting of the Pacific 
Festival of Arts saw engagement and an openness with the overseas communities. This 
tied closely with the emerging tourism agenda since the establishment of the national 
Teuila Festival in 1991, which supplemented the annual Independence Day Celebrations 
since 1962. 
 
This chapter has demonstrated that the emerging Independent State of Western Sāmoa in 
1962 saw a stronger formation of identity for many Sāmoans living outside of Sāmoa’s 
shores. Disentangling from New Zealand’s legacy gave rise to cultural institutions such as 
the ‘Pacific community’ separated into their own national identities. The tenuous 
relationship during the ‘dawn raids’ period in many ways propelled the community to voice 
concerns about the citizenship debate. Thus, in the post-independence era the shifting 
modes of display became a way to raise awareness about cultural traditions of the Pacific 
region, and later to re-examine the place of Sāmoa in New Zealand, and vice versa. 
Tamati’s 1976 presentation about the relational nature of Sāmoan culture, and the difficulty 
of conveying that understanding to an audience, has since been rearticulated by both the 
cohesive, and fragmented representations of Sāmoa by various cultural groups, 
academics and artists    
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
Curating a Sāmoan Narrative?: Va’aomanu: celebrating the history and 
culture of Sāmoa (1998) 
 
The National Library of New Zealand (NLNZ) was instrumental in the international move to 
democratise institutions and their collections. Its formation in the 1980s through the 
merging of several sites into one building provided room in the 1990s to explore 
community access to collections. This chapter examines the show Va’aomanu: 
Togimamanu e ata, tala ma fa’atufugaga o le fa’aaliga o au measina— an exhibition 
celebrating the history and culture of Sāmoa (1998) displayed at both the NLNZ in 
Wellington, and the National University of Sāmoa in Apia. Curated by Tupuola Malifa, a 
Sāmoan language specialist, Va’aomanu was the first to exhibit the Sāmoan language in a 
national and international show. As the previous chapter outlined, Sāmoan voices had by 
the 1980s come to the fore largely through the cultural arts sector. Thus, the presence of 
the Va’aomanu exhibition in a national institution signalled a shift in the way Sāmoa’s story 
would be represented and reproduced. This chapter argues that the nostalgic and 
celebratory representation of Sāmoa was partly a reaction to a rapidly changing world 
faced by many overseas Sāmoan communities. They had left their islands and entered 
modern Western modes of economy, and were living in situations where, beyond their 
immediate families, they were immigrants in settler societies. Language and culture still 
bound them at home, although the younger generation born overseas was beginning to 
lose or at least alter their cultural relationship with their homeland. Va’aomanu’s use of 
bilingual text recognised a growing generational gap. Through the mode of display, 
Va’aomanu hoped to provide a way of instilling pride and understanding about Sāmoa’s 
complex past. 
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Introduction 
  
 
Figure 22: Promotional Poster for the Va’aomanu Exhibition, 1998, Ref. Courtesy of Peter Ireland, National 
Library of New Zealand. 
 
For Sāmoan curator Tupuola Malifa, the exhibition audience for Va’aomanu (1998) was 
primarily: 
For those of us who were born in Sāmoa, Va’aomanu will evoke memories of our childhood, the 
struggle for independence, the Mau, the thrill in sports, and the development of Christianity. And for 
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those of us who live in New Zealand or other overseas centres, the exhibition will provide visual 
images of stories that have been told, and enhance family and personal pride in being Sāmoan.1 
 
Malifa’s statement clearly acknowledges a shifting demography; those Sāmoans who were 
born and raised in Sāmoa; and those who were born beyond Sāmoa’s shores. It also 
highlights certain events in the country’s history that resonated in the community, such as 
the Mau Resistance Movement and the influence of Christianity. In many ways the word 
‘evoke’ sheds light on the emphasis of ‘bringing to mind a memory or feeling from the 
past’. In Va’aomanu’s case, some of these events were experienced first-hand by visitors 
or transmitted to them through oral histories. Despite these geographical and generational 
differences, Malifa’s statement anticipates that the visitor to Va’aomanu would experience 
in some way a recollection and reconnection to their own history. The emphasis on 
‘enhancing’ family and personal pride indicates a strongly held belief in the important 
connection between history, culture and identity. This is apparent as diasporic 
communities emerge outside of their place of origin. Chapter Four examines this 
significant exhibition for its use of Sāmoan language and its place in the production of 
Sāmoa’s history in both a New Zealand and a Sāmoan context. The evaluation of its 
national and international framing parallels a local and global setting in which Sāmoans 
were familiar. It explores how Va’aomanu sought to bridge the geographic and 
generational space, by examining the notion of New Zealand as the ‘overseas centre’ in 
relation to the Sāmoa ‘homeland’.  
 
As the preceding chapter outlined, some of the key indicators of change from 1941 to 1997 
included migration and politics which affected the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship. Other 
shifts pertinent to this study focused on the cultural revival of Sāmoa’s traditions through 
display. These aspirations were closely associated with a regional and international focus 
on the preservation of Pacific arts and heritage that emerged in the 1960s. Twenty years 
after independence, Sāmoa’s first political parties were set up in 1982. The three-month 
long Public Service Association strike in 1981 had posed new challenges for a ‘developing’ 
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country.2 By 1997, the ‘Western’, that had long been part of how Sāmoa was referred to 
since the New Zealand Administration began in the 1920s, was removed from the official 
name of the nation and the constitution amended accordingly. This signalled a shift in 
Sāmoa’s development as an emerging nation and a member of the international 
community. As a result of this development focus, the National University of Sāmoa (NUS) 
was established in 1984, separate from the regional University of the South Pacific 
(established in 1968) and its Sāmoan campus. Sāmoa’s new tertiary institution was a 
response to “the manpower needs of the country and the problems faced by Sāmoan 
students undertaking tertiary training overseas.”3 Although a long-held vision since 
independence, Cabinet’s decision to reaffirm its objective of establishing the university 
finally came to pass in 1983.4  
 
Tertiary institutional changes in reference to Pacific languages had also taken place in 
New Zealand. Since 1989, a Sāmoan language course had been established at Victoria 
University in Wellington. Initially set up under Te Kawa, a Maui/School of Māori Studies, it 
later moved to the newly established Va’aomanu Pasifika Department in 2005.5 The 
language course recognised Sāmoan as the third most spoken language in the country at 
the time. According to Statistics New Zealand, 102,000 Sāmoans were residing in New 
Zealand in 1996. Of this number, 67% of the population were able to speak fluently in the 
Sāmoan language, compared to 48% of New Zealand-born Sāmoans.6 The formation of 
the Sāmoan language course in the higher learning environment would later influence the 
outreach programme of the National Library of New Zealand (NLNZ). 
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Searching for a Sāmoan identity in New Zealand  
Changes in the tertiary sector towards teaching the Sāmoan language had taken place in 
the late 1980s as a support mechanism for Sāmoans living in New Zealand. However, 
research about the New Zealand-born Sāmoan experience was emerging in the late 
1990s. One influential study by Jemaima Tiatia documented some of the dilemmas faced 
by Sāmoan youth (16–25 years) who were struggling to live the Fa’asāmoa or Sāmoan 
way of life in a New Zealand context. Tiatia’s book, based on her MA Education thesis, 
titled Caught between Cultures: a New Zealand-born Pacific Island Perspective (1998) 
brought to the surface some of the problems faced by Pacific youth. In reference to her 
own church community under examination Tiatia writes: 
As New Zealand born Pacific Islanders we are ‘in between’, alternating between the culture of the 
European and our particular culture of origin, and thus grappling to establish an identity of our own.7 
 
Furthermore: 
The challenge for us as New Zealand born, is to theorise our own experiences as we understand 
them and not have ‘others’ construct or interpret them for us. These experiences will thus provide an 
authentic representation for these significant ‘others’.8 
 
Speaking on the ‘generational gap’ Tevita, a participant in Tiatia’s study stated: 
Very often there’s a clash between the younger New Zealand born members and those who perhaps 
are very conservative in terms of new ideas, which are predominantly Palagi originated. Whilst very 
often in my own personal view, I believe that they [Island born elders] are overly conservative, there 
are times when that conservatism helps to maintain the core beliefs and core ideas of our culture 
which often would be diluted by the influence of external factors.9 
This tension was further explored by Sāmoan academic Melani Anae. Her unpublished 
doctoral thesis titled Fofoa-i-Vao-‘Ese: the Identity Journeys of NZ-born Sāmoans (1998), 
paved a new way of understanding some of the concepts and structures that informed the 
newly constructed “New Zealand-born” identity. Using an anthropological base, Anae 
argues that the internal conflict in her own church community highlighted the Sāmoan 
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elders’ role in constructing the New Zealand-born identity.10 Anae found this view 
contradicted how the English speaking group of Sāmoans identified themselves, not as 
New Zealand-born but “more as Sāmoans in the role of guardians of their ‘aiga and the 
fa‘asāmoa as they know it in New Zealand”.11 The identity issues raised here by Anae and 
Tiatia have relevance to the show Va’aomanu as it sought, through the use of the bilingual 
framework, to bridge the gap between New Zealand-born and Island-born Sāmoans. In 
many ways, the show provided a platform for a conversation to take place, and for multiple 
voices to surface. 
 
Sociologist Cluny Macpherson, who has since the 1970s documented Sāmoan and Pacific 
migration to New Zealand, argues  ‘Pacific’ identity was never stable, and that for many 
migrants, the most important identity was associated with their family, island, atoll or 
village.12 Scholars have acknowledged the ‘Pacific’ label as a creation by the dominant 
Western culture.13 The origins of its currency in the writing about and of the Pacific, was a 
way of ordering, categorising and homogenising diverse cultures. The politics of identity 
construction in a New Zealand context sheds light on the shifting and persisting elements 
that inform identity for Pacific/Pasifika/Pasefika communities. From a counselling 
perspective, Tongan academic Melenaite Taumoefolau offers the values of respect, 
solidarity and resilience as a way of understanding the sense of ‘In-betweeness’ 
experienced by Sāmoans and Tongans living in New Zealand.14 She writes:  
It would probably be true to say that the majority of New Zealand-born Sāmoans and Tongans would 
have at least an awareness of these aspects of the traditional Sāmoan and Tongan worldviews, 
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despite their declining knowledge of the languages and cultures. Some may even have internalized 
these qualities as part of their worldviews.15 
The debate around a New Zealand-born and Pacific identity was compounded by the 
language acquisition statistics. However, while recognising the European construction of a 
Pacific identity, the critical studies by Tiatia and Anae demonstrated the Sāmoan elders’ 
role in constructing the New Zealand-born identity. Thus, the reactions to the social 
context in New Zealand reveal the complex power relations within the Sāmoan community. 
 
  
Democratising Museums, Libraries and Cultural Heritage 
Just as Sāmoans were debating identity issues in the 1990s, UNESCO’s third Public 
Library Manifesto (1994) outlined core principles associated with the changing role of 
libraries:  
Freedom, prosperity and the development of society and of individuals are fundamental human 
values. They will only be attained through the ability of well-informed citizens to exercise their 
democratic rights and to play an active role in society. Constructive participation and the 
development of democracy depend on satisfactory education as well as on free and unlimited 
access to knowledge, through, culture and information. 
 
The public library, the local gateway to knowledge, provides a basic condition for lifelong learning, 
independent decision-making and cultural development of the individual and social groups. This 
Manifesto proclaims UNESCO’s belief in the public library as a living force for education, culture and 
information, and as an essential agent for the fostering of peace and spiritual welfare through the 
minds of men and women.16 
Unlike the previous Public Library manifestos of 1949 and 1972, these resolutions had a 
significant impact on how the role of the public library was understood by citizens. The 
idea of democratising institutions such as libraries and museums encompassed varied 
notions of heritage for the institutions and associated communities. It thus involves 
elements of social inclusion and access to collections such as photographic images, 
books, newspapers, reports, personal letters and private diaries. For many people and 
groups, access to these institutional collections is empowering as it allows public 
engagement with the past, and therefore a sense of belonging, as Richard Sandell writes: 
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For many, this democratisation of the museum and the resultant sharing of power, resources, skills 
and knowledge between museum and audience, challenges the very notion of the museum 
professional as ‘expert’. For others, giving audiences a stake in the museum and specific projects 
has proved to be the only way to engage with groups that may have perceived museums as 
irrelevant to their lives.17 
This relevancy to the public was associated with the heritage concept that had been 
strongly emphasised at the Fifth UNESCO International Conference on Adult Education in 
1997. Held in Hamburg, it documented key points of discussion about the changing role of 
museums, libraries and cultural heritage. For example, public libraries were: “essential 
partners” with governments, working together to “find ways to broaden the accessibility of 
libraries”, with the need to “promote reading and to disseminate information beyond the 
library buildings”.18 These ideas translated to the work of the NLNZ and the policies it had 
developed for its communities such as those from the Pacific. 
 
The NLNZ was formed in 1965 through the National Library Act (1965) which saw the 
merging of the General Assembly Library (est. 1858), the Alexander Turnbull Library (est. 
1918) and the National Library Service (est. 1945). Later the General Assembly Library 
was re-established separately as the Parliamentary Library in 1985. The current NLNZ 
building opened its doors to the public in 1987 after the merging of several libraries into 
one institution.19  
 
Va’aomanu was exhibited by the Alexander Turnbull Library (ATL) which had been gifted 
to the people of New Zealand by philanthropist and bibliophile Alexander Horsburgh 
Turnbull (1888–1918). His vast and significant collection includes rare books, maps, 
documents and objects; it remains an important repository for the world. NLNZ staff 
member Peter Ireland (Gallery and Exhibition Specialist) recalls:  
In planning for the development of the National Library building in the 1980s, which saw the National 
Library and Turnbull Library come together under the same roof for the first time, an exhibitions 
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gallery was a core component, and seen as a means of sharing the Turnbull collections with a 
broader public — beyond that of the traditional research community.20 
The ATL collection policy in the 1990s centred on collecting contemporary, archives and 
artefacts with a priority given to Pacific language heritage material. Reciprocity with the 
Pacific was carried out through gifts and exchange, with consultation sought from the 
community. In addition, since 1996, the ATL’s collection trips to the Pacific had been on an 
annual rotation cycle.21 Currently its responsibilities are described in the National Library of 
New Zealand Act (2003): 
1. to preserve, protect, develop, and make accessible for all the people of New Zealand the collections 
of that library in perpetuity and in a manner consistent with their status as documentary heritage and 
taonga; and 
2. to develop the research collections and the services of the Alexander Turnbull Library, particularly in 
the fields of New Zealand and Pacific studies and rare books; and  
3. to develop and maintain a comprehensive collection of documents relating to New Zealand and the 
people of the Pacific.22 
In the excerpt above only section (c) was included in the original 1965 Act. As already 
demonstrated, since the 1970s, the region moved towards promoting Pacific heritage by 
way of dance, poetry, language, literature and arts, shaped by the post-colonial aspirations 
of the period. UNESCO and the SPC’s role in this process were instrumental towards 
realising these goals, although as Wendt’s involvement in the Oceania Project had 
highlighted, not without its challenges. Similarly for New Zealand, cultural heritage was 
closely linked to concepts of indigeneity. These were articulated through Māori activism, 
protest and land occupation during the 1970s, against breaches to the 1840 Treaty of 
Waitangi. The treaty considered the founding document for Māori and European relations 
to be only part of the story, as Dominic O’Sullivan argues: 
The politics of indigeneity does not disregard the rights of others, nor imply political isolation. Rather, 
it rejects domination and subjugation as the foundation of political order. It rejects one culture 
positioning itself as the ‘normal’ basis for the conduct of public affairs. It implies political participation 
not just as individuals but as peoples.23 
In its attempt to address Māori grievances, the government established the Waitangi 
Tribunal through the Treaty of Waitangi Act (1975). Simultaneously, an Arts portfolio was 
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set up, initially under the Department of Internal Affairs. However with the rise in the 
cultural heritage movement, in 1991 a separate Ministry of Cultural Affairs was established 
(since 2000, the Ministry for Culture and Heritage) in recognition of the benefits “to be 
gained from bringing together the various cultural activities that for many years had been 
scattered among several departments.”24 The centralising concept acknowledged the 
changing role of ‘cultural’ institutions and government, largely influenced by international 
shifts to give voice and access to communities. 
 
Conceiving Va’aomanu at the NLNZ 
 
 
Figure 23: Exhibition entrance to Va’aomanu, 1998. Ref. Courtesy of Peter Ireland, National Library of New 
Zealand. 
 
The exhibition space known as the National Library Gallery remains a community outreach 
tool for the ATL collections. However, the idea of displaying Va’aomanu in the gallery was 
a result of an enquiry by German anthropologist Peter Mesenholler, who had proposed the 
library as an ideal site for an international touring photographic exhibition Picturing 
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Paradise: Colonial photography of Sāmoa 1875 to 1925 (1995).25 As part of a collaboration 
between the Daytona Southeast Museum of Photography and the Cologne Museum of 
Ethnology, Mesenholler had himself taken the display to Sāmoa during the Pacific Festival 
of Arts (1996). The initial interest to loan the external show soon moved to a discussion 
about organising an internal exhibition using ATL collections and the National Library 
Gallery space. The concept for Va’aomanu was therefore conceived by the ATL as a way 
to promote the library collections while contributing to the upcoming Seventh International 
Festival of Arts (1998) held in Wellington. Previous institutional exhibitions of the Fiji 
collection, and a small Pacific Island Network show celebrating Sāmoan independence 
had paved the way for a bigger exhibition.26 According to Jill Trevelyan (gallery curator), 
“Sāmoa was an obvious opportunity, given the size of the New Zealand Sāmoan 
population, and the ATL had such strong Sāmoan collections.”27 An exhibition budget of 
approximately $20,000 covered the development, design and production, curatorial fee, 
the cost of opening, marketing and the events programme. Usually, and in the case of 
Va’aomanu, the lead-in time was less than twelve months.28 The exhibition was on display 
from 1 March to 28 June 1998. For the festival outreach programme, film screenings, 
performances by writers and artists, music, dance and the making of customary food were 
organised. Robert and Frances Flaherty’s documentary film Moana (1926) was screened 
as was Sima Urale’s award-winning film O Tamaiti (1996) about Sāmoan children trying to 
cope with family life in New Zealand. 
 
Through the work of Diana Meads (sponsorship manager), Polynesian Airlines flew in 
Sāmoa’s Education Minister at the time, Rt. Hon. Fiame Naomi Mata’afa, to the opening in 
Wellington. In addition, the airline and Aggie Grey’s Hotel provided a prize return airfare 
and six nights’ accommodation for one visitor (Ms Kate Zwartz) out of over 2,000 entries. 
Meads secured funds from the Macklin Bequest Fund which is administered by the 
government “specifically allocated to collaborative projects involving the NLNZ and other 
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institutions.”29 In their application the NLNZ emphasised that “[m]any of our Sāmoan 
visitors to the exhibition here have expressed their appreciation to the National Library for 
teaching them things about their history and culture.”30 Funds received went to assisting 
the transport of the exhibition to Sāmoa, and printing exhibition images which were later 
gifted to the Sāmoa people. 
 
Although discussions had taken place between the NLNZ and Auckland Museum for the 
latter to be a potential venue given the large Sāmoan population residing in Auckland, this 
collaboration never eventuated. However, Va’aomanu was exhibited at the Gus Fisher 
Gallery in Auckland, and the Hawke’s Bay Exhibition Centre in Hastings. These sites were 
selected based on the size of their Sāmoan population, as these areas had the largest 
numbers outside of Wellington at the time. Other contributors to the show were the Sāmoa 
High Commission in New Zealand, the National University of Sāmoa, and Pacific artist 
Michel Tuffery (who designed the illustration for the invitation).31 According to Peter 
Ireland, 16,000 visitors during a three-month exhibition was ‘an impressive figure’ for the 
NLNZ at the time.32 
 
Along with Meads and Ireland, other key members of the NLNZ staff involved were Jill 
Trevelyan, Chris Cane (exhibition designer), Richard King (exhibition co-ordinator), Susan 
Bartel (events and promotions manager), and John Mohi (director services to Māori). To 
broach the proposed exhibition with the Pacific community, the ATL approached the 
National Library Pacific Island Network (PIN later renamed Tagata Pasifika) which was 
formed in the early 1990s. In his engagement with government agencies, Peter Scott, the 
National Librarian at the time, was encouraged to form a PIN that would benefit both staff 
members and the institution.33 Membership of the PIN consisted of library staff that 
identified from the island groups of Tonga, Niue, Tokelau, Cook Islands groups, Fiji, 
Pitcairn Islands, Sāmoa and Solomon Islands. PIN members held various roles in the 
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institution and were a mix of cleaners, security guards, librarians and management staff. 
However according to Diana Sola (senior indexer), “unlike the corporate world, the 
hierarchy within the group had a very Pacific flavour where we as members took advice 
from the elders of the group (regardless of what position they held).”34 One of the first 
major PIN projects was the establishment of a Pacific Island Scholarship programme 
initially aimed at university students of Pacific heritage to encourage studies in Library and 
Information Science. This was later changed to a National Library Pacific Island Staff 
Scholarship for professional development. As an advisory group, members were appointed 
to various roles such as convener, secretary and treasurer. The PIN provided guidance for 
the Va’aomanu exhibition objectives. Within the limited budget constraints, the first task 
was the recruitment of a curator; thus a local academic from Wellington was sought. As a 
result of an approach to the Sāmoan Studies Department at Victoria University, Tupuola 
Malifa accepted the role as curator.35  
 
 
A Conversation with Tupuola Malifa 
The idea of Va’aomanu, referring to a canoe that holds or carries important treasures 
(history and culture), was conceived by Malifa. In many ways, the exhibition reflects 
Malifa’s philosophies as a curator, Sāmoan matai (chief) and academic. Therefore, it is 
important to present his voice, and some of the factors that guided his curatorial process.  
 
Malifa was born to Sāmoan parents in Sāmoa in 1943 and comes from the villages of Le 
Lata and Safotu. For the most part, he grew up in Safotu, located in Savai’i, with his 
maternal grandparents. He was educated in a missionary primary school, and after 
secondary school at Vaipouli District School he enrolled in the Western Sāmoa Teachers 
College in 1961. On graduating, he was posted to Malifa School (established in 1909) in 
1963, which at the time enrolled mainly European and part-Sāmoan children. Following 25 
years of teaching in Sāmoa, Malifa and his family migrated to New Zealand in 1988. He 
successfully applied to Victoria University in 1989, and accepted the position of full-time 
Senior Lecturer in Sāmoan Studies after juggling his roles as a lecturer, and tutor in the 
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Sociology and Anthropology Department. Later he became instrumental in the 
establishment of Sāmoan radio broadcasts in New Zealand. At the time, Malifa believed 
“Pacific Islanders living in New Zealand needed their own voice”.36 In an interview with 
New Zealand radio host Sela Alo, Malifa shared his motivation behind establishing 
Wellington’s Sāmoa Capital Radio in 1992: 
Culture is demanded by our people, because they come to New Zealand and no longer live the 
cultural patterns of the Islands...Number one in our vision was to retain the Sāmoan language, to use 
the radio as an avenue to make sure the language is surviving in this environment, and to cater for 
the young children who are born here and don’t have enough time to speak or learn the Sāmoan 
language in their homes and in their schools.37 
Malifa’s experience as a teacher of the Sāmoan language and community advisor boded 
well for his role as curator of Va’aomanu. He asserts that “Sāmoan language is my 
passion”38. This was an early interest influenced by his upbringing in Safotu where he 
observed the importance of Sāmoan language in customary events. He goes on to explain 
that:  
The true Sāmoan culture, the real essence of our culture, those are the principles that uphold 
sociology, how to remedy the ills of the world, in the workplace, the relational space between 
people...Sāmoa has something to offer...they have the bridge.39 
In explaining the concept behind the title of the exhibition Va’aomanu and its connection to 
Sāmoa and New Zealand, Malifa states:  
the canoe of prosperity, canoe of good fortune, because of the blessings that come to and fro 
between the two countries, these are the blessings that was a target for the exhibition, be it 
education, social life, rugby, everything, because we look at New Zealand for these things.40   
Malifa’s idea to produce a bilingual text was supported by Christopher Blake (NLNZ Chief 
Executive Officer) and library staff: “the Sāmoan language was very popular...we really 
revived in their hearts and in their minds the identity, that language is part of your 
identity.”41 This theme of identity and its association to language, history and culture 
motivated Malifa to reach out to the Sāmoan community: 
I tried to present a visual image for our community, the things that we missed out on, but the most 
important was the belief that we are primitive peoples but they don’t know these [photographs] are 
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treasures. Due to limited space and time...lots of photographs, things that belong to us, I did it with 
great sadness, seeing this image and this image of the Mau, Colonial Powers. They never consulted 
our Sāmoan leaders, when the Super Powers came they just cut us up, give Tutuila to America, and 
give Sāmoa to Germany, Great Britain came and then New Zealand, we had no say, this is the 
history that you get from these photographs, the treatment of the Chinese that came. They were 
given no names, they were known by a number...they laboured so hard, for very minimal in terms of 
remunerations. These were the things that anchored my selection of this image and this image, to 
portray things that happened.42 
Malifa’s ‘great sadness’ remains a resilient part of his memory, which is reflected in how 
the show was framed, for the most part through loss, conflict and trials. Now, 18 years 
later, Malifa is proud of his contribution, and for the opportunity to engage with such 
precious historical materials. More importantly, he is proud to have enabled a visual 
representation of what would otherwise have been absent from the community 
consciousness.  
 
 
Figure 24: Visitors viewing objects on display at the Va’aomanu exhibition, 1998. Ref. Courtesy of Peter 
Ireland, National Library of New Zealand. 
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Understanding Sāmoan culture in New Zealand 
Malifa’s role as curator, a Sāmoan academic, and a high-profile community advisor, 
brought authority and ownership to the exhibition, which was probably a unique case. The 
exhibition would have been very different if it had it been curated just by NLNZ staff 
members. In considering Sandell’s argument, Malifa as the ‘expert’ outside of the library 
institution propelled Va’aomanu into another level of engagement. In fact, the presence of 
Sāmoa government minister Fiame and the formation of partnerships likely motivated 
many from the Sāmoan communities to visit the exhibition. In support of Malifa’s rationale, 
studies have shown that, “Pasifika language and identities is still an important one for 
many Pasifika people.”43 
 
 
Figure 25: Image of fue (fly whisk) and tanoa (kava bowl) objects from Te Papa enclosed in a glass case 
(right), 1998. Ref. Courtesy of Peter Ireland, National Library of New Zealand. 
 
This argument is continued by Sāmoan practitioners Vāvāo Fetui and Mālia Mālaki-
Williams in 1996: 
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The Sāmoan language is basic to faaSāmoa. FaaSāmoa is Sāmoans’ unique life-style. It unites 
them and gives them their identity. Most Sāmoans choose to keep their language and live their 
culture in New Zealand. These maintain their ties with their homeland and give them roots in their 
adopted country.44 
Language, as argued by Richard Handler in the Quebec-Canada context, has similar 
undertones in the Sāmoa–New Zealand experience in that the “existence of the group is in 
turn predicated upon the existence of a particular culture”.45 In terms of the Sāmoan 
language and its close association with the practice of Sāmoan culture and customs or 
fa’asāmoa, language plays a central role, particularly for diasporic communities. However, 
as has been argued, the emerging dilemma of language and identity for New Zealand-born 
Sāmoans in some cases highlighted division and exclusion within the Sāmoan community. 
Therefore, the role of Va’aomanu can be understood in several ways; firstly, as a 
moralising effect in order to re-tell from a Sāmoan perspective the country’s history; 
secondly, its use as a reconciliation tool since it recognised the identity politics facing the 
Sāmoan community within New Zealand; and thirdly, it brought about institutional 
awareness in regards to collection access and Pacific heritage. By firstly situating 
Va’aomanu within the broader context of education, diasporic community, and institutional 
changes, the exhibition will be re-examined in order to further understand the kind of 
Sāmoa history presented in a public space. 
 
 
Revisiting Va’aomanu  
With high visitation numbers, and an acknowledgment of language and identity as key 
cultural markers, a closer examination of the exhibition reveals instances of Sāmoa–New 
Zealand relations and a focus on the pre-New Zealand period of encounter. Malifa’s 
assembling of Va’aomanu images, storylines and themes focused on the period from the 
1880s to 1930. Historical photographs were categorised into twelve segments: 
Introduction, Images of Apia, Sāmoan Leadership, Work, Culture, Health, Disasters, 
History and Politics (nineteenth century wars and the Mau Resistance Movement), 
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Religion, Education and Sport. Most likely because of the major impact of history and 
politics, much of the exhibition space was dedicated to this segment.  
 
A lithograph depicting Upolu from the Drawing and Prints Collection was displayed, as was 
an oil painting by J. Ullstrom of a Sāmoa trading post in 1888, and a watercolour by 
Joseph Strong (stepson of Robert Louis Stevenson) in 1892 of landing in Apia. From the 
Manuscripts and Archives Collection a memorandum associated with Ta’isi Olaf Nelson 
(1928) was displayed, as was a letter of grievances from Sāmoan Mau members to 
Brigadier-General Herbert Hart, Sāmoa’s fourth administrator in 1932.  
 
 
Figure 26. Image of documents relating to Ta’isi and the Mau Resistance Movement, 1998. Ref. Courtesy of 
Peter Ireland, National Library of New Zealand. 
 
To complement the ATL’s collection, objects were loaned from Te Papa. These comprised 
a tu’i ipu (coconut shark rattle), maea sele malie (shark noose), siapo (tapa cloth), ‘ie toga 
(finely woven mat), ‘ie sina (shaggy hibiscus mat), three to’i ma’a (hafted stone adzes), 
tanoa ‘ava (kava bowl), fue, and a bamboo ‘ali (headrest). Many of these objects had 
accompanying bilingual text labels such as the following for the tanoa: 
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Kava — a drink made from dried kava root and water — plays a vital role in Sāmoan culture. 
Traditionally, a meeting of matai (chiefs) began with the serving of kava, prepared by a taupou (high 
ranking adolescent girl) in a ceremony presided over by an orator. 
 
Kava is prepared from the root of the kava plant and water. The traditional kava bowl is carved from 
a single piece of wood and has at least four cylindrical legs. The attachment on this bowl is to hang 
the bowl from when not in use. 
Malifa’s focus on the history of Sāmoa from the 1880s to 1930 covered a tumultuous time 
of the country’s past with treaties and petitions presented to various foreign governments 
by Sāmoans and foreigners. Before the signing of the Berlin Treaty in 1889, which 
established foreign rule in Sāmoa under the Three Powers (United States of America, 
Great Britain and Germany) civil and foreign wars were rife. After ten years of disquiet, the 
Three Powers again signed the Tripartite Treaty of 1899 which set up German rule over 
the western islands of Sāmoa, and US control over the eastern islands. At the outset of the 
First World War, New Zealand Imperial Forces occupied Sāmoa from August 1914. Thus, 
after the war, through the League of Nations, Sāmoa was administered by the Dominion of 
New Zealand on behalf of Great Britain as a Mandated Territory from 1920 to 1947. 
Va’aomanu’s emphasis on this time period was most likely due to the major social, 
political, economic, educational, environmental and spiritual changes in Sāmoan society. 
In 50 years, these changes had included foreign rule and the introduction of new 
technologies. For Malifa, the newly discovered images of Sāmoa’s past conveyed diverse 
and competing stories of Sāmoa’s history. 
 
Most of the photographs were taken by Sāmoa-based photographers Alfred Tattersall 
(1861-1951) and Thomas Andrew (1855-1939). For Sāmoa, Tattersall and Andrew were 
the most prolific in their profession at the time. A single image by Alfred Burton (1834-
1914) of the Dunedin-based Burton Brothers studio was displayed with other images by 
unknown photographers.46 The prominence of Tattersall’s 30 images probably reflects the 
strength of the library’s collection, as about 867 of his images are housed there under 
‘Tattersall’s Collection’. Only four images by Andrew were on display, and most of his 
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images are held by Te Papa, which houses about 1,000 of his photographs. Research on 
photographers in Sāmoa during this period suggests that Tattersall was the preferred 
government photographer. In Va’aomanu, Malifa endearingly uses Tattersall’s Sāmoan 
name Teleso in the Sāmoan text. Local and renowned hotelier Aggie Grey (1897–1988) 
recalled “Old Tat”, who had arrived in Sāmoa as a 16 year old. He had taken over 
pioneering photographer John Davis’ studio on his death in 1893. Aggie remembered that 
“[h]is little studio on the Beach was a popular place with Sāmoans. He married a Sāmoan 
girl. Tat came to Apia from Auckland in 1886. He told me he knew Robert Louis Stevenson 
intimately.”47 Moreover Tattersall and his wife: 
built themselves a shuttered house and had a nice garden with mango trees, tropical gardens and 
even a grass tennis court. Tat had photographs of the Apia hurricane in 1889. This storm stayed one 
of his most vivid memories. I think his lifetime collection of photographs must have been one of the 
most remarkable in the whole Pacific.48  
Throughout the First World War period, Tattersall’s advertising was a regular inclusion in 
the local newspaper, and he was appointed in 1914 as the local agent for the Auckland 
Weekly News.49 Tattersall had two sons who served in the war, and his wife passed away 
in 1937. 
 
Although detailed biographic information exists for Tattersall, information on Andrew is less 
well-known, despite the following acknowledgement: “the title of who represented the 
people of the South Pacific to their best advantage, must surely fall upon the shoulders of 
Thomas Andrew 1855-1939”.50 Andrew had arrived along with his second wife Emilie (née 
Sage) and three daughters in 1891 from Auckland after his studio on Karangahape Road 
in Auckland burnt down. Like Tattersall, he soon established a studio in Apia. Prior to his 
arrival, Andrew had travelled on the voyage of the Southerly Buster (1886–87) which had 
visited several Pacific Islands for trading purposes. Alongside photography (which included 
nudes) Andrew, or Aneteru as Sāmoans called him, was also a merchant and planter.51 He 
joined Mr Brown as a partner in Parkhouse & Brown, later becoming sole owner of the 
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trading company and ran Kia Ora Estate.52 Andrews’ obituary acknowledged his many 
contributions: 
Sāmoa has much for which to thank Mr Andrew. He was an authority on cocoa and was the first to 
take up its planting here. He also introduced para rubber into the island, and supplied the whole of 
the breadfruit plants that were taken to the Solomon Islands. On behalf of an Australian syndicate in 
1912 he was engaged to inspect and report on plantation possibilities in the New Hebrides. His 
services during the influenza epidemic in 1918 will be long remembered. During his 48 years’ 
residence in Sāmoa he won the love and respect of the entire population. Mr Andrew was a 
correspondent of Tropical Life, and many of his articles were translated and published in French 
journals on tropical agriculture. He was a friend of Robert Louis Stevenson; whom he described as 
the most charming man he had ever met.53 
In his search for information about Andrew, in 1997, Eymard Bradley, the photography 
collection manager at Te Papa at the time, acknowledged that although little information 
was known about him: 
...what makes Andrew special is that he was not only a great stylist who cared about the aesthetics 
of a photo but there is a dignity to his Polynesian subjects often absent from other photographs of 
the era. Others would line them up against a backdrop because they wanted quick shots of “natives” 
to hawk off to tourists but Andrew took serious portrait shorts (in the style of the times) and would 
name his sitters — they were not just “Sāmoan natives”. Many of his subjects show a dignity, 
composure and individuality not often seen in pictures of indigenous peoples.54 
Andrew was more active in the late nineteenth-century, and less so by the 1920s due to 
failing eyesight.55 These recollections serve as a biographical account of the 
photographers and their movements in Sāmoa. 
 
The individual photographs attributed to Tattersall, Andrew and Burton were sourced from 
various collections in the ATL’s Photographic Archive belonging to: the London Missionary 
Society (LMS), G. Irwin, Alex M. Rutherford, P. McKnight, Smith II Album, Francis 
Gleeson, Hackworth, and Thomas Berry Cusack-Smith. Each of these collections relate to 
Sāmoa’s history through family, missionary and government connections. The LMS, 
through John Williams and Fauea, had landed in Sāmoa in 1830, and later in 1844 
established the Malua Theological College to train indigenous peoples for ministry work, 
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which actively continues today for Sāmoan students.56 During the nineteenth century 
Thomas Berry Cusack-Smith held the post of British Consul in Sāmoa and Deputy 
Commissioner for the Western Pacific. The library holds diaries and other materials which 
belonged to him. As mentioned in Chapter One, Alex Rutherford’s father Donald worked in 
Sāmoa as a teacher and later Superintendent of Schools from 1919 to 1936. Photographs 
of his time have been acquired by the library, and Te Papa holds objects also associated 
with his educational work.57 Francis Gleeson was a police officer who was despatched to 
Sāmoa, along with other officers, in response to the Mau Resistance uprisings. Some of 
his photographs have been acquired in the collection. Thus, the individual photographs 
and their associated collections remain inseparable from the history of Sāmoa.  
 
 
Reviewing Va’aomanu  
 
 
Figure 27: A visitor in the Va’aomanu exhibition space, 1998. Ref. Courtesy of Peter Ireland, National 
Library of New Zealand. 
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In a media interview, Malifa explained “[t]his exhibition is intended to create a visual record 
of our culture for future generations and to enable us to stay in touch with our heritage.”58 
In creating Va’aomanu, Malifa’s personal objective was acknowledged by historian Paul 
D’arcy who wrote: 
Sāmoans have always taken great pride in their cultural distinctiveness. As a result the Sāmoan 
community in Aotearoa New Zealand today is both a highly visible and dynamic addition to the 
cultural make up of our nation...Tupuola Malifa is to be congratulated for such a well organised and 
visually stimulating display. It is an exhibition that all Sāmoans can take pride in...Va’aomanu brings 
together items that are key historical assets for both Sāmoa and New Zealand. It is a fascinating 
insight into the embryonic period of what has become an enduring and fruitful relationship between 
our two nations.59 
 
In her speech to the annual general meeting of the National Library Society in 2000, 
Labour MP Marian Hobbs made reference to the Va’aomanu exhibition as a mode of 
providing “particular insight into different cultures and communities”.60 Where D’arcy 
emphasises Sāmoan pride and the Sāmoan community as part of the nation, Hobbs 
highlights the exhibition as a way of understanding a ‘different’ culture. These reviews 
convey different agendas that are revealed through an examination of the exhibition to 
understand the ‘visual record’ curated by Malifa 18 years ago. 
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Figure 28: Image of the Introduction Segment of the Va’aomanu exhibition. The image of the Sāmoa Prime 
Minister (left) and His Highness Malietoa Tanumafili II, Sāmoa’s Head of State (right), 1998. Ref. Courtesy of 
Peter Ireland, National Library of New Zealand. 
 
The selected photographs and text labels sought to achieve a visual documentation of 
historical life in Sāmoa. The exhibition foregrounded Sāmoa’s history through key 
categories; images of Apia, Sāmoan leadership, work, culture, diseases, natural disasters, 
history and politics, religion, education and sports. Single and group photographs were 
thus selected to demonstrate each category. These categories convey an all-en-
compassing approach with the inclusion of objects, manuscripts and paintings. 
 
In its introduction, Va’aomanu firstly acknowledges the then Sāmoa Prime Minister the 
Hon. Tofilau Eti Alesana (1924-1999), and His Highness Malietoa Tanumafili II (1913-
2007), Sāmoa’s Head of State at the time. The two portraits represented two systems of 
governance in Sāmoa: the Westminster system in a modern nation-state and that of the 
Sāmoan fa’amatai (chiefly) system. Both images were sourced from the Sāmoa High 
Commission in Wellington. This acknowledgement situated the exhibition as a legitimate 
and endorsed production. It also reflects the Sāmoan cultural protocol of acknowledging 
the highest honour when gathered at a meeting place. Malifa’s acknowledgement of the 
high-ranking systems of authority indicates a strong influence of hierarchy and social rank. 
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As a chief, academic, advisor and educator himself, Malifa’s name was used in the 
exhibition’s marketing strategy, and therefore Va’aomanu reflected on his work as curator. 
Another major consideration for the inclusion of these two images was due to the 
exhibition’s national level of engagement with the Sāmoan public, well-versed in Sāmoan 
tradition and culture.    
 
The segment on Images of Apia showcased the changing landscape of the port town 
through five images from 1885 to 1930. Since 1890, it had been governed by the 
European Municipal Council through the Berlin Treaty (1889) and was referred to as the 
Eleele Sa (Forbidden Ground). One striking photograph by Tattersall displays the wreck of 
the German Adler, a result of the hurricane of 1889. Taken in 1914, it made reference to 
the colonial rivalry over Sāmoa, and the great hurricane which saw all but one ship of the 
Three Powers wrecked in the harbour. Other images show the township in 1902, familiar 
building sites such as Matafele and the Casino (1905), and the Vaisigano Bridge (1885). 
Using Tattersall’s image (1930) Malifa highlighted Ta’isi Olaf Nelson’s visible contribution: 
The clock tower was originally constructed in memory of the Western Sāmoans killed in World War I. 
The clock and chimes were a gift from Olaf F Nelson, one of Western Sāmoa’s most successful early 
businessmen and a champion of independence.61   
 
As demonstrated earlier in Chapter One, the clock tower remains an important landmark in 
the Apia town, and in many ways is a symbol of Ta’isi’s indelible presence. The inclusion 
of the Nelson Memorial Library opened in honour of Ta’isi reinforces his important 
contribution to Sāmoa. The focus on Ta’isi in this section about Apia’s landscape indicates 
Malifa’s acknowledgement of key commemoration sites. Despite Apia’s demography as a 
European town area, part-Sāmoans such as Ta’isi had actively contributed to the physical 
landscape, and this comes across in the text and images used.  
 
For the Sāmoan Leadership segment, four images mainly associated with the Sā Malietoa 
family were displayed. Particular reference is made to Malietoa Laupepa (d.1898), since 
Malifa acknowledges that Laupepa “became king in 1868 following the death of his father, 
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Malietoa Moli. His great rivals were Malietoa Talavou, from 1868 until 1880, and Mata’afa 
Iosefa from 1880”.62 The following text highlights this rivalry: 
From the mid-19th century, the titles Malietoa, Tupua (associated with the name Tamasese, now 
also a title in its own right), Tuimalëali’ifano and Mata’afa have been regarded as paramount in 
Sāmoa. These titles represent the maximal descent groups to which all Sāmoan titles and descent 
groups can trace their connections. 
 
Sāmoan history of the 19th century was characterised by political struggles over land and titles. War 
was usually the means of settling disputes, and, from 1830, offered foreigners the opportunity of 
gaining increasing hold over Sāmoa. By the late 19th century, conflict between Sāmoans had 
became increasingly complicated by the quarrels of local Europeans, and the international rivalry of 
the three powers, Britain, Germany, and the United States, all of whom had a keen interest in 
securing a commercial base in Sāmoa.63  
 
Laupepa’s story is reinforced with an image of his daughter Fa’amu in ceremonial dress64 
and a brief text on his young son Tanumafili taken in 1898.65  
 
 
Figure 29: High chief Mata'afa Iosefo, his wife Kalala and his supporters at Malie, about 1900. 
Photographer: Thomas Andrew. Ref. PA1-o-469-53. National Library of New Zealand 
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Malifa includes Andrews’ image of Laupepa’s rival for ‘kingship’, Mata’afa Iosefo, his wife, 
and group of supporters (Fig 29). During the German period, Governor Wilhelm Solf 
established an office of Ali’i Sili (Paramount Chief) for Mata’afa.66 Of interest is the 
absence of images associated with the Sa Tupua family who were also rival candidates for 
‘kingship’ at the time. A group image of Sāmoan men in 1897 shows Te’o Tuvale; here 
Malifa acknowledges his daughter Moa Fairburn as “one of the first Sāmoans to settle in 
Wellington”. By drawing a connection to the diasporic communities, Malifa highlighted the 
genealogical ties to known individuals residing in New Zealand. Another image depicts a 
catch of turtles for the wedding of Vao, the daughter of Apia high chief Seumanutafa Pogai 
(about 1900), who played a prominent role in the Apia area. As mentioned in Chapter Two, 
Pogai was the grandfather of Leleaga Seumanutafa who had participated in the New 
Zealand Centennial Exhibition (1939–40). The final image is of Robert Louis Stevenson’s 
birthday party (about 1893). Malifa explains Stevenson’s arrival in Sāmoa due to health 
issues, and his involvement in Sāmoan politics. Particular reference is made of his support 
of Mata’afa and the road built in his honour by Sāmoan chiefs called ‘The Road of Loving 
Heart’. The curatorial decision on Sāmoa Leadership entails both highly ranked Sāmoan 
individuals such as Malietoa, and Europeans like Stevenson. It sheds light on the 
influences that shaped leadership in nineteenth century Sāmoa such as colonial and 
indigenous politics. For Sāmoan visitors especially, this segment would have been an 
enlightening experience, since in a subtle way, the text and images indicated that the 
formation of Sāmoan leadership (and therefore the present hierarchy of social rank) was 
shaped by internal and external forces. 
 
In terms of Work, cocoa production was highlighted using Tattersall’s image of cocoa 
beans drying in the sun in 1912. In the text, Malifa emphasises the rise in plantation 
culture with increasing European demand for land, and the dubious exchanges that took 
place, since “[n]ear Apia, for example, many villages lost nearly all their land”. However, 
the production of coconut oil, copra and later cocoa was accomplished through the work of 
indentured labour from Melanesia and later China. An image of banana exports to New 
Zealand (about 1930) is also included. This category draws interest since it highlights the 
plantation culture and Sāmoa’s exclusion from this process for various reasons. It 
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illustrates the work of non-Sāmoans and their contribution to the development of the 
country. Here the emphasis is on loss, conflict and economic production associated with 
land and political negotiations.  
 
 
Figure 30: A View of the Culture Segment of Va’aomanu, 1998. Ref. Courtesy of Peter Ireland, National 
Library of New Zealand. 
 
Two images depict the Culture segment. The first image, by Tattersall, is of a Sāmoan 
dancing group in costume and acknowledged as from Solosolo village (about 1910). The 
other, by Andrew, is of a partially built fale Sāmoa (about 1900) worked on by carpenters. 
In selecting these two photographs, culture is conveyed in a performative way.  
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Figure 31: Man with elephantiasis of the arm, 1 January 1897. Photographer: Thomas Andrew. Ref. PA1-o-
545-19. National Library of New Zealand. 
Andrews’ single image for the Diseases segment displays a man afflicted by elephantiasis 
in 1897 (Fig 31). Along with this disease, the text references yaws, leprosy and 
tuberculosis as having afflicted Sāmoans until New Zealand’s administration from the 
1930s, and improved health policies. Hauntingly, this photograph disrupts the image of 
Sāmoa as paradise, to one of potential illness and disease. The diversion away from the 
‘paradise’ framing of Sāmoa suggests this photograph as a more realistic view which is 
largely absent from the usual public material. The image however invokes unanswered 
questions about the name of the individual, his village and family, and whether he was 
treated for the illness.  
 
The Natural Disasters images related to the volcanic eruption of Matavanu at Savai’i and 
the subsequent damage to church buildings in 1905. An image of the destroyed LMS 
church building, because of the lava flow, references the lost villages of Sale’aula and 
Lealatele and the subsequent famine in other affected villages. This disaster is well-
remembered by Sāmoans for several reasons. Firstly, the lava flow spared the grave of a 
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nun which is located near the church building that was fully consumed by fire; this is 
viewed as a supernatural event in Sāmoan eyes. Secondly, because of the eruption, the 
German government relocated affected villages to Upolu creating a new village called 
Leauva’a (the boat people). Although not explicit in the exhibition, these stories would 
have resonated with Sāmoan visitors. 
 
The section on History and Politics is divided into the nineteenth century wars and the Mau 
Resistance Movement. All but one image by an unknown photographer were attributed to 
Tattersall. The segment opens with Tattersall’s image of a fort entrance during the wars of 
1888. The text references the Three Powers rivalry, the hurricane of 1889, and the 
subsequent establishment of Three Powers foreign rule. An image of a jail is displayed 
(about 1910) followed by that of Lauaki Namulau’ulu Mamoe, banished with his supporters 
onboard a warship to Saipan in 1909 (Fig. 32). Lauaki is acknowledged as the leader of 
the Mau a Pule (an opposition movement from Savai’i) who had “petitioned the German 
Governor, Wilhelm Solf, to recognise the rights of the Sāmoan people and involve them in 
decision making processes”. As Malifa explains, Lauaki and his supporters (including I’iga 
Pisa) were exiled to Saipan. However on his way home in 1915, Lauaki died at sea. In 
contrast, the final image shows Solf and his wife at Vailima in 1905. German interests in 
monopolising the copra trade had influenced their decision to negotiate rule in Sāmoa. Solf 
explains Malifa “came into conflict with Sāmoan leaders due to their different perceptions 
of the German role”. The emphasis on conflict in the nineteenth century and German rule, 
diverts attention from active indigenous responses to foreign rule.  
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Figure 32: Namulau'ulu Lauaki Mamoe (centre) and his supporters aboard a German warship bound for 
Saipan, 1909. Photographer: Alfred Tattersall. Ref. 1/2-020688-F. National Library of New Zealand. 
These active indigenous responses are particularly evident in the segment on the Mau 
Resistance Movement during New Zealand administration. This section opened with the 
hoisting of the Union Jack in 1914 by the New Zealand administration that was to last 48 
years. A photograph of a meeting at Mulinu’u Peninsula with Colonel Robert Logan (about 
1916) highlights the tragedy of the 1918 influenza pandemic. One image depicts Sāmoan 
representatives (about 1925) such as Faumuina Mulinu’u I, the father of Sāmoa’s first 
Prime Minister. Faumuina’s work in the Mau after the death of Tupua Tamasese Lealofi III 
is highlighted. Of interest is a photograph of chiefs wearing ceremonial dress at Mulinu’u, 
about 1925. This image is used to explain the rise in Mulinu’u’s importance from the mid-
nineteenth century and as a key site for Sāmoans to establish a government. It also 
includes Mulinu’u as a burial site for ‘royal persons’ and ‘where Sāmoans gathered to seek 
justice or the attainment of their national aspirations’.67 Memorial sites for marking conflict 
in the nineteenth century and Sāmoa’s independence are included. These key sites 
reference Sāmoa’s history of struggle for independence. The most telling are the images 
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of Tupua Tamasese Lealofi III and the Mau committee in front of the bandstand 
headquarters at Vaimoso village (about 1928). Interestingly, this image was used as the 
exhibition’s promotional poster (Fig 24). Another image depicts Lealofi III lying in state 
after the tragic shootings of Black Saturday. It includes key individuals of the Mau at the 
time (without Ta’isi Olaf Nelson). With women’s involvement in the Mau is acknowledged 
by a photograph of members of the Mau committee, such as Ala Tamasese, Losa Ta’isi, 
Fa’amusami Faumuina, and Pa’isami Tuimaleali’ifano. The focus on the Mau draws 
attention to Sāmoan responses to New Zealand’s administration with reference to the 
mismanagement of the influenza tragedy, the assassination of Tupua Tamasese Lealofi III, 
and the Mau committees. The focus on Mulinu’u in the nineteenth century references the 
colonial politics and the shifting power dynamics. It also reinforces the fact that Sāmoan 
resistance and responses occurred as early as the mid-nineteenth century.  
 
The Religion segment begins with LMS missionary John Williams, who arrived in Sāmoa in 
1830. An image marking the arrival of the SS John Williams in 1894, to commemorate 
Williams’ work along with Tahitian teachers in spreading Christianity begins the narrative. 
The establishment of the Methodist Church by Tongan preachers onwards from 1828 is 
acknowledged by Andrew’s image, taken about 1910, as is the Piula Methodist College 
(using an image from about 1930) which was set up to train missionaries from New Britain, 
Australia, Papua and the Solomon Islands. The Catholic Church image at Mulivai (about 
1920) explains the work of the mission in Sāmoa from 1845, and the work on the cathedral 
which began in 1877 and was finally completed in 1905. Another image of a Catholic 
Church in Vaimea is included (from about 1920). The physical legacies of these 
missionaries are visible by the architecture, much of which still existed at the time of the 
exhibition. However reference to indigenous religious practices prior to the arrival of the 
LMS is absent. This is of interest since the political background included in the History and 
Politics segment is given a lot of space in the exhibition. Perhaps Malifa’s decision may 
relate to the Sāmoan idea that the pre-Christian period was a time of darkness. In contrast, 
greater emphasis is given to Sāmoa’s acceptance of Christianity and the physical 
manifestation of that commitment. Malifa’s careful approach here includes a broad survey 
of most of the religious practices; this would have been employed to mitigate any 
perceived favouritism. 
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The Education segment depicts images of the Apia Technical School (1927), the opening 
of Avele Agricultural School, Malifa School (about 1930), the Education Department (1924) 
and Savai’i’s Vaipouli District School (about 1930). The text associated with Avele briefly 
outlines the school system in Sāmoa, previously based on missionary work until the 
German period, and later on New Zealand. Vaipouli is associated with chief I’iga Pisa, a 
key figure in the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Malifa includes Pisa’s close 
relationship with Lauaki Namulau’ulu Mamoe, leader of the Mau a Pule protest during 
German rule (who along with Pisa had been exiled to Saipan in 1909). Pisa is 
acknowledged to have established the Vaipouli School in 1922. As an educator, Malifa’s 
selection of schools and individuals focused on I’iga Pisa and his involvement in the 
Sāmoan resistance, as well as education. Many of the schools selected were established 
in the 1920s by the New Zealand administration, except for Malifa School which was set 
up by the German government. The curatorial decision to focus on government schools 
rather than village or missionary schools highlights the work of the Department of 
Education in influencing the system of teaching and learning. 
 
In the Sports section, four images depict key events and sporting sites such as the Apia 
Park (1925), which had been acquired by a German businessman for horse racing. The 
sporting interest of the colonial elite is not elaborated, but the change in name under New 
Zealand administration, to Apia Park, and its association with rugby is prominent in the 
text.68 An image of Malietoa Laupepa at the time the ‘king’ of Sāmoa, with the Vaiala Polo 
team, taken in 1898, is an interesting inclusion depicting social interaction.69 Images of a 
winning basketball team (about 1930) and the champion Avele School rugby team in 1933 
are also included. A focus, however, is made on kirikiti (cricket) and the first Malifa School 
cricket team of 1921. Malifa explains the politics of cricket during the German (and New 
Zealand) period and its discouragement due to its effects on Sāmoan productivity.70 The 
wide variety of elite and educational sports available since the late nineteenth century 
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 Exhibition Label, Image 47, King Malietoa (standing, left), with the Vaiala Polo team, 1898, C 23098 – from T B 
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 Exhibition Label, Image 49, First Malifa cricket team, 1921, C 23086 – from A M Rutherford Collection. 
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highlights the changing interest groups that saw Apia Park as a horse racing venue 
become a rugby park. 
 
In examining the text and associated images, Malifa’s curation of the exhibition, at a time 
when much of this material was unknown to the Sāmoan public in both Sāmoa and New 
Zealand, highlights a period of great change for Sāmoa, and interaction with foreign 
governments. Its focus is the latter part of the nineteenth century prior to official Sāmoa–
New Zealand relations and after the First World War. Essentially, the photographic images 
and text labels served to portray elements of Sāmoa’s history to a Sāmoan public. These 
images were carefully categorised and displayed as examples of life and governance 
albeit modified in Sāmoa a century earlier. Although the images are not critiqued for its 
context, for Va’aomanu it had a broader purpose, fundamentally as a lens to understand 
the complex history of Sāmoa. More importantly, the exhibition demonstrated to the public 
that Sāmoans were not passive, that resistance occurred throughout the nineteenth 
century before the Mau, and that Sāmoans survived the perilous period of colonial rule. As 
a first for an exhibition of this kind, Va’aomanu delivered to the community a new way of 
viewing their past, and that of their ancestors, and a way of understanding their place in 
the world. 
 
 
Va’aomanu journeys to Sāmoa 
Va’aomanu set sail for Sāmoa in time for the annual September Teuila Festival in 1998. It 
garnered praise from the local public. The photographic show was displayed at the 
National University of Sāmoa’s Sāmoan Fale for eight days (7–16 September, 1998). At 
the exhibition launch, Fiame was presented a glass-framed image of her grandmother by 
NLNZ CEO Christopher Blake. In response, Fiame acknowledged that “t]hey have in fact 
given back something of ourselves, knowing our past enriches us”.71 This is a telling 
statement, as Fiame’s father at independence was Sāmoa’s first Prime Minister. This 
aspect of the colonial past was a theme in LMS Pastor Lotu Uele’s address at the opening: 
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Colonialism was the scourge of the past. We were not spared from its evil hold. The photos as we 
see now contain impressions of a people once held captive. Many offered resistance and some of 
the photos, attest to this ugly chapter in our colourful history. Today’s exhibition therefore, is exciting. 
Because it reveals the faces of our forefathers’ struggle against foreign domination. It unravels many 
mysteries that have long become myths.72  
Uele’s emphasis on colonialism linked well with the supporting seminars, poetry, dance 
performances, and film screenings which were organised for Va’aomanu. The programme 
included presentations by staff and scholars of Sāmoa such as anthropologist Felise Va’a 
(‘Mythological Representations of Culture: The Case of Margaret Mead’), writers and poets 
Emma Kruse Va’ai (‘Producing Texts of Culture’) and Sina Va’ai (‘Literary Representation 
in Western Polynesia’), and political scientist Asofou So’o (‘an overview of Sāmoan history 
19–20th century’). At the time, Kruse Va’ai had just completed her doctoral thesis and her 
seminar was based on her research in which she argues that: 
This question of authenticity therefore addresses itself both to language and culture. The use of the 
English language by post-colonial writers does not make them any less ‘culturally original’ because 
their use of the English language can and does reaffirm a distancing from that imperial centre from 
when their choice of language originated. The use of English by post-colonial writers clearly attests 
to the fact that culture is not a property of language, and that to express things Sāmoan can only be 
done in Sāmoan...post-colonial use of English by Sāmoans shows that their use of English can also 
reflect their identification with their own cultural group. Sāmoan as a language itself, also 
appropriates a wide range of other influences, linguistic and otherwise. 
Kruse Va’ai’s re-reading of English language use and the question of ‘authenticity’ in the 
context of the Va’aomanu exhibition injects an emphasis on the flexibility of the Sāmoan 
language (and culture) in appropriating other influences. In viewing the exhibition, she 
recalls “I was looking at us, our ancestors”.73 Diverting from language, the local Sāmoan 
Observer focused on the Mau Resistance Movement, with a call to rebuild the rotunda-
shaped bandstand house at Vaimoso (formerly the Mau’s headquarters) which had been 
destroyed by a cyclone in the early 1990s. The editor wrote: 
For this country’s freedom, the lives of many Sāmoans of old were lost. They camped in the bushes 
in sun and rain waging a losing fight against their well-armed rulers. Some of their leaders were 
imprisoned in New Zealand and others were sent to exile in distant lands. But the fight for freedom 
continued...There is peace and freedom in this country today because there were heroes here once. 
Some of their photos are there in this week’s exhibition.74 
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In Sāmoa, Va’aomanu was framed as a canoe which had finally ‘returned home’ after so 
many years abroad. Essentially that was the case, in the form of photographs, and the 
conceptualisation of the images and words. In both Sāmoa and New Zealand, Va’aomanu 
made a lasting impact across generations and institutions. 
 
 
Conclusion 
This excerpt from an assessment by scholar Roy MacLeod in 1998 reverberates in the 
case of Va’aomanu: 
Pacific museums are exploring a rich mix of post-colonial alternatives. Amongst many institutions 
seeking to speak to indigenous peoples and to hear their voices, they are focusing attention upon 
the rituals of cultural affirmation and the local character of knowledge production, as distinct from its 
global reception and legitimation.75 
Images of Sāmoa found their way to New Zealand, and back to their place of origin. The 
reading and re-reading of these texts by the local and global population of Sāmoans and 
visitors alike in the late twentieth century made possible a community response to the 
exhibition. Currently the print copies gifted to the people of Sāmoa are housed in the 
National University of Sāmoa (NUS) library under ‘Special Collections’, highlighting its 
connection to the Va’aomanu exhibition.76 At the time of writing, negotiations were 
underway between the NLNZ and NUS to have the images donated for the newly built 
university multipurpose Cultural Centre. The exhibition lives on beyond its life on the floor 
through the NLNZ website. There, images from the exhibition are captioned in reference to 
the Va’aomanu as both an authority and acknowledgment. Collaboration with Tupuola 
Malifa allowed a community response to Sāmoa’s historical collection housed in the NLNZ. 
Thus, the Va’aomanu exhibition highlights a move towards a reconciliation of sorts through 
tangible historical objects. Over 10 years has passed since Va’aomanu sailed around New 
Zealand and to Sāmoa. However, its relevance to Sāmoans and visitors remains, 
particularly as the overseas centres continue to reconnect with their past. It was a very 
different, much more authentic exhibition than any that had gone before. While there is 
evidence of personal interpretation by the curator, it was a Sāmoan creation, in an age 
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when Sāmoans were rethinking their intellectual agendas and were far enough away from 
the colonial era to view it with perspective and compassion. 
 
These years included a confluence of many factors. Internationally, museum and library 
cultures had begun to change to incorporate new ‘non-official’ narratives. Sāmoa was an 
independent nation not beholden to any foreign power, a modern intelligentsia had 
developed, and its people had begun to migrate in large numbers to New Zealand. New 
Zealand was also changing and coming to terms with its Māori and its Pacific peoples. The 
literature on museum studies and discourses of display and indigeneity incorporates many 
of the wider changes of this era. As noted in the Introduction, debates have centred on the 
power structures inherent in constructing multiple display sites. The time frame and 
cultural frame is no longer that of the West; it reaches out to debates with indigenous or 
ex-colonial cultures. Sāmoans were no longer viewed as ‘the other’, and Sāmoan culture 
was no longer the total province of chiefly families. However, we do need to take care not 
to presume that exhibitions are a direct mirror of lived cultures.  The next chapter takes the 
argument further to incorporate Sāmoa’s place in an ambitious and long -staying exhibition 
at the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa space. 
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Chapter Five: 
New Zealand is a Pacific Island 
 
The previous chapters have examined Sāmoa–New Zealand relations in various settings; 
an Agricultural Show and Fair, a Centennial Exhibition, Pacific Festivals and a Public 
Library space. This final chapter interrogates this relationship through the Tangata o le 
Moana: the story of Pacific peoples in New Zealand a display within the Museum of New 
Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa space. It argues that the exhibition functions as a social 
instrument reinforcing the idea of New Zealand as a Pacific Island. As demonstrated in 
earlier chapters, the 1990s saw the emergence of Sāmoan voices through exhibitions like 
Vaꞌaomanu: celebrating the history and culture of Sāmoa (1998) at the National Library of 
New Zealand. However, Tangata o le Moana took a different approach to previous internal 
exhibitions. This chapter examines how a national institution like Te Papa represents 
communities, and negotiates competing narratives about Pacific and Sāmoan identities. In 
this case study I argue that this dynamic process was articulated and mediated by several 
key events: the separation of a Pacific Cultures collection, the recruitment of Pacific Island 
staff, community consultation and the development of Pacific exhibitions.  
 
 
Introduction 
 
Figure 33. Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa. Ref. Te Papa website. 
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The launch of Tangata o le Moana saw the largest number ever of Pacific visitors to the Te 
Papa museum. Over the 2007 Labour Day weekend, about 21,000 people attended the 
exhibition and events.1 The popular Spasifik magazine stated that “[t]he most significant 
exhibition on the Pacific migration and contribution to New Zealand is launched at Te 
Papa.”2 Through the work of Pacific curators Sean Mallon and Kolokesa Mahina-Tuai, the 
exhibition sought to re-tell from a Pacific perspective, Aotearoa New Zealand’s relationship 
with the Pacific. Since opening, it has received international recognition for its design, 
content and subsequent publication of the exhibition. This chapter revisits this important 
exhibition through its display of Sāmoa related objects in the wider Pacific context that 
asserts a new identity for New Zealand as a Pacific Island beyond the constraints of being 
a white settler nation. An examination of this revisionist approach sheds light on the 
politics of display, and the exhibition development process in a national institution like Te 
Papa. Using the term applied by Beth Lord in relation to museums as a ‘space of 
difference’ or ‘space of representation’, this chapter examines the ‘order of things’ as it is 
“represented, contested, and reversed”.3 Therefore, this ‘space of representation’ enables 
the “permanent critique” of concepts and cultural modes that bind or overlap these 
spaces.4 
 
Much of the current literature on Te Papa is varied in its critique of the museum’s core 
founding principles based on the bicultural model which acknowledges Tangata Whenua 
(People of the Land) and Tangata Tiriti (People of the Treaty of Waitangi).5 This model is 
reflected in the museum’s architecture, design and policies.6 The Museum of New Zealand 
Te Papa Tongarewa Act which came into force on 1 July 1992 stipulates that the new 
National Museum:  
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Shall provide a forum in which the nation may present, explore, and preserve both the heritage of its 
cultures and knowledge of the natural environment in order better — (a) to understand and treasure 
the past; and (b) to enrich the present; and (c) to meet the challenges of the future.7  
 
Consultation about this major national project began in 1988 and on 14 February 1998, Te 
Papa opened its doors to the public after much speculation and anticipation.8 Costing $317 
million, the museum’s formidable presence on Wellington harbour was a symbol of a 
country coming to terms with its past, present and future. In a substantial way Te Papa 
operates in the post-colonial era and represents, and attempts to unify a fragmented 
nation. Its rationale is diametrically opposite to the role New Zealand government 
departments attempted to play in asserting authority over Sāmoans in the 1910s and 
1920s. Te Papa gently incorporates Sāmoans into much more complex New Zealand 
national agendas acknowledging that New Zealand by its geography and Māori heritage is 
a Pacific nation, in a way that neighbouring Australia, also with a substantial Pacific 
Islander population (between 300,000 and 500,000), and also close to Pacific Islands, has 
chosen not to be.9 
 
Since Te Papa’s inception, it has been a site for numerous studies which have focused on 
various aspects of the museum: such as its collecting practices; its place as a symbol of 
New Zealand’s national identity; a celebrated museum model; and as a contested space.10 
Historically, the Colonial Museum (Te Papa’s predecessor) was established in 1865 
alongside the Geological Survey under the directorship of geologist, explorer and 
administrator James Hector (1834–1907).11 In 1907, at the Dominion Museum (until 1973), 
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Augustus Hamilton (1853–1913), an avid collector and ethnologist, took over leadership 
until his sudden death in 1913.12 The 1930s saw the establishment of the National Art 
Gallery, and from 1973 it became known as the National Museum. This remained the case 
until 1991 when it became the National Art Gallery and Museum, until the establishment of 
Te Papa a year later. 
 
The various reincarnations in its 150 year history reflects its changing philosophies — the 
philosophies held by directors and administrators. As scholars have argued, museums 
have had to change with the times. This is certainly true in New Zealand, where their 
creation in the nineteenth century paralleled the rise of colonialism and the discipline of 
anthropology.13 For New Zealand, since the 1980s this history and legacy has had to be 
renegotiated in the changing political, social and economic climate. Other settler countries 
such as Canada have faced similar challenges and questions.14 Te Papa’s brief as ‘a 
forum’ for the nation’s tāonga (treasures) propels it into a sphere of debate that constitutes 
multiple perspectives, including the politics of representation.15 I recall performing Pacific 
dances as a high school student at the opening of Te Papa. The imposing building and the 
media circus surrounding ‘Day One’ of the newly branded ‘Our Place’ suggested at the 
time a new way of telling ‘our’ stories. This new setting contrasted with the brick fortress of 
the old National Museum which I had visited with my grandfather from Sāmoa in the early 
1990s. On that occasion, I vividly recall encountering several Māori skulls on display in 
glass cases. Significantly this model of displaying indigenous cultures has since shifted to 
a more culturally sensitive approach. Within this changing museum environment, this 
chapter examines the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship as displayed in the Tangata o le 
Moana exhibition, and how these stories and objects are constructed within the complex 
museum edifice. 
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The Pacific Collection: creating a separate identity 
The creation of the Pacific Collection was the first event that demonstrates shifts in how Te 
Papa represents communities, and negotiates competing narratives about Pacific and 
Sāmoan identities. In considering the ‘new museology’, Lisa Chandler suggests the 
deconstructing effect for art museums signaled its “purpose, functions, power structures 
and relationships to audiences”.16 One aspect of this process, as Katelyn Bolhofner 
explains, is the museums “role in the formation and solidification of ethnic identity”.17 When 
considering the ‘contact zone’ model, the social construction in the case of ‘American 
Indian’ identity, argues Bolhofner, serves to place indigenous groups in an in-between 
space as subjects of colonial hegemony, while recognising the state’s ambivalence 
towards its colonial past.18 These ideas of how a museum functions and its impact on 
making identities resonates in the context of Te Papa’s changing role, and the formation of 
a separate Pacific Collection in 1993, 128 years after the Colonial Museum was 
established. 
 
For Māori, the international exhibition Te Māori: Māori Art from New Zealand Collections 
(1984) signaled a new milestone for the vocal community. Significantly, it influenced the 
work of the national museum in its development towards a Te Papa brand. In retracing the 
display of Māori culture, art, objects and people since the nineteenth century, Conal 
McCarthy attests to a reconfiguration of ideas and meanings by Māori themselves within a 
colonial setting which saw a replacement of the term ‘curio’ to ‘tāonga’. This shift was 
observed first-hand by Hirini Moko Mead (b.1927) Professor of Māori Studies at Victoria 
University and a member of the Te Māori curatorial team which had toured to places like 
New York. He writes that: 
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[t]he Metropolitan is synonymous with international art. It is the centre of the world of art. By taking 
our art to New York, we altered its status and changed overnight the perception of it by people at 
home and abroad.”19 
These alterations by indigenous communities associated with tāonga had a direct 
influence on the museum environment. It seems reasonable to argue that without the 
maturing of the relationship between New Zealand’s recent settlers and its indigenous 
people—the Māori—the maturing of New Zealand’s relationship with its resident Pacific 
peoples would never have occurred. Subsequently, the high profile of Māori tāonga flowed 
to ideas around separating a Pacific Collection from the Foreign Ethnology Collection. This 
indicated a stronger community presence and recognition outside of the institutional 
space. 
 
In her study on the collection, which excluded Pacific materials, Rosanne Livingstone 
recorded an interview in 1995 with archaeologist Janet Davidson, the Curator of Pacific 
and Foreign Ethnology at the time. Davidson said that: “[t]here is now a separate Pacific 
collection which includes material from New Guinea, Torres Strait and Oceania, but 
excludes Australian, Indonesian and Philippine material which remains in the Foreign 
Ethnology Collections.”20 Davidson recalls consultations with American museum 
professionals during the development phase of Te Papa; the team recognised the Pacific 
Collection as a key draw card for the museum.21 Indeed, a Wellington conference in 1990 
of international curators, initiated by Māori elders, showed how “speakers forcefully 
conveyed the strength of Māori feelings concerning the care, display and ownership of 
Māori taonga and had a profound impact upon several of the participants”.22 
Reverberations of this nature registered with the international museum community and 
those within New Zealand. Thus Davidson’s comment supported this internal desire, 
highlighting that Foreign Ethnology “is not a high priority in New Zealand museums which 
place most emphasis on local ethnology-Māori and Pacific material culture.”23 Despite this 
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separate identity as the ‘Pacific Collection’ with about 15,000 objects, it retains the Foreign 
Ethnology registering numbering system. 
 
 
Recruiting Pacific Island staff  
The second event that contributed to how Te Papa represents communities, and 
negotiates competing narratives about Pacific and Sāmoan identities was the recruitment 
of Pacific Island staff. Prior to Davidson’s appointment, anthropologist Roger Neich (1944–
2010) held the position of Ethnologist at the then Dominion and National museum from 
1969 to 1986.24 However, museum interest in the Pacific went beyond Foreign Ethnology. 
In the 1970s, a scientific museum expedition to Niue resulted in the collection of bird 
specimens and various examples of material culture such as baskets. Neich’s own work in 
Sāmoa in the 1980s highlighted customary art forms. Under Davidson’s guidance, in 1993, 
a Pacific Island women’s craft group was formed for the exhibition Traditional Arts of 
Pacific Island Women. This was staged as part of the celebrations about New Zealand 
women’s right to vote for more than a century.25 The ‘Pacific’ identity, as discussed in 
Chapter Four, had at this time garnered institutional support such as that given to the 
Pacific Island Network, actively endorsed at the National Library of New Zealand. Yet the 
term ‘Pacific’ engendered a culturally-specific identity that was indicated by a geographic 
space in the region. This term constitutes what Benedict Anderson refers to as an 
‘imagined community’, one that is connected but disconnected in the sphere of a 
“bounded, national and homogenous identity”.26 
 
A Museum Traineeship Programme for staff members of Pacific Island descent in 1992 
saw the recruitment of part-Sāmoan Sean Mallon and Tokelauan Fulimalo Pereira for 
curatorial work. Subsequently, through a Creative New Zealand grant, Mallon and Pereira 
published Speaking in Colour: Conversations with artists of Pacific Island Heritage (1997). 
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This was followed by Pacific Art Niu Sila: the Pacific Dimensions of Contemporary New 
Zealand Arts (2002). Since opening in 1998, Pacific exhibitions developed in the museum 
were: Mana Pasifika: Celebrating Pacific Cultures (1998-2007); Voyagers: Discovering the 
Pacific (2001); and Jewelled: Adornments from Across the Pacific (2002).27 In these 
exhibitions Mallon and Pereira played an important role, as Davidson writes: 
Shortly before the end of her two-year traineeship, Fuli moved to Wellington as researcher on the 
team planning the Pacific exhibitions for the new waterfront building. She and Sean played major 
roles in the exhibition development; their community contacts and their interest in, and knowledge of, 
contemporary Pacific Island artists in New Zealand have been invaluable in planning exhibitions that 
pay tribute to the heritage of the past, while celebrating the achievements of Pacific Islanders in New 
Zealand today.28 
After 17 years, Davidson retired in 2003 and Mallon replaced her as Senior Curator of 
Pacific Cultures. This was followed by the establishment of a Curator Pacific Cultures 
position a year later; previously it was titled Curator History/Pacific. By that time, Pereira 
was working at the Auckland Museum alongside Neich, who after leaving the National 
Museum, had taken up the position of Curator of Ethnology in 1986 until 2009. The advent 
of Pacific Island staff within the museum organisational structure served an important 
function as facilitators of community collections and identities. 
 
The recruitment of Pacific Island staff had an impact on the institutional and curatorial 
environment, therefore understanding Mallon’s educational and career path provides 
important insight into the underlying philosophies. Mallon was born in 1969 in Wellington, 
New Zealand and is of Sāmoan and Irish descent. He majored in anthropology and history 
at the University of Auckland, and at Victoria University in Wellington, graduating with a 
Master’s in Anthropology in 2002. He began his museum career in 1992 as a Trainee 
Collection Manager at Te Papa. Mallon has since held various roles within the institution 
such as Concept Developer, Collection Manager and currently Senior Curator Pacific 
Cultures. Since the 1990s, he has co-authored various publications and in 2002 published 
Sāmoan Art and Artists: O Measina a Sāmoa.29 This work is the most recent study of 
Sāmoa material culture carrying on a tradition begun by Te Rangi Hiroa (Sir Peter Buck) 
(1930) and augmented by Roger Neich (1985) who found that: 
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[t]he principles of classification and social ranking of artifact types are virtually intact, despite the 
adjustments needed to incorporate new types into the old system. This system strongly preserves 
the old hierarchical concepts of social ranking. Aesthetic principles remain intact while allowing for 
proportional shifts to maintain their situational relevance. The modern Sāmoan now chooses from a 
wider range of artifactual competence to generate objects most suitable for his needs of the time.30  
Mallon’s argument in Sāmoan Art and Artists recognises that for Sāmoans the meaning 
conveyed is more important than the object and material. His recent collaborations with 
authors such as Nicholas Thomas have produced Tatau: Sāmoan Tattoo, New Zealand 
Art, Global Culture (2010)31 and Art in Oceania: A New History (2012).32  
 
In describing the refurbishment of the Mana Pasifika exhibition, Mallon explains that as the 
first exhibition in the newly branded museum, it set a place for the Pacific presence: 
Part of the reason why that exhibition was important was we needed to show Pacific peoples as 
‘living cultures’ and in the context of the new Museum of New Zealand that opened in 1997 the 
exhibition emerged in that political context. We were trying to just say ‘Hey we’re here, but you know, 
our history’s not dusty and old, it’s living and changing’. 
 
It was a very contemporary show with a historical focus and it presented vignettes or different topics 
within culture categories like religion, sport, ceremonies, gods, food and feasting, all the kinds of 
categories or things that you’d find inWan anthropological text or in an ethnology of an island group 
of peoples. It was a way for us to get our collections out, highlight some historical objects but also 
contemporary things that demonstrated that Pacific peoples’ cultures continued and have deep 
historical roots. We were trying to show the connections between historical collections and the 
contemporary, cultures of Pacific people in New Zealand.33 
By the early 2000s within the context of the museum at the time, Mallon explains Mana 
Pasifika “was looking pretty tired and it was of an old model of display that we as the 
curatorial team and staff did not feel was as relevant as it was on day one when the 
museum first opened.”34 Moreover: 
It became apparent to people in the museum, and visitors, that our footprint in the museum was 
quite small, and it didn’t really match up with all the amazing things that were happening in our 
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communities in terms of the arts, and sports especially but also the advances Pacific people were 
making in other parts of New Zealand social life like politics and education35 
While Mana Pasifika celebrated “the survival of Pacific Island cultures”, Tangata o le 
Moana was geared towards “exploring and acknowledging Pacific peoples’ historical and 
contemporary presence in New Zealand society and culture.”36 This new orientation 
situated Pacific Collections as the pivotal narrative telling the long history of Pacific 
peoples and their place in New Zealand’s historical landscape. 
 
 
Conceptualising a Pacific exhibition 
The third event that shaped how Te Papa represents and negotiates competing Pacific 
and Sāmoan identities was through community consultation and the development of 
Pacific exhibitions. On approaching the community about Tangata o le Moana, the 
curatorial team changed tack, as Mallon explains: 
Mana Pasifika was very orientated and driven by community consultation. In this process here for 
Tangata o le Moana we came up with some initial concepts that we would test in a different model of 
consultation where we would use the community as cultural experts and test a couple of propositions 
with them about how to develop an exhibition.37 
This new approach involved tapping into Pacific community groups around New Zealand. 
Through the work of the Ministry of Pacific Island Affairs, the museum linked into the pre-
established community advisory group in Christchurch. In Auckland, community worker 
and consultant Marilyn Kohlhase was hired to co-ordinate Pacific community members. 
For Wellington, Galumalemana Alfred Hunkin chaired the committee, which had a pre-
established relationship with the museum since the 1980s. Although Mallon agrees that 
histories of Pacific people in New Zealand had been written by scholars such as Ron 
Crocombe, none had given a comprehensive account of the contribution of Pacific people:  
So for example you might get a publication like Michael Field’s book on New Zealand’s relationship 
in the colonial period with Sāmoa butW those stories hadn’t been synthesized into bigger New 
Zealand history narratives.38 
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These grand narratives of New Zealand history, as many scholars argue, omit indigenous 
or alternative histories.39 For the exhibition, as Mallon states: 
We wanted to curate a New Zealand history show but tell it from the point of view of Pacific 
peoplesW So you’d see all the big moments in New Zealand history like the discovery of New 
Zealand, the settlement and colonisation of the mid-1800s and late 1800s, the arrivals of small 
groups of Pacific peoples, Pacific peoples contributions to World War I and IIWAll the big events 
were there, post-war recovery, the contemporary New Zealand life, but all told from a Pacific peoples 
perspectiveWAll the big chapters in a New Zealand history book were there but it was just the main 
characters were Pacific Islanders instead of Palagis.40 
In view of Mallon’s curatorial decision, Susan Ashley acknowledges that for some the 
rejection of the ‘grand narrative’ for “multiple narratives of minorities or populist 
representations of ordinary people” can be seen “as another form of tyranny.”41 Instead 
she supports an open conversation about the varying narratives which are by no means 
uniform or individual.42 The museum as a contested space comes across in the work of 
Albert Wendt the scholar who influenced Mallon most. Mallon’s article ‘Against Tradition’ 
(2010), argues against the use of the word ‘traditional’, described by Wendt as a “terrible 
word” conveying the idea that Pacific cultures were static. For Mallon, these ideas were 
radical and influential in his work at Te Papa: 
In 1994, when Albert and the Pacific Advisory Committees helped us conceptualize “Mana Pasifika,” 
a change in the categories and language we use to represent Pacific peoples in New Zealand 
museums was overdue. New Zealand’s historical relationship with the Pacific Islands, their 
geographical proximity, and the fact that there are thousands of people of Pacific Islands descent in 
the country, meant that old stereotypes and models for “other” societies and cultures had to be 
reexamined. 
 
Furthermore: 
In our representations of the Pacific, of Oceania, in the museum, we need to educate and expand 
the imagination, and speak with our audiences as well as to them, or risk alienating some of them. 
Reflecting on Wendt’s annoyed utterances “against tradition,” it is heartening to know that his angry 
words were part of a bigger project, a vision that he committed to paper in a small Pacific literary 
journal more than thirty-five years ago. His participation in creating a Pacific space, in a public 
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space, in a museum like Te Papa Tongarewa, has moved all of us here a little closer toward a new 
Oceania.43 
With his institutional knowledge and experience, Mallon worked closely with Kolokesa 
Mahina-Tuai, of Tongan descent, who had joined Te Papa in 2004 in the newly 
established position of Curator of Pacific Cultures.44 In her time at Te Papa, one of 
Mahina-Tuai’s main concerns was to initiate the recognition of intangible cultural heritage 
broadly defined to include dance, theatre, music and oratory.45 Mahina-Tuai was 
successful in influencing the Te Papa and Pacific Cultures acquisition policy with the 
addition of focusing on “[a]pproaches to documenting intangible forms of cultural 
production such as oral history, dance, oratory and performance”.46  
 
 
Developing Tangata o le Moana 
The ideas that underpinned the development of Tangata o le Moana indicate a shift in 
museological categories and the recognition of intangible cultural heritage in the telling of 
Pacific stories. Its new aim to locate New Zealand in the Pacific region, was conceptually 
driven by Pacific curators Sean Mallon and Kolokesa Mahina-Tuai. The key storylines in 
Tangata o le Moana cover Aotearoa/New Zealand ancestral connections to the Pacific, the 
early Polynesian explorers and pioneers, and visitors like the Raiatean priest Tupaia47 who 
accompanied Captain James Cook. An important emphasis is made on the contribution of 
Pacific Islanders to the war effort, particularly in the First World War, and shipping and 
education in the post-Second World War period. Migration to New Zealand and trade are 
explored, and the contribution of Pacific people in communities, sport, politics and art. 
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Within these narratives are the stories of the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship which is 
the focus of this study. 
 
Tangata o le Moana emerged as a replacement for the previous long-term exhibition Mana 
Pasifika. Advertising for the latter show had popularised the following text: 
Mana Pasifika brings the feel of the tropical Pacific — its warmth and vibrancy — to Te Papa. It also 
brings you face-to-face with the widespread influence of Pacific people within New Zealand’s diverse 
community.48 
With the national museum opening in 1998 at its new premises on the Wellington harbour, 
the Mana Pasifika exhibition set the scene for the Pacific Cultures collection display. 
However, a 2002 front-end evaluation of the show criticised the exhibition, suggesting that 
it “needs to be more appealing to attract and retain visitors that are suffering from museum 
overload and amendments were needed to the layout of the exhibition.”49 Using the 
working title Niu Sila New Zealand: Pacific peoples in Aotearoa (later Tangata o le 
Moana), the key narrative focus for the proposed show was to highlight the “History of 
Pacific people in New Zealand. The aim is to present stories that locate Pacific peoples in 
a New Zealand historical context and New Zealanders in a Pacific one.”50 This new focus 
omitted words such as ‘tropical’ and ‘vibrancy’ which were used in Mana Pasifika. In 2005, 
the exhibition Culture Moves! Dance Costumes of the Pacific opened in parallel with Te 
Papa hosting the international conference ‘Culture Moves! Dance in Oceania from hiva to 
hip hop’. According to the Te Papa 2006/07 Annual Report, Tangata o le Moana was part 
of the wider museum objective to install three long-term exhibitions by 2007.51 This 
exhibition along with Blood, Earth, Fire — Whangai, Whenua, Ahi Ka: The Transformation 
of Aotearoa New Zealand (2006) and Toi Te Papa: Art of the Nation: 1940 to Today 
(2004/06) were key milestones formally mapped out for the museum.52  
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The formation of Tangata o le Moana and its presentation to the public will be explored 
within the context of the museum’s vision and core principles. Currently, these principles 
state: Te Papa is bicultural, speaks with authority, acknowledges Mana Tāonga (the role of 
communities in enhancing the care and understanding of collections and tāonga), is a 
waharoa (gateway) to New Zealand’s natural and cultural heritage, and is committed to 
excellent service, and is commercially positive.53 The museum’s national role as a ‘forum 
for the nation’ anticipates a shared and contested space which involves representing 
communities such as those from the Pacific. 
 
The new exhibition framework targeted a Pacific ‘cross-generational audience’ anticipating 
visitors from local, national and international circles. To that end, a qualitative research 
approach was carried out with interviews conducted with seven focus groups (two local, 
two international, two Pacific Islanders, one teacher), each group consisting of eight 
participants.54 As an advisory committee, a Review Group comprising internal and external 
members was formed. Of the 13 members, three were of Sāmoan descent: Sean Mallon 
(Curator History/Pacific, Te Papa), Galumalemana Alfred Hunkin55 (Lecturer Sāmoan 
Studies, Victoria University) and Peter Brunt56 (Lecturer, Art History, Victoria University).57 
This community consultation approach mapped out a two-year objective towards a 100% 
Developed Design Document, commencing on 24 January 2003 and to be completed by 
2005.  
 
Over the course of development, the proposed show was initially arranged into five 
segments. The first was titled ‘Arts Pasifika’ which focused on showcasing collection 
strengths. This was followed by ‘Ancestral Connections to Aotearoa’ linking Mana Pasifika 
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with Mana Whenua (People of the Land). Segment three titled ‘Islander New Zealanders: 
Visitors and Settlers’ covered the early relationship between New Zealand and the Pacific, 
particularly the formers’ empire building enterprise. Segment four focused on ‘New Home: 
Land of Plenty?’ on the immigration story and its association with identity. The final 
segment was pitched as ‘Picturing New Zealand as a Pacific Place’ to showcase the 
diversity of Pacific Cultures in New Zealand today.58  
 
Feedback from the Review Group highlighted the possibility of an online language 
translation software programme for the seven island groups which were the focus of the 
exhibition: Tonga, Sāmoa, Cook Islands, Tokelau, Tuvalu, Fiji, and Niue. Further 
discussions raised the need to have an appropriate focus for each island group, although 
not necessarily to be included in every segment. One point of contention for the committee 
was a coconut tree located in the neighbouring children’s resource centre PlaNet Pasifika. 
This issue was raised due to its stereotypical association with the Pacific, since the tree 
had been erected for the old museum model opening in 1998. However, after much 
debate, the committee decided that the tree should remain in the show for its visual 
landmark and relationship to PlaNet Pasifika.59 Some of the initial segment ideas later 
changed, for instance the final exhibition segments were reduced to four consisting firstly, 
of ‘People of the Great Ocean’, secondly, ‘Pacific Visitors and Settlers’, thirdly, ‘Oceania to 
Suburbia’, and finally ending with a question: ‘New Zealand — a Pacific Place?’ 
 
These preliminary conversations had started with the research carried out by Mallon and 
Mahina-Tuai. For Tangata o le Moana Mallon (Lead Curator) and Mahina-Tuai (Curator) 
worked with a team of about 16 staff members, all with various roles and expertise in the 
museum.60 In an institution like Te Papa, negotiations and compromise are part of the 
development phase. However, within the exhibition team, the concept was driven largely 
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by Mallon, Mahina-Tuai and Andrew Langridge (Lead Concept Developer).61 Perhaps the 
biggest controversy prior to the exhibition opening was around the promotional hero 
image. From Te Papa’s collection, an image taken by New Zealand photographer Glen 
Jowitt in 1981 was initially selected as:  
This image was initially attractive because it featured a Pacific Islander without the usual distinctive 
ethnic signifiers such as dance garments, tropical-flower necklaces or tattoos. It also appealed 
because of the inclusion of Otara — a New Zealand suburb with a high population of Pacific Islands 
people — at the bottom of a list of international metropolitan cities on the subject’s sweat shirt. This 
key element aligned with the intention of the exhibition team to highlight the ways in which the Pacific 
Islands connected to New Zealand through history, but also the many ways in which New Zealand 
reaches out to the Pacific and connects to the wider world.62 
However, this decision later changed after a national search to identify the individual in the 
image found that the man, Daniel Maaka, was of Māori descent. When the decision was 
made to reshoot the photograph with a Pacific Islander to replace Maaka, the community 
response was varied. Some conveyed the inappropriateness of replacing a Māori with a 
Pacific Islander, and others raised the issue of representation.63 The local Dominion Post 
reported: “[n]ow that he has been identified, Mr Maaka’s Māori ethnicity presents a 
difficulty for the national museum, which had been considering using his picture as the 
“hero image” for its upcoming Pasifika exhibition.”64 As Mallon explains the national debate 
“highlighted some of the issues at the heart of the Tangata o le Moana exhibition and the 
general representation of Pacific peoples in New Zealand’s national museum.”65 
Subsequently, the image was taken with a Pacific Islander, and used as the exhibition’s 
hero image. With these debates in mind, Mallon and Mahina-Tuai pushed ahead with 
preparations for the exhibition. 
 
 
Curatorial Practice: bringing old stories into view 
The debates around representation within the national museum context demonstrates the 
highly charged environment in which curators and communities converge. For an 
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exhibition, object selection is a powerful tool, and working with communities often unsettles 
the significance of objects selected to tell a specific story. For example, Chang Wan-Chen, 
using the example of Japan and China in the second half of the nineteenth century, argues 
that the Western museum system was associated with the “material nature of things”.66 
Arguably for the Pacific, cultural significance is at the heart of display and collections. In a 
2010 article Mallon and Te Papa History Curator Stephanie Gibson explain their rationale 
for community exhibitions and engagement:  
Te Papa develops community exhibitions in consultation not only because of its statutory mandate, 
but because it believes that communities should be able to speak with authority and share their 
tāonga (treasured objects) on a national platform.67 
This concept of representing and engaging community authority over objects and stories 
associated with them is an essential part of how Tangata o le Moana was developed, as 
Gibson and Mallon explain: 
Tangata o le Moana was a major restatement of the Pacific Islands communities’ presence at Te 
Papa, and involved stories and objects associated with community groups as well as individuals. In 
addition, sensitivities in the Pacific communities had changed to the extent that the use of common 
but stereotypical images such as the coconut tree, frangipani and hibiscus (all in common usage in 
the Pacific Island homelands) were unpopular in New Zealand for their homogenising effect. 
Therefore, none was considered seriously as a promotional image.”68 
These changing ideas and the sensitive nature of the politics of display (as the Glen Jowitt 
photograph had shown) can be further understood by examining the curatorial process for 
Tangata o le Moana. In the introduction of the subsequent publication Tangata o le Moana: 
New Zealand and the People of the Pacific (2012), editors Mallon and Mahina-Tuai (with 
Pacific historian Damon Salesa) state that the text, based on the exhibition, was a:  
product of four years’ research and development, the exhibition marked a change of direction in the 
interpretation and display of the Pacific Cultures collections in the national museum. We hope this 
book will similarly adjust New Zealanders’ view of their history in relation to the Pacific.69 
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This change of direction reveals a shift in how objects and stories associated with Pacific 
communities in New Zealand are represented. Furthermore Mallon and Mahina-Tuai 
explain: 
despite Pacific peoples’ long history of coming to these shores and their economic, social and 
cultural contributions to this country, their stories are almost invisible in the New Zealand history 
booksW[t]hese omissions have implications for a museum that represents a nation. Indeed, the 
inclusion of these stories challenges the idea of the nation itself as a bounded entity around which 
we can easily draw a line. As curators we were challenged to move beyond the representation of the 
Pacific and its peoples as ethnological curiosities, as cultures and peoples with little history; beyond 
conceptions of New Zealand as a nation separate from the ocean and islands that surround it.70  
The grand narratives of New Zealand histories, according to Mallon, largely neglect Pacific 
stories told from Pacific perspectives. It is therefore important to analyse the events which 
led up to the momentous occasion that saw the launch of Tangata o le Moana into the 
national psyche. 
 
 
Sāmoa and New Zealand stories 
 
Figure 34: Entrance to the Tangata o le Moana exhibition. Ref. Courtesy of Sean Mallon, Te Papa, 2016. 
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The Tangata o le Moana exhibition is located on level 4 of Te Papa (Fig 34). As you enter, 
the visitor encounters the vaka (canoe) Tauhunu from Manihiki (Cook Islands) and the art 
sculpture by Tongan artist Filipe Tohi. The tones of brown and red were deliberate as 
Mallon explains:  
I think that we were really trying to avoid a show that was cliché and that had the vibrant colours of 
the Pacific in its graphic designWfrangipanis and all that sort of thing. So we worked to keep the tone 
respectfulWwe didn’t want it to be at the end of a tourist brochure, or here you are in the 
islandsWThat was a mistake that I think we drifted into with the first exhibitionWour argument was 
that the stories and objects would be the colour (so to speak) of what punctuated the show.71 
 
A language barrel sits on a wall space to the right of the image, in an area that references 
Oceania’s deep history and relationship with Māori. Stories and objects associated with 
Sāmoa are peppered throughout the exhibition. In the first segment on ‘Ships of the 
Pacific’ reference is made to Sāmoa’s ‘alia (double-hull canoe) and its similarity to Fiji’s 
drua and Tonga’s kalia.72 A photograph by Alfred Tattersall in the 1890s is used to 
illustrate a Sāmoan example.73 Sāmoa is included in the Language Barrel interactive, 
which demonstrates the similarity of languages between Māori, Cook Islands Māori and 
Hawai’i using words such as house/fale/whare/’are/hale, 
people/tangata/tangata/tangata/kanaka, and ocean/moana/moana/moana/moana.74   
 
 
Figure 35: Pisupo Lua Afe (Corned beef 2000), Michel Tuffery. Ref. Courtesy of Sean Mallon, Te Papa, 
2016. 
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Segment Two called ‘Colonialism – all bull?’ (Fig 37) features a prominent artwork by artist 
of Pacific descent Michel Tuffery Pisupo Lua Afe (Corned beef 2000). Using pisupo 
(corned beef), this work looks at the influence Western colonialism has had on the people 
of the Pacific with the introduction of pisupo in customary events and the common diet.75 
The text and work is supported with a quote from Chief Justice of Sāmoa C. C. Marsack 
(1961) about the appropriation of ‘peasoup’ to ‘pisupo’ by Sāmoans.76 Within this segment, 
a space titled ‘Little Known Lives’ features Pacific visitors to New Zealand from 1769 to 
1898 under ‘Early Visitors’.77 Early Sāmoan visitors included Tom from Manu’a, who 
arrived in 1838 and lived in the Bay of Islands before returning to Sāmoa. There were 
others like Noe/Noa Baker who arrived in 1847 with her husband Daniel and four children. 
Another Sāmoan, Daniel Wilson, arrived in 1885, worked as a labourer, and died in 1911. 
Examples of a student was included Marie Fabricius, who attended the prestigious 
Auckland Grammar School, and well-known personality Louisa Kronfeld, who arrived in 
1891. Of interest is a poem by artist of Pacific descent Karlo Mila-Schaaf, ‘Ode to Sioeli’, 
about a Tongan who attempted to save Reverend John Burnby in 1840. Both tragically lost 
their lives due to a capsized canoe. This list of names and locations brings visibility to 
invisible individuals. 
 
In Segment Three entitled ‘Imperial Ambitions’, a focus is made on Richard John Seddon 
(King Dick), New Zealand’s Premier who had lobbied unsuccessfully to incorporate Sāmoa 
and Fiji into New Zealand in the nineteenth century. Through his influence, New Zealand 
managed to acquire the Cook Islands and Niue in 1901. Sāmoa features more prominently 
in this section under ‘New Zealand builds its empire’ with the emphasis that Sāmoa was 
occupied in 1914 at the outset of the First World War. An ‘ipu (coconut shell cup) and 
jewellery associated with Percy Williams, the founding headmaster of Avele Agricultural 
School in 1924 makes reference to New Zealanders working in Sāmoa since the beginning 
of the New Zealand administration in the 1920s. 
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The text ‘Apology accepted’ outlines the gifting of the ‘ie toga (finely woven mat) Le 
Ageagea a Tumua (the Substance of Tumua) (Fig 36) by the Tamasese family following 
the apology by the then Prime Minister Helen Clark to the Sāmoan people referring to New 
Zealand’s early administration of Sāmoa. The text label states: “The gifting of the ‘ie toga 
was of enormous symbolic significance and marked a turning point in the relations 
between the two countries.”  In ‘Under New Zealand rule’, Sāmoa’s story during the 
tragedy of the influenza epidemic of 1918 and the Mau Resistance Movement are 
highlighted. This is followed by an explanation of the importance and value of ‘ie toga in 
maintaining connections in Sāmoan culture. Two photographs support the label, the first 
showing the apology occasion in 2002, and the second depicting a Mau demonstration in 
the 1920s. The juxtaposition is powerful. 
 
 
Figure 36: 'ie toga Le Ageagea a Tumua (the Substance of Tumua). Ref. Courtesy of Grace Hutton, Te 
Papa, 2016. 
Of particular interest is the label written by Sāmoa’s Head of State Tui Atua Tupua 
Tamasese Efi to explain the message and meaning behind the gifting of the ‘ie toga which 
he writes is about “love, death, remorse, and forgiveness between kin.” Furthermore: 
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The gifting of Le Ageagea o Tumua to Helen Clark is a gift to Aotearoa. It is akin to a gift of marriage 
where this marriage connects, reclaims, and becomes the legacy of love between two nations, 
cultures, and their children — the nations of Aotearoa and Sāmoa. 
A short excerpt from the speech made by Faamatuainu Tala Mailei in 2002 further 
cements the simile of sealing a marriage between the two countries. In Te Papa, Mallon 
notes the display case for the ‘ie toga is of international conservation standard and the 
exhibition text label perhaps the longest in the history of the museum.78 As a back story, 
the ‘ie toga had been at the centre of some heated debates as the Tamasese family 
voiced their disapproval about how the ‘ie toga had been exhibited in the museum. 
Following consultation with the family, the museum displayed the ‘ie toga in its current 
state to reflect a national story that bridges the historical ties of Sāmoa and New Zealand. 
The ‘ie toga makes reference to a critical period of Sāmoa’s history. Sāmoa–New Zealand 
stories are mainly associated with the colonial period, and these are interspersed 
throughout the remaining segments relating to sports, music, tattooing, art and fashion. 
Customary items include a tanoa fai’ava (kava bowl) from 1875 which is displayed as part 
of the nineteenth century tourist trade, a fue (fly whisk) and an ipu (coconut shell cup). A 
contemporary pandanus garment made by Sāmoan artist Lindah Lepou titled ‘Flax’ Tutu 
(1994) is on display in a section on fashion. The late Sāmoan graphic designer Joseph 
Churchward79 features in the multiple display cases by way of an eye chart along with 
objects such as photographs, kilikiti (cricket) bat, shoes and necklaces, supported by 
media interactives. Photographs of people with the Sāmoan pe’a (men’s tattoo) feature on 
a wall about the currency of art forms, as does key musical vocalists, such as Mavis Rivers 
who excelled in the business in the 1950s (Fig 37). Although Sāmoa’s stories are woven 
into the bigger narratives of history the display of the ‘ie toga centralises the Sāmoa–New 
Zealand relationship. 
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Figure 37: Music area in the Tangata o le Moana exhibition. Ref. Courtesy of Grace Hutton, Te Papa, 2016. 
Te Papa.  
 
 
Responding to Tangata o le Moana 
Significantly Tangata o le Moana articulated colonial and post-colonial events that drew on 
New Zealand and Pacific interactions particularly in reference to diasporic communities. 
Advertisements for the Tangata o le Moana exhibition contained the following text: 
The exhibition is the story of Pacific people past and present, in all areas of life — on the street, on 
the sports field, in the recording studio, on the political stage, and beyond. There are highs, and 
there are lows — from the dawn raids of the 1970s to Tana Umaga becoming first Pacific captain of 
the All Blacks. Exhibits range from ancient vaka (canoes) to contemporary jewellery to ‘Pacific 
Beats’, an interactive that lets you remix the sounds of the Pacific musicians like Bill Sevisi, Fat 
Freddy’s Drop, and OMC.80 
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The broad coverage of the seven island groups of Tuvalu, Niue, Cook Islands, Tonga, 
Sāmoa, Fiji and Tokelau brought together officials, government dignitaries and community 
groups. Sāmoa’s Deputy Head of State at the time, Tuiatua Tupua Tamasese Efi attended 
to represent the nation. This was significant because of his association with the ‘ie toga. 
Thus, the launch involved Te Papa staff who hosted a major two-day Pacific Festival 
opened by Te Papa’s resident Kaumatua (Māori elders). Gifts were exchanged such as 
those given by the Tuvalu community. Dignitaries included Sāmoan Labour MP 
Luamanuvao Winnie Laban, Te Papa’s Chief Executive Seddon Bennington, and Acting 
Kaihautu Arapata Hakiwai. Sāmoan community advisor Galumalemana Alfred Hunkin, and 
New Zealand Governor General the Rt. Hon. Sir Anand Satyanand were also present.81 A 
showcase of Pacific music artists, including King Kapisi, also contributed to the festival 
events. 
 
Despite a well-attended launch, reviews from both the community and academics varied. 
Adrian Muckle at Victoria University begins his review with two questions which he saw 
formed the exhibition: how do peoples of the Pacific contribute to the growing sense of 
New Zealand as a Pacific place; and what are their stories, treasures and achievements? 
Muckle is critical of the exhibition’s perceived lack of research, in reference to Pepper’s 
ghost hologram he states “[a]ll one could really ask for here is less awe and more detail 
about current directions in research.” In the section ‘Empire in the South Pacific’, for 
Sāmoa he writes:  
Relations with Sāmoa are represented by Le Ageagea o Tumua, the fine mat presented to Helen 
Clark in acknowledgement of her 2002 apology for the events that occurred under New Zealand’s 
administration. A tiny panel sketches New Zealand rule in Sāmoa, including the influenza epidemic, 
the Mau and the story behind the fine mat.82  
Muckle makes the point that much of the emphasis of the exhibition is on pre-1945. 
Furthermore, he comments that the video about phosphate mining on Banaba by the 
British Phosphate Commission “provides the only real examination of the legacy of empire 
and colonialism (including New Zealand’s) in the Pacific.” Muckle’s review is puzzling, and 
he appears to misunderstand the revisionist idea of the exhibition, in that the construction 
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of Tangata o le Moana had a moralising effect. The stories surround the colonial period 
because of New Zealand’s tenuous relationship with the island groups, and the encounters 
of that experience. Thus, many of the objects on display are products of the colonial 
experience or responding to it. In contrast to Muckle’s review of the exhibition, Michael 
Reilly’s critique of the publication applauded the text: “This work will help New Zealand 
readers understand how these lands are intimately connected to the many islands in that 
vast Moana-nui-a-Kiwa, the Pacific Ocean.”83 John Daly-Peoples from the National 
Business Review Radio commented in reference to the publication that: “Over the last fifty 
years Pacific culture has, in many areas of New Zealand become part of the New Zealand 
culture landscape but how that has happened is generally not understood.”84 Even further, 
an Auckland Library research site, promotes the publication as:  
Using a fresh perspective, this award winning and lusciously illustrated book seeks to reposition and 
reframe Pacific Island people and history within a new context, which moves beyond past traditional 
(mis)representations and omissions.85 
The four segments of the exhibition were fleshed out in the subsequent publication. 
Usually an exhibition publication is launched together with the show; however, in the case 
of the current show, it came out five years later, published by Te Papa Press, and jointly 
edited by Mallon, Mahina-Tuai with historian Damon Salesa. The 392-page text of 
reproduced documents, often available to the public for the first time, tell the story of the 
Pacific and New Zealand. The 17 chapters are authored by a strong group of scholars 
including Dame Anne Salmond, Cluny Macpherson, Janet Davidson and Melani Anae, 
indicative of supportive scholarship. The exhibition was acknowledged by the Human 
Rights Commission for its positive contribution to race relations.86 Clayton McGregor as 
the 3D Designer for the exhibition gained a Silver Award from the Asia Pacific Interior 
Design Awards in 2008.87 Despite few mentions in reviews, these awards and 
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acknowledgements are important indications of how the exhibition is received by the 
community and their interpretation of the objects and associated stories. 
 
 
Conclusion 
In 2017, Tangata o le Moana will have been on display for 10 years. This case study 
demonstrates the complexity of representing culture in a national museum context such as 
Te Papa, as it attempts to engage with multiple perspectives about how culture is 
perceived, remembered and lived in a contemporary environment. This long-term 
exhibition has been visited by various individuals, community groups, students, artists and 
academics. It documents the long history between New Zealand and the Pacific, and it 
leaves the visitor wondering what the next 100 years will entail. Even if Tangata o le 
Moana is replaced, the publication will long outlive its display, and makes a valuable 
contribution to the scholarship and community in New Zealand and abroad. Although Te 
Papa as an institution has been a site of research, the Pacific Cultures area has for the 
most part been largely under the radar. This chapter makes a case for the importance of 
analysing the Tangata o le Moana exhibition as a microscopic representation of Pacific 
communities like Sāmoa in a national museum framework. It diverges from the previous 
chapters which focus solely on Sāmoa, since it sits alongside other Pacific neighbours who 
also have had a historical relationship with New Zealand. In many ways, it signals a 
maturing of the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship in that Sāmoa has been integrated into 
New Zealand’s Pacific cultures and history. During my time as Curator Pacific Cultures at 
Te Papa, I saw the significance of the exhibition for disarming pre-conceived ideas of 
Pacific histories, and assisting visitors to realise the global connections of the Pacific 
region.
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Conclusion 
 
My first visit to the National Museum in the early 1990s with my grandfather from Sāmoa is 
a haunting memory as I vividly recall Māori skulls on display in glass cases as we entered 
the large foyer. Years later, the museological transformations I experienced as Curator of 
Pacific Cultures (2008–13) demonstrate a changing political and social environment that 
led to the formation of Te Papa as ‘Our Place’. Significantly this new space included room 
for a Pacific and Sāmoan identity. I imagine my grandfather, had he lived long enough, 
would have been pleasantly surprised to find the story of a Sāmoan ‘ie toga on display in 
the national museum, in a country far away from Sāmoa, which his children and 
grandchildren now call home. 
 
Exploring display through the lens of Pacific history and museum studies, this thesis has 
investigated the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship from 1923 to 2007 using five key 
exhibitions as case studies: the Agricultural Show and Fair (1923), the New Zealand 
Centennial Exhibition (1939–40), the South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976), Va’aomanu: 
Togimamanu e ata, tala ma fa’atufugaga o le fa’aaliga o au measina— an exhibition 
celebrating the history and culture of Sāmoa (1998), and Tangata o le Moana: the story of 
Pacific people in New Zealand (2007). These reveal that the role of display in the colonial 
and post-colonial context has been used in a variety of ways over time; for a moralising 
effect, as a surveillance method and as an empowering tool for indigenous voices. The 
objects, people and stories that make up these displays are deeply embedded in contests 
over power, politics, culture and identity, and these contests are shaped by the prevailing 
concerns of specific historical shifts. In so doing, it acknowledges that the historiography of 
Sāmoa–New Zealand relations has been largely curated towards the early period of New 
Zealand’s administration.  
 
The Introduction introduced the theoretical and historiographic underpinning of this thesis, 
surveying a broad range of literature. The conclusion to Chapter Four began to pull 
together key points in the thesis argument. I argue that what occurred was a confluence of 
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many factors over decades. As the relationship between Sāmoa and New Zealand altered 
historically and politically, museum and library cultures also had begun to change to 
incorporate new ‘non-official’ narratives. Sāmoa became independent, developed a 
modern intelligentsia, and its people had begun to migrate in large number to New 
Zealand. At the same time a similar process took place between New Zealand Māori and 
the more recent settlers. Debates have centred on the power structures inherent in 
constructing multiple display sites. The time and cultural frames are no longer those of the 
West. In the Sāmoan context, despite the continued centrality of chiefly ideology, Sāmoan 
culture was no longer the total province of chiefly families. A slow democratisation took 
place while preserving respect for the chiefly past. 
 
The competing and contradictory application of display-making reveals the different ways 
in which displays were interpreted, exhibited and produced by various groups. As argued 
in Chapter One, for the colonial elite, although the paternal New Zealand regime 
perpetuated Sāmoa as a colonial territory, such ideas largely remained with the Apia port 
town where the colonial display-making activities took place. However, Sāmoan 
participation was influenced by the network of Sāmoan authority, and in particular through 
‘malaga’ or travelling and visiting. Nineteenth century events and new commemorations 
because of the First World War produced competing interpretations around power, identity 
and remembrance. The display-making activities converged during the construction of 
Sāmoa’s Agricultural Show and Fair (1923), where a Sāmoan ‘culture’ was developed 
within the economic sphere. This served the much broader purpose of moulding Sāmoa 
into New Zealand’s 1920s economy. 
 
In Chapter Two, while the economic advancement of Sāmoa was highlighted as a goal for 
the administration, a period of a Labour government in New Zealand incorporated broader 
processes, with particular focus on displaying friendly relations with Sāmoa following the 
Mau Resistance Movement. By staging the representation of Sāmoa at the New Zealand 
Centennial Exhibition (1939–40) (NZCE) those in authority were showcasing New 
Zealand’s benevolent and humanitarian image on the international stage in the 1930s. 
However, Sāmoan participation was for some, like Police Sergeant Fitisemanu Talavou, a 
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chance to assert his presence and identity as a representative of his country and village, 
and the chiefly title which he was at the time contesting. The multiple makings of identity at 
the NZCE showcased competing and opposing views of identity construction for various 
reasons. Some of these included the stereotypical images of the high chief and the 
taupou. However, as this case study reveals, wider interpretations of the NZCE suggests 
more complex cultural readings of these representational spaces in order to formulate 
identity outside the mainstream exhibition setting. 
 
By the post-independence era, Sāmoans, as Chapter Three argues, were asserting their 
mark on the interpretation of culture through the cultural arts, academic and artistic 
avenues such as the South Pacific Festival of Arts (1976). These multiple perspectives 
debated aspects of culture to be revived, performed and presented from within the post-
colonial communities. In particular, for communities that were residing outside of Sāmoa, 
identity markers such as festivals became important ways of representing the living culture 
of Sāmoa and the Pacific. These articulations fostered a regional movement and a 
reconsideration of how culture was represented for diasporic communities who had 
become political targets due to the unfolding events of the economic crisis of the 1970s in 
New Zealand. Simultaneously indigenous scholars and activists such as Albert Wendt 
played a key role in raising awareness around the need to support indigenous identities 
through language, literature and the arts. 
 
Sāmoan voices came to the fore in the 1980s largely through the cultural arts sector and 
the growing maturity of the modern Sāmoan intelligentsia. These people trod a wider path, 
and recognised historic culture with an assurance that combined Sāmoa’s place in New 
Zealand, the Pacific and the world. If there was an identifiable turning point it was with 
Va’aomanu in 1998, now almost 20 years ago. Tupuola Malifa brought together the voices 
of the Sāmoan people, through an insistence on language. Va’aomanu and its use of 
bilingual texts recognised a growing generational gap among migrant Sāmoans. Its 
involvement of a wider more representative Sāmoan team recognised that knowledge of 
Sāmoans from beyond libraries and museums was crucial to creating a New Zealand–
Sāmoan voice that was equally valid back in Sāmoa. Along with this came a maturity in the 
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attitude of the New Zealand government which had come to an accommodation with 
Māori, and several decades of migration that made Sāmoans an important New Zealand 
community. All through the 1990s, questions around identity and culture continued to be 
debated by diasporic communities trying to navigate their place in New Zealand’s society, 
as opposed to back in their island homelands. As Chapter Four asserts, historical images 
of Sāmoa’s past and the Sāmoan language were used to reinforce and re-educate 
Sāmoans about who they are and how their identities are constructed. These images were 
created by non-Sāmoans but were treasured for recreating a past long forgotten. Sāmoan 
curator Tupuola Malifa played a dual-role; he represented both the Sāmoan community 
and the National Library of New Zealand as an institution. The return to a historical view of 
Sāmoa in effect brought a reconciliation of the emerging ‘NZ-born’ identity and those who 
were ‘Island-born’. Va’aomanu enabled a conversation between generations, and within 
the institutional body of the NLNZ. This significant exhibition signalled a turning point in 
how Sāmoans understood themselves and their past. More importantly it demonstrated the 
changing nature of the public library as a space to engage with the public and to provide 
access to public collections. 
 
The complexities of representing communities at Te Papa, as discussed in Chapter Five, 
revealed contradictory views of how culture is represented in a national institution. The 
exhibition demonstrated competing elements that inform Pacific and Sāmoan identities. 
More importantly, the associated publication showed a maturing of how Sāmoa–New 
Zealand relations had been shaped. The politics of representation is a challenging 
enterprise for museum staff and advisory groups. As this thesis has shown, Sāmoa–New 
Zealand relations have undergone tremendous change since 1923. These changes have 
been brought about in part by Sāmoans themselves as they seek to articulate their own 
histories and their own identities. The exhibition Tangata o le Moana (2007) asserted a 
revisionist perspective by incorporating multiple Pacific identities in order to tell the broader 
story of Pacific–New Zealand relations. Sāmoa’s story is centralised around the ‘ie toga 
and the Mau Reistance Movement. The multi-layered exhibition pre-empts isolated 
histories by giving space to connected and hidden histories. 
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I have argued that display is a key component in the understanding of contemporary 
Sāmoan culture, and that language has also been integral to the expression of Sāmoan 
culture. Objects on display reflect the dynamic relations between Sāmoan diasporic 
communities, since mobility is central to the way these relations are constructed. In 
addition, display is a vehicle that demonstrates notions of class, race and kinship, and how 
these are produced and negotiated. Sāmoan displays are often represented as a model of 
a resilient traditional culture. Drawing on contemporary Pacific scholarship which situates 
indigenous agency within colonial and post-colonial structures, the case study exhibitions 
have been understood as contested spaces that are part of broader processes informing 
individual, collective and national identities. 
 
The Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship is complex and ever-changing and is represented 
in tangible and intangible cultural heritage. The importance of intangible cultural heritage 
alongside physical objects has been integral to the historical journey of the Sāmoa-New 
Zealand relationship. This is not solely the cultural manifestation in how Sāmoan customs 
are performed but rather the wealth of knowledge and skills that is transmitted through it 
from one generation to the next. The realisation that this broad cultural base includes oral 
histories has been a necessary part of the process. With this historical view in mind, the 
future of the Sāmoa–New Zealand relationship in many ways will be richer since 
indigenous academics and communities now have a respected place in shaping its 
ongoing dynamic. There will also be space to explore histories that are still hidden, and to 
create dialogue around evolving Sāmoan ideas of culture and history. 
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